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By The Editor

SPACE TRAVEL-WHEN ?
IN view of the mass of moonshine

which has been written by non-
technical writers about space travel

to the Moon and Mars being imminent,
I am pleased that Sir Edward Appleton,
the famous physicist, had some com-
ments to make on the subject in his
presidential address to the annual meet-
ing of the British Association. He took
as his subject " Finding Out Things
With Radio and Rockets," and on the
subject of space travel he said that some
of the more enthusiastic people who
wrote on the subject envisaged a fleet
of rocket ships travelling round the
earth, to serve as a kind of space terminus
station for trips to the Moon and other
planetary bodies. Illustrations have been
published of men moving about out-
side in space suits, tied to the space ship
to ensure that they kept up the necessary
speed. Life inside a space ship would
not be as we know it in high-speed
aircraft. In eating a meal, for example,
food, having no weight, would not stay
on the spoon and one would be com-
pelled to use sugar tongs or chop sticks.
He did not explain how the joint of
beef would be tethered before carving
or what would happen when the slice
had been carved. The argument he
adduced in this respect would, of course,
equally apply to the occupants of the ship.

He asked a number of questions, but
was wise enough not to give the answers.
Could a space man survive such an experi-
ment ? Could he stand the acceleration
needed to send him to these great heights ?
Could he stand exposure to the heavy
cosmic rays from which we are protected
at ground level by the atmosphere ?
What was the chance of the space ship
being punctured by a heavy meteor ?

He thought it foolish to ask the
scientists how long it will be before one
can take a ten-day trip round the Moon
and inspect something no human being
has ever seen-the back face of the moon.
" Still more foolish is the scientist who
tells you this will all certainly happen
within 20 or 5o years."

I can answer the first three questions
quoted in the affirmative. Presumably, Sir
Edward has some doubts himself, but
those who have given, perhaps, more time
to the study of the subject than this

Fair Comment
eminent scientist have no doubts upon the
matter. As to whether space travel will
take place during the present century,
I think that highly probable. The time
factor will be entirely decided by the
amount of money and time devoted to
it. It took centuries to develop the aero-
plane and the motor car, but science has
now equipped itself with magic boots or
a magic carpet. Where formerly it took
small strides it now travels seven leagues.
No longer is it necessary to rely entirely
on trial and error because of lack of
scientific knowledge. By means of
radio control it is possible to conduct
initial experiments with space ships
which do not carry human beings but
which are equipped with recording and
photographic apparatus. The loss of
life which normally accompanies experi-
ments into the unknown be so
great because the risk is minimised
beforehand.

The same arguments which are now
used against space travel were used
against flying in the air with heavier-
than-air machines. Television was once
looked upon as the dream of a lunatic.
Not so many years ago it was considered
that the limiting speed of aircraft was
the speed of sound. We, now know,
according to Einstein, that the limit is
the speed of light. Regarding the acceler-
ation of space ships, it should be remem-
bered that less than 5o years ago doctors
stated that no man could withstand a
speed in a motor car of 6o miles an
hour because he would die of heart
failure.

It is somewhat curious in view of the
scientific miracles which have happened
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in the past quarter of a century, when the
lid of the Pandora's Box of science
was lifted, to find scientists still doubtful
regarding space flight. Which reminds
me of the words of the late Wilbur
Wright when he exhibited his machine
to the French authorities. Learned
professors inspected the machine, told
him where the design was wrong and
gave reasons why it could not possibly fly.
Wright retorted " Parrots talk-they
cannot fly ! " He then proceeded to
confound that argument by taking the
machine in the air and making a perfect
take off and landing.

OUR QUERY SERVICE-REVISED
CHARGE

()WING to the large increase in the
number of applications which are

received by the Post Office for the re-
purchase of postage stamps which have
been used for remitting small sums of
money, we have been compelled to revise
our Query Rules. In future every query
must be accompanied by a 6d. crossed postal
order, the query coupon cut from the
current issue, and a stamped addressed
envelope.

In future the Post Office will not, as a
general rule, repurchase from pub-
lishers and advertisers stamps which
have been used for payments ; that is the
reason for this change.

ORNAMENTAL TURNING
TN the early part of this century orna-

mental turning was a widely prac-
tised hobby, but it has gradually -declined
in popularity chiefly because suppliers
of ornamental turning lathes and the
special chucks necessary have gone out of
existence. Ornamental turning lathes,
such as the Holtzapffel, are no longer
made but are still greatly in demand. A
large number of special attachments,
such as geometrical chucks for turning
irregular shapes, including ovals, were
available. Many books were published
on the subject, including a series by
Holtzapffel himself. I mention this
because it is news to me that the Society
of Ornamental Turners was inaugurated
about five years ago and at present has a
membership of 85. It issues a half -
yearly bulletin of about 3o pages con-
taining useful articles.-F. J. C.
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The Properties of Glass:and the Simple Tools and Processes Used for Working It
JUST as the carpenter or the metalworker

must know something of the nature and
properties of wood and metal, so also

should the glassworker know something of
the nature and properties of glass, in order
that he might appreciate the technique of
working in this medium. When the glass -
worker has a good grasp of this basic know-
ledge, the reasons for carrying out the
various processes involved become clear, and
there is less likelihood of material being
wasted, with consequent loss of time, money,
and temper!

Nature and Properties of Glass
Glass is essentially a fused mixture of the

oxides of sodium, potassium, silicon, alumi-
nium, calcium, lead, and boron in various
proportions. The result of this fusion is
not a straightforward chemical compound,
but rather, a " solid solution." This gives us
a clue as to some of the properties that we
might expect glass to possess. A pure
chemical compound melts at a sharply
defined temperature; a mixture on the other
hand melts over a range of temperature.
Glass, on being heated, behaves as a mix -
sure; it does not melt at one temperature,
but passes through a stage when it is soft
and plastic. The whole art and technique
of the glassworker depends on this latter
property. The temperature at which glass
softens depends on its constitution, and by
varying the proportions of the different
oxides different types of glass can be
obtained. A typical " soft" glass would
contain about 68 per cent. of silica (silicon
oxide), 14 per cent. of sodium monoxide, and
7 per cent. of lime (calcium oxide). There
may also be present small percentages of
alumina (aluminium oxide) and potassium
monoxide. A typical hard glass, on the
other hand, would contain a greater percen-
tage of potassium monoxide and less sodium
monoxide, e.g., 64 per cent. silica, 20 per
cent. potassium monoxide and 1 1 per cent.
lime. " Fire -proof " glasses such as Pyrex
contain a considerable proportion of boron
trioxide, while lead glass, as might be
expected, contains a high proportion of lead
oxide. Since the proportions of the various
ingredients can be varied within quite wide
limits, there are a large number of formulae,
and glass made in accordance with any
particular formula will have different proper-
ties from glass made in accordance with
another formula. These differences may be
of sufficient magnitude to preclude the
satisfactory completion of a piece of work
when using glass from two different sources,
or even glass obtained from the same source       

/////////////////////////////
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(b)

Compression

Tension

Compression

Fig. i.-(a) Strains produced in sheet glass by
raped cooling. (b) Rupert's drop.

By E. HARRIS MORGAN, B.Sc.

at different times (e.g., when joining two
pieces of tubing).

In general, however, glasses can be classi-
fied as " soft," " hard," " resistance," " lead,"
or " optical." This article describes the

Annealing
When hot glass is cooled rapidly, the out-

side surface of the glass hardens first and
also contracts. The interior of the glass
cools last of all, and of course, also contracts.
The result of this is that severe strains are
set up in the glass, and a very tough glass

is produced ; in fact, a
specialised method of rapid
cooling is used to produce
" toughened glass." Fig.
1(a) shows the zones of
compression and tension
produced in a sheet of
toughened glass plate. The
exact limits of the zones
will depend on the rapidity
of cooling. In extreme
cases the contraction of the
interior of the glass can
produce a space. This
can be seen in Rupert's
drops, shown in Fig. r(b).
These drops of glass, first
produced by Prince Rupert
of Bavaria, can be made
by melting a rod of glass
in a blow -lamp flame and
allowing the molten glass
to fall into a beaker of
water or oil. If the tail of
the drop is cut off at the
point A (Fig. t(b)) the
balanced strains are
released and the drop flies
explosively in to sma 11
granules having rounded
edges. This last operation
should be carried out by
nipping the tail with a pair
of pliers, the drop being
held inside an inverted
glass jar to protect the
operator from flying frag-
ments.

Heating a piece of glass tubing prior to bending. (Note blow -tube
and assortment of rubber stoppers in left foreground.)

methods and technique of working in " soft "
glass, although some of the methods can
also be applied to " hard" glass.

Manufacture of Glass
The following account of the manufacture

of glass does not pretend to be complete, but
is merely included so that the reader should
have some knowledge -of the way in which
the process of " fusing " takes place.

Glass is manufactured by melting together
in a " pot " furnace the calculated weights
of the various constituents, together with a
definite quantity of scrap glass, known as
" cutlet." The heating of the furnace takes
place in two stages. At first only moderate
heat is applied so that no fusion takes place.
This is necessary so that carbon dioxide
evolved during the reaction shall be released
at a steady rate. (The sodium and potassium
oxides in glass are formed from sodium
carbonate and potassium carbonate respec-
tively.) The temperature is then raised to
about r,500 deg. C. and maintained at this
temperature until the reaction is complete.
The glass may then be moulded, or, at a
slightly lower temperature, be worked into
sheets and tubes.

Fan
shaped
flame

(a)

Strains in glass can
be released suddenly, with
consequent rupture of the

Ye//ow smoky
flame

(Air hole
closed) zone of

unburnt
gas (cold)

Rotating
collar

Jet

Fig. 2.-(a) Batswing Burner. (b) Bunsen
Burner showing hot blue' flame. (c) Smoky

flame of Bunsen Burner.
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glass, through a variety of circumstances,
such as heating the glass, scratching it and so
on. A strained glass is not suitable for normal
purposes, and steps must be taken to release
the strains slowly and safely, or to arrange
matters in such a way that a strained condi-
tion is avoided. This is done by heating
the glass slowly until it is near the softening
point, and then allowing the glass to cool
very slowly so that each part of the glass
cools at the same rate. This process is
known as annealing. On a large scale,
special annealing ovens are used. These
ovens are long in shape, and through them
passes a moving belt. One end of the oven
is maintained at a high temperature, and
there is a gradual temperature gradient along
the oven to the other end which is cool. The
glass articles pass slowly through the oven
from the hot end to the cool end, thus cool-
ing gradually and evenly. On a small scale,
glass articles are annealed by transferring
them from the working flame to a smoky
flame. They are kept in the smoky flame
until a layer of carbon forms on the surface.
This layer cannot form until the temperature
of the glass has fallen to a certain value, and
indicates that the article has cooled suffici-
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Heavy
base

Air

Nut
Spring washer

L ht a e tube sliding fit)
11111MOINIMION6

trapsii
111i Heavy gauge

brass tube
(a) 4'ir 4/4"

Gas

Fig. 4.-(a) Diagram of blast blowpipe. (b)
pointed

Working Bench
The first essential is a workbench of con-

venient height and size. When working with
small easily held pieces, it is customary to
sit at the bench, and a height of 28in. is
recommended. The chair or stool should
be of such a height that the elbows can be
rested comfortably on the bench top. Glass -
working is a delicate, and at times a tiring,
job, and the comfort of the operator is a
prime consideration if good work is not to

Counter poise (adjust so that rod balances at A when
load weight removed)

A

Pivot

Increase pressure
9"

,'.Load weight 1/4 or.
114 diatu be

r2clia steel ball

it%4dia hole in brass plate
To Fromsoldered to drum
blowlamp pump -4-

Gall oil drum (acts as reservoir)

Fig. 5 (a).-Section of a pressure release valve.

ently to be removed from the flame. The
work should then be allowed to cool com-
pletely in a draught -free atmosphere. It
cannot be stressed too strongly that anneal-
ing must be carried out thoroughly if satis-
factory work is to be turned out.

(b)

716"
Thick

Material, springy brass

(a)

,
',/4 dia. Steel

Gradual
taper

Fig. 3.-Glasszvorkers' tools. (a) Tongs.
(b) Spike. (c) Rimming tool.

Fig. 5 (b).-De-
tails of a mano-

meter.

Inches of
water

- 30 -

- /0 -

- o

- /0 -

- 30 -

be spoiled. The bench need not be large ; a
top 3oin. by 3cin. is big enough for most
work. There should, however, be plenty of
room around the bench, particularly to the
right and left, so that long lengths of glass
tubing may be handled. The top of the
bench must be protected against burns from
hot glass, and should be covered with a sheet
of iron or asbestos. Finally, the bench
should be placed where it is not in direct
light. A position where the light is subdued
is advisable for glassworking. As the amateur
becomes more experienced in glassworking, he
will learn to judge the temperature of the
glass by its appearance and by the appear-
ance of the flame, and this is more easily
done in subdued light.

Tools
The glassworkers' basic tool is merely a

hot flame. Flames come in all shapes and
sizes, however, and it is part of the skill of
a glassworker to know just what size and
shape of flame he requires and how to pro-
duce it. One instrument cannot possibly
produce all the types of flame that are
needed ; in practice, three types of burner
are in common use, and these are described
below.

For the simplest jobs, two types of heat -
producing source are required. One of these
is the batswing burner (approximate cost
4s. 6d.) Fig. 2(a), and the other the Bunsen
burner (approximate cost 3s. 6d.) Fig. 2(b).
The Bunsen burner can be replaced, for cer-
tain operations, by a blowtorch of the type
described in PRACTICAL MECHANICS for July,

Smoky flame
Gas:Full on
Air Off

(b)

3B dia.

Jet
j25dieepprox

(I m. m.)

11

Brush flame
Gas Full on
Air Full on

(c)

Needle Name
Gas:Turned down
Air: Full -Half on

Smoky flame. (c) Brush flame. (d) Small
flame.

1953. With these two heat sources, a great
deal of simple glassworking can be accom-
plished, and the beginner is advised to master
the technique of simple operations with these
sources before proceeding to more advanced
work.

The batswing burner and the Bunsen burner
are shown diagrammatically in Figs. 2(a) and
(b), together with the types of flames produced
by each. The batswing burner products
a thin fan of flame of a smoky charac-
ter. It is used for heating glass tubing
prior to bending. The only adjustment
possible with the batswing burner is that of
varying the size of the flame by varying the
amount of gas at the gas tap. This adjust-
ment is of considerable importance when
bending glass tubing, as will be seen later.
The Bunsen burner can produce two distinct
types of flame. These are shown diagrammati-
cally in Figs. 2(b) and (c). At the base of the
Bunsen barrel there is a hole which can be
covered by a sliding collar. When the collar
is arranged so that the hole is open, the rush
of gas through the jet sticks in air through
the hole. This air mixes with the gas which
burns with a clear hot blue flame (Fig. 2(b)).

Particular attention should be paid to the
structure of this flame, and it should be noted
that the inner zone of unburnt gas is cold.
The air sucked in through the hole is called
" primary air," while the air obtained at
the top of the barrel is known as " secondary
air." If the primary air is cut off by clos-
ing the air -hole, a cooler smoky flame is
obtained as shown in Fig 2(c). The height
of the flame can be controlled by regulating
the amount of gas at the fas tap, but care
should be taken not to attempt to obtain too
low a flame with the air -hole open, or the
burner may " strike back "; that is to say, the
flame will travel down the barrel and burn
at the jet. This condition can be cor-
rected, without putting the burner out, by
turning the gas on full and giving the rubber
supply tube a sharp thump with the closed
fist. Both the clear flame and the smoky
flame have their uses in glassworking.

Other tools needed for even simple opera-
tions are a polished iron block about Sin. x
Sin. x tin., a pair of glass tongs (or a pair
of pliers fitted with smooth jaws), a spike
mounted in a wooden handle, some triangular
glass -cutting files (or knife), and a brass rim-
ming tool. These tools (illustrated in Fig. 3)
can be purchased from any good laboratory

4

Bowe/5

Measurements approx. Racks of different
size should be constructed

Fig. 6.-Rack for holding work while cooling.
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Fig. 7.-(a) Method of using file when cutting
glass tube. (b) Position of hands when making

a break.

suppliers, or, with the exception of the files,
can be made quite easily by any handy-
man. For this latter purpose, approximate
measurements are given in the figure.

When the worker proceeds to more
advanced work, he will find the necessity for
a piece of apparatus which can produce a
small, pointed, very hot flame. Such a piece
of apparatus is the blast blowpipe which is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4. It should
not be beyond the capabilities of the handy-
man accustomed to working in metal to pro-
duce an instrument of this type. They can, of
course, be purchased from laboratory sup-
pliers at a cost varying from £2 for the
simplest type to about £4 for those with
special refinements.

It will be seen from Fig. 4 that a blast
blowpipe requires a supply of air under
pressure. This can be supplied from a foot -
bellows, or more conveniently, from a motor -
driven airpump. Pumps of suitable types are
often advertised in this journal. The
important point to note in selecting a pump
is that it should deliver air at a pressure
of about 48-6o inches of water, under work-
ing conditions. If a pump delivers air above
this pressure, a simple form of pressure -
release valve can be constructed to reduce
the pressure to that required. Fig. 5(a) shows
one form of valve which can be used. In
order to measure the pressure developed, a
manometer of the type shown in Fig. 5(b)
can be constructed in glass.

The remaining equipment required is
racks to hold the store of glass tubing, and
a small rack to hold hot work while cooling.
Details of this latter rack are shown in
Fig. 6. The workshop should also contain
bins for waste glass and for recoverable glass.
Biscuit tins make suitable containers for this
purpose. A few asbestos " toast " mats will
be 'found useful for holding cooling glass.
Since, when learning, a few burns are almost
inevitable, a tube of " anti -burn " ointment
should be within easy reach.

Raw Material
The raw material of the glassworker is

glass tubing and glass rod. This can be
obtained in a variety of diameters, and, in
the case of tubing, in a variety of thick-
nesses. It is sold by the pound in standard
lengths of about five feet. The reader is
advised to use standard wall glass tube until
the various operations have been mastered.
The cost of glass tubing is about 3s. a
pound, with slight increases for tubing of
large and very small diameter.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS October, 1953

The tubing can be stored in either a
horizontal or a vertical rack. Vertical storage
is suitable when there is rapid turnover of
stock; horizontal storage (with the whole
length of tube supported), when stock is
consumed slowly. In both cases, the storage
rack should be dust -proof. One of the most
useful sizes of glass tubing and glass rod is
that with a diameter of 5 millimetres. When
buying glass tube it is probably best to pur-
chase " assorted sizes," with a few additional
pounds of 5 millimetre tubing. Remember
to specify " soft " glass tubing, unless other
grades are required.

Cutting Glass Tubing
One of the most frequent operations that

the glassworker is called upon to perform, is
that of cutting glass tubing. The instrument
used for this purpose is a triangular file.
The tubing is placed on a flat surface, and
a scratch made in the desired position by
drawing the file towards the operator and
applying moderate pressure, the tang of the
file being held in the hand (Fig. 7(a)). It is
customary to use the file without a handle
for this operation. The orthodox method of
filing as carried out on metal should NOT
be employed as it is decidedly dangerous to
do so. The glass tube is then picked up
and arranged so that the hands are placed
as shown in Fig. 7(b). It should be noted
that the cut in the tube is at the opposite
side of the tube from the thumbs. The hands

Red not tip
(Must not be
greater than %,in

diameter)'"

Scratch around tube

Fig. 8.-Method of cutting large diameter glass
tubing.

Fig. 9.-" Drawing -off " a glass tube.

are then pulled apart with a slight bending
motion as indicated in Fig. 7(b). The bend-
ing motion must not be overdone. The
glass tube is held low in front of the body
to minimise the risk of splinters striking the
operator. It is important not to force the
break, and if a fracture does not occur easily
the cut should be deepened with another
stroke of the file. This method is suitable
for tubes up to a diameter of about three -
eighths of an inch. Above this diameter
another method must be used. A scratch is
made completely around the tube at the
required point using a file or a special form
of tube cutter. A fine glass rod is then
pulled out in a Bunsen flame so that it tapers
to a fine point. This point, which should
not be more than one -tenth of an inch in
diameter, is heated until the glass is red
hot and then pressed squarely on the
scratch. If successful, a " snick " will be
heard and a crack seen following the scratch
part way round the tube. The process is
repeated, the crack being led around the tube
until complete fracture occurs. Fig. 8 shows
how the hot rod is applied to the tube. This
latter operation needs the exercise of con-
siderable skill and judgment, and the reader
is advised to practise on scrap glass until
the process is mastered.

Whenever possible, the glassworker avoids
the cutting of tubes and " draws -off" instead.
This process consists of heating the tube,
and, when the tube is soft, drawing the ends
apart as shown in Fig. 9. It is essential
that the glass be heated evenly throughout,
and to obtain this condition, the tube must
be rotated in the flame. When the tube is
rigid, rotation is performed easily, but when
the glass softens, it is possible to rotate the
ends at different rates. This must be avoided.

Polishing the Ends of Glass Tube and Rod
When glass tubing is cut, the edges of the

cut will be sharp and, as it will be necessary
to place the tubes in the mouth occasionally,
a means of getting rid of this sharpness is
desirable. This can be done by heating the
end of the tube in a Bunsen flame until the
glass just reaches the melting point. (The
glass must be rotated continuously in the
flame.) On removal of the tube from the
flame, the end of the tube will be found to
be smooth. The process is known as fire -
polishing. Care should be taken not to over-
heat the end of the tube, causing it to
collapse, with consequent constriction of the
bore. The free ends of all made-up appara-
tus should always be fire -polished.

At this stage the reader can attempt the
construction of simple pieces of apparatus,
using the processes already described. One
such piece of apparatus is a glass " spatula,"
which, according to its length, can be used as
a mustard spoon or a photographic stirring
rod. Other uses will, no doubt, suggest
themselves. To make the spatula, a piece of
glass rod of suitable length is cut. One end
of the rod is heated in the Bunsen or blow-
lamp flame, and when quite soft, the rod is
pressed vertically downwards on the block of
iron, as shown in Fig. x o(a). This forms a
knob, which, because of its rapid rate of cool-
ing, is in a state of strain. The knob is now
heated gently and its temperature slowly
brought up nearly to the softening point, in
order to release the strains. This heating is
best carried out by first lowering the knob
slowly into a smoky flame, and then gradually
increasing the amount of primary air until
the flame is at its maximum temperature.
The knob is annealed by holding it in a
smoky flame, produced by cutting off the
supply of primary air to the Bunsen burner,
until the glass is covered with a layer of
carbon. The rod may then be placed aside in

Fig. to.-(a) Forming
knob of spatula. (b)
Forming " spoon." (c)
The completed spatula.

Softened
end

Steel block
a draught -free place to coal completely. To
finish the spatula, the other end of the rod
is heated for a length of about half an inch.
When quite soft this end is squeezed with
the glass tongs or pliers. Annealing is
carried out as for the knob -end. Fig ro(b)
shows the formation of this end of the
spatula, and Fig. ro(c) a view of the com-
pleted spatula.

(To be continued)

O
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AN ADJUSTABLE BENCH LAMP

The completed bench lamp in use.

THE construction of 'this useful adjust-
able lamp should present no difficulty
to the handyman possessing a bench

vice and the usual hand -tools. Although the
materials used may vary considerably, the
ultimate result will amply repay the few hours
spent in construction. The accompanying
photograph shows the or:ginal lamp as in-
stalled in my workshop, and I shall attempt
to describe as simply as possible its con-
struction, leaving readers to make or modify
according to the materials at their disposal.

The original has given many months of

LIST
5ft. 6in.

piece 6in x 4in.
(approx.)

4 (Part No. to)

5 (Part No. 9)

12 (Part No. x r)
r (Part No. 6)

(Part No. 5)
(Part No. 7)

r yd.

4 pieces
(Part No. 8)

OF MATERIALS
wide x tin. thick mild

steel strip.
On. thick mild steel plate.

Ccmpression springs, 9/32in.
dia. x tiin. free length. to
turns. .064in. wire.

tin. B.S.F. x tlin.long hexa-
gon -head steel bolts.

lin. B.S.F. steel locknuts.
lin. conduit ironclad switch.
)in. conduit gland nut.
Lampholder.
Plastic lamp shade.
230 -volt, 5A, rubber -covered

cable.
Tinplate, 6in. x 31in.
iin. conduit locknut.

valued service and has proved satisfactory in
every respect. The dimensioned drawings
are self-explanatory, but to assist construc-
tion each component has been numbered in
Fig. t, and, where necessary, I have added
a few notes.

Constructional Details of an Inexpensive Unit

for the Workshop By R. F. WILLIAMS

T w o alternative
methods of mounting
are described, the
former adapts a jin.
conduit ironclad
switch, whilst the
latter is more suited to
base fixing and needs
a lampholder with a
built-in switch. Details
of various components
are given in Fig. 2.

Constructional Details
Mild steel strip Vat.

wide x kin. thick was
used for the extension
arms and lampholder
bracket support, and
the remaining items
were made from
kin. thick mild steel

plate. Although six extension arms were
used in the original, more could be employed
as desired. Fig. 3 shows a simple method
of obtaining the required offset, and
Fig. 4 a way of obtaining the large hole
in the lampholder bracket if no large
drilling machine is available.

The first method of mounting needs no

Short pieces of 4 x

Fig. 3.-Method of
obtaining the offset

in extension arms.

Circle of small holes
drilled first.

Centre piece knocked
out

Finally file to finished
.diameter

Fig. 4.-Method of
making the large hole
in the lampholder

bracket.

explanation, the second
wide x kin, thick mild
for the extension arms.
bent up as shown in
Fig. 5, the first piece
being screwed to the
bench and the second
fastened to the lower
end of the extension

Fig. 1.-General assembly of components.

utilises some lin.
steel strip as used
The two parts are

arms. The two pieces pinion about a hexa-
gon -head bolt with a double coil spring
washer and a pair of locknuts to retain
rigidity.

-.1

x

,!41. rad

toff X=
/ off X = 5/84

Material mild steel strip

Fig. 5.-Details of metal strip base.

When the lamp was assembled a piece of
tinplate measuring 6in. x 34 -in. was wrapped
around each pair of extension arms and
soldered along its seam. This served to
retain the cable and also enhanced the
appearance. The lamp was then given a

coat of enamel and fitted with lampholder, a
plastic shade and a length of 230 -volt, grade
5A, rubber -covered cable.

Material Mild steel strip

fi

2 holes .1,

11
Extension arm _ 6 Off

rlria rad
.1-e; thick

holes dia.

0 Lampholder bracket support..../ Off

%; rad

ht- 2'
® Lampholder bracket off

4dia. hole

lit

t

I /4:

rad

0

0 Swivel arm I off
For base fiXing this
hole is ,r.; dla

Fig. 2.-Details of component parts.
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ELECTRICITY FROM ATOMIC ENERGY
.Contro/ room

Shield

Reactor core

Heat exchanger

Receiving tank

Electromagnetic pump

Supply tank

The Function of Atomic Piles and Particulars
of the Proposed New Atomic Power Station

Turbo-oenerator

A sketch of the atomic power plant at Arco, Idaho.

ELECTRICITY is to be obtained at last
from atomic energy! The Minister of
Supply announced recently that an

experimental atomic power station is to be
built near to the Atomic Research Establish-
ment, at Winscales, Sellafield.

This marks the culminating point of six
years' intensive study and investigation at
Harwell and elsewhere, and means that
Britain has taken a world lead in harnessing
atomic power for peaceful purposes. Whilst
the development of atomic power for indus-
trial purposes can no doubt be a decisive
factor in solving the immediate shortage of
fuel, it also emphasises the anxiety which is
being increasingly felt over future fuel sup-
plies in countries like Britain, which has no
naturally occurring oil, very little water
power, and coal reserves which will not last
longer than 300 years, and where the demand
for fuel is ever increasing.

It is now well known that in an atomic
explosion, the intention is to get the quickest
possible release of energy, and so obtain the
maximum destructive effect from the terrific
heat and pressure which are thus obtained;
but for efficient harnessing of this energy in
power production, its release has to be
controlled.

Atomic Piles
The atomic piles which have been made to

secure this controlled release of energy are
triumphs of design, engineering and technical
skill. They are precision built and elabor-
ate precautions have been taken, both to

Steam boiler

ensure that the atomic breakdown processes
do not get out of hand and to protect the
operators from the harmful effects of the
radiations, which invariably accompany the
release of atomic energy.

The existing piles have been designed for
purposes other than power production, viz.,
for making materials which are used in
atomic explosives and for fundamental studies
in nuclear physics, and the heat which is
liberated during the breakdown processes has
never been utilised to any appreciable extent.

Considerable work has been necessary to
design a pile in which the heat that is pro-
duced can be fully used. Before this could
be achieved, materials had to be found which
could withstand high temperatures and
remain unaffected by intense radiations and
atomic particles which are produced in the
pile. Few metals have proved satisfactory
and those which have are rare and very diffi-
cult to extract from their ores and make into
suitable containers for atomic fuel.

The type of atomic power generator which
is to be erected at Winscales is presumably
one in which the heat from the pile will be
used to drive a normal electrical generating
plant, with additional precautions taken to
protect against the harmful radiations from
the pile.

Rapid Heat Transfer
Several novel methods of securing rapid

heat transfer from the atomic fuel have been
disclosed, but perhaps the most unorthodox
of all is one in which molten metals are

By " PHYSICIST "

used. Metallic sodium and a mixture of
sodium of potassium have been used in a
closed circuit to prevent oxidation. It is
worth noting in passing that when molten
these metals can be pumped round a closed
circuit by electro-magnetic pumps which have
no moving parts!

Although other means of power production
are being sought, the use of atomic fuel is
most attractive, because of the enormous
release of heat energy from a very small
weight of material. It has been calculated
that the same amount of power could be
obtained from one ton of atomic fuel
(uranium) as from 21 million tons of coal;
but, spectacular as this may seem, it is not
likely to reduce the cost of electricity to any
marked extent, for the distribution costs are
an important factor.

Atomic fuel is still extremely valuable
and an all too rare commodity at present
to be considered solely for the derivation of
power supplies, and scientists and geologists
are busy seeking out fresh deposits of
uranium containing ore and developing
economical means of separating it from the
non -reactive material and fabricating it into a
form suitable for use in atomic piles.

To make the new power plant economically
attractive it has therefore been designed so
that as the atomic fuel (uranium) is used up,
an equally valuable product (plutonium) is
produced which is used in atomic explo-
sives and which can be periodically recovered
from the pile. If the new power plant proves
an industrial success, it will represent a big
step forward in the production of atomic
explosives and further plants may follow,
allowing more electricity to be produced, as
the atomic bomb material accumulates.

Huge Experimental Plant
It is predicted that the huge plant will

take more than two years to build and that
2,000 workmen will be engaged in its con-
struction; nor is it expected to produce elec-
tricity there in under five years. But
although this may seem an unnecessarily long
time, it must be remembered that this is only
an experimental plant and should give much
valuable information which will facilitate
the building of further power stations.

When electricity is generated, it will be fed
into the national grid and it is confidently
expected that its output could supply the
needs of Cumberland, Westmorland and parts
of Lancashire.

This new development has led to renewed
speculation over the development of small
atomic power plants. A ship driven by such a
unit could cruise for years without refuelling
and 'planes could encircle the globe several
times, but apart from the statement made by
the U.S. authorities some time ago that an
experimental atomic powered submarine is to
be built, there are little further grounds for
thinking that these are soon to enter the
realms of practical possibility.

Nevertheless, the new project is to be wel-
comed, and the knowledge that some major
non-destructive application of atomic energy
is soon to become real is very comforting,
especially to the British taxpayer who, one
way or the other, has invariably to foot the
bill.
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likaatving cictinpAka& SithaudisA
A Novel Idea Where Figures Revolve Round the Lampshade

THESE shades for table lamps are a very
attractive novelty, and yet very simple
to construct. It is very seldom that

ge are able, so effectively and simply, to
use energy that usually goes to waste; for
the principle of these shades is the same as
the flickering fire effect in electric fires and
is accomplished by interposing a propeller,
free to rotate between the bottom of the
lamp shade and above the electric lamp.
As the air in contact with bulb heats and
rises, it strikes the propeller and causes it to
rotate. This is all that is required in an
artificial fire, for the shadow of the vanes
produces the flickering effect. It is general
practice to have two electric lamps, each
with its own vanes, to obtain the best results.
In using this means in lampshades the
propeller is made to carry arms to which are
attached small figures of birds, fish, ships or
anything else according to personal prefer-
ence. The propeller rotates when the lamp
is alight and the silhouettes of the moving
figures are cast upon the shade. When the
-light is off the lamp appears to be fitted
with an ordinary lampshade. The main
point is to balance the propeller and figures
well; the bearings which support the vanes
must be as frictionless as possible.

Materials
The materials required are wire 3/32 in. -

*in. dia. in brass, copper or galvanised iron,
and pieces of sheet brass or tinplate, no
thicker than can be cut with ease. The
dimensions of the shades are not given here
for there are so many sizes and these must
be suited to individual requirements.

Construction
First make the outer frame in wire, work-

ing as Fig. r, and following the arrows. The
small half circle is formed around a mandrel
about tin. dia. For the large base circle it
may be more difficult to find a suitable
mandrel, so draw with compasses. a circle
the required size on paper, then bend the
wire a little at a time around a smaller
former, checking from time to time against
the pattern. When the outer frame is com-
pletely formed and the top bearing soldered
into a central position as shown in Fig. r
the inner frame is made by the same method,
forming it first then soldering into it the
tapped block (Fig. r). Now solder together
the two frames as shown.

Next cut out the blank of the propeller.
Drill the boss centrally and solder the spindle
into position. This may be made from tin.

6'c
Solder
on cutouts

Fig. 2.-The propeller and inner frame.

Boss
by ;v4 thick

By L. W. TEW CRAGG

of a darning needle, ground to a point each
end, or r/r6in. dia. silver steel, if on hand.
Into the boss beneath the vane fit the wires
to carry the cutout figures, bending them
close to the inner frame, as shown in Fig. 2,
so that the figures appear at the desired
position on the lampshade. This arrange-
ment helps to obviate the shadow on the
shade of the arms carrying the cutouts. On
the tips of the arms sweat the figures cut
from sheet brass or tinplate. Now warp
the propeller, one blade left hand, the

Solder where two
wires meet

/ Maximum

Solder here, the two
frames togerh:r.

between the cups. It should take no more
effort to revolve the vane than a slight puff
of breath.

Alternative Suspension
A simple form of suspension is by a fine

wire and cup -washers, the type used on rubber -
powered model aircraft, see Fig. 3. This
form is easily fitted into an existing shade.
Across the top ring of the shade solder a
cross -bar and on to this solder a fine wire,
wound one turn round. First place on the
vane an attached boss as Fig. 3, and then
the two cup -washers, domes together. Curl
the end of the suspensiont wire into the lower

cup -washer and solder
inside; it is now corn -

15 plete and ready for
covering.

The Figures
The cutout figures,

are made from small
pieces of sheet brass or
tinplate. Thin wire
was used for such
details as the cabin of
the aeroplane or the
rigging of the ships.
A few suggested
designs are given in
Fig. 4. As an idea of
the scope of cutouts,
many more are avail-
able after a moment's
thought.
The Covering
of Lampshades

This is usually
accomplished by sew-
ing the shade material
to the wire frame with
silk threads. Take
some brown paper and
cut this to fit the
frame first, then use it
as a pattern for thechosen covering
material. A great
range of these mater-

ials can be obtained from handicrafts shops
or artists' supply retailers, in any shade.

Make the joint on the shade overlap by
lin. Next required is a series of holes
punched around the edges of the material
about tin. in depth and sin. apart, Fig. 5
shows the material laid out flat, or developed,
for the usual shaped shade. To punch
the holes a punch of the pliers type as used
in leather work is useful. If these are not

Spot with
146 drill

Solder in
position

Spot with 46 drill

6 3.A.Screw with a
knurled cap.

tapped

-3/ea

11111111111111

-.1
Holes on either side for
support wires to be

soldered in
Fig. t. Details of the outer wire frame.

other right hand, by about 3o degrees to a
shape similar to. an aeroplane propeller. To
balance the rotary, place the spindle in the
cup of the 6 B.A. screw, but do not tighten
it into the top cup, the balance should be
good as it stands, but, if not, dab the lighter
arm with a spot of solder and then file until
a correct balance is found, remembering to
do this job away from draughts. Screw up
the thread until the spindle is just gripped

Need/e ground
each end

Solder support
arms into holes

Vane

doss

Shade
frame

Fig. 3.-Alternative form o

Cross bar, solder
on fine wire

Cup washers

Solder wire end
inside cup

washer

suspension.
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available, take a piece of steel tube with a
3/32in.-tin. bore Sin. long and grind the end
to a cutting edge from the outer diameter to
the inner diameter, see Fig. 5. Place the
material on a wooden board and where a
hole is required, locate the punch and strike
it sharply with a hammer, neat holes can
be cut rapidly by this method. Proceed
with the hole punching around the edge of
the shade as shown in Fig 5. Sew into
position on the frame with needle and
silk thread, by taking the thread through
the material, behind the frame, over the
outer edge and into the next hole, and so
on, in a kind of over -stitch. The silk may
be ended off by tying a decorative knot, or
glueing the end to the inside of the shade
and frame.

To finish the job the outside of the shade
should be painted to harmonise with the

Fig. 6.-A dancer cut-
out and method of sus-
pension on the inner

frame.

Warp the skirt
slightly to

-aid rotation

This may be either
type of suspension

Soler deb

Glass bead

'"...-Flattened end
drillao

Fine wire
so/der on to cutout

revolving figures. If fish have been chosen,
then a few sprigs of seaweed would look
very well on the shade or in the case of
the ships, paint below their waterline the
sn. This is not really difficult: practice a
little on scrap paper, until you obtain the
desired effects. Use good brushes and paints;
special paints are marketed for this work,
and are readily obtainable from your local

,artists' suppliers. If this hand painting is

0°000000o 000000 00.
o

0000000000000
g8 bore

Covering development

Hole punch
Fig. 5.-Shape of

4- 3/16.' o'ia. material for forming
Cutting edge the shade, and details

of the punch for making
holes.

definitely not in your line, cut otit stencil
plates, from thin cardboard and stencil on
the pattern.

Rotating Figures
An interesting idea for use with these

shades, is to suspend cutout figures on wires

Fig. 4.-Suggested designs for cutouts for which thin sheet brass or
tinplate can be used.

to rotate as they turn around within the
shade. As shown in Fig. 6. A dancing girl
fits this role very well. The usual type of
suspension from the vane is used, but the
cutouts are themselves also free to rotate
on a glass bead used as a bearing. As they
travel around the shade the silhouettes appear
to turn on their toes, producing an exception-
ally novel effect.

A word of warning here, as necessary as
it is to have the cutouts as close to the
inside of the shade as possible, on no account
must they touch, for the slightest contact

will cause them to stop all movement.
Another variation on this theme is found

if a square shade is made, and the cutouts
made to traverse a circle within the square,
producing an effect where the figures
gradually appear and disappear from view
as they approach or recede from the sides of
the shade.

It may be found an advantage to bend
the cutouts .a little to fit better to the path
they have to circumscribe. The greater the
rating of the lamp used the faster will the
figures rotate, but a 6o -watt lamp is usual.

Excellence in Ship Modelling

THE accompanying illustration shows an
exhibition model of ship No. 1,823,

" Leda," built to a scale of kin. to ift.
It is one of four models made to the
order of Messrs. Swan Hunter and Wigham
Richardson, Ltd., by the well-known firm
of model makers, Bassett-Lcrwke, Ltd., of

Northampton. The model, which was com-
pleted last May, displays that excellence
in craftsmanship often noticed in similar
models constructed by this Northampton
firm. It is interesting to note that even
the loading cranes fore and aft are
fully detailed.
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RAIN MAKING
An Account of the Latest Scientific /v\ethods Used to Artificially Produce Rain

IN the British Isles and other temperate
countries " rainmakers " may not be
very welcome except perhaps during

occasional seasons of drought, but in arid
lands a true rainmaker could indeed be an
important person.

Since ancient times there have been con-
tinuous efforts to assert control over rainfall.

clouds and " seeded " them with pellets of
dry ice.

Following this historic achievement the
C.S.I.R.O. have carried out, and reported
upon, numerous tests, and although the re-
sults, which have been carefully checked by
visual and photographic observations, have
proved that by using dry ice precipitation

Top
3S

Dry Icecolder C
than -5°

% Ice Crystals

Rain

Not dee;
enough

Not cold
enough

111(
1111111
it FREEZING

LEVEL

Rain
evaporates

No rain

GROUNO

Wrong shape

Rain
evaporates

/////d2/2////////////////////////////////////////,

Suitable and unsuitable cloud formations.

Until comparatively recently these efforts
were of a " magical " nature, but during the
last few years scientific methods have been
introduced and many attempts have been
made to induce rain to fall by artificial stimu-
lation. Many of these attempts have been

Suitable cloud selected.

can be released from cumulus or alto-
cumulus cloud consisting principally of
super -cooled water droplets, their scientists
emphasise that they cannot make rain when-
ever they may wish but only when cloud
conditions are suitable. The cloud should

Dry ice dropped into it ; cloud
top changes from water drops to

ice crystals and rises.

successful, and there is no doubt that man
has now taken a short but important step
towards making the weather serve his pur-
pose.

The first experimental work in this new
science of weather -making was carried out
by a Dutchman, but the most recent and
outstanding work has been done in Austra-
lia and the U.S.A., while tests have also
been made in a number of other countries,
even in Britain.

In 1947, scientists of the Division of
Radiophysics of the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation of
Australia, in co-operation with the Royal
Australian Air Force, produced the first re-
corded fall of man-made rain to reach the Radar observations showing
ground, when they flew over thick cumulus

Precipitation falls from cloud.

1111111111111
111=211

be compact with its top vertically above the
bottom, so that precipitation particles can
grow as they fall through the cloud, and also
durable with a life of not less than half an
hour. Cloud top must be colder than minus
5 deg. C., and the distance of cloud base
from the ground must be less than one-third
of the total height of the cloud.

Australian Rainmaking
At present, experiments in Australia are

focused on the discovery that under cer-
tain conditions a low cumulus cloud with a
reasonably high water content can be in-
duced to rain by spraying it, just below its
base, with water or with powdered hygro-
scopic materials such as salt or lime. Some
initial tests along these lines have already
given promising results.

The Australian scientists consider that
they have very promising prospects of being
able to work, within five years, an economi-
cal technique for changing the natural rain-
fall over wide areas. In the south-eastern
part of the Continent alone, it is estimated
that the rainfall could be increased by 5 to
to per cent.

American Experiments
In the U.S.A. a great deal of research has

been carried out over a number of years by
Dr. Irving Longmuir, winner of a Nobel
prize for scientific work, using the dry ice
technique and also a silver iodide process.
One of Longmuir's claims relates to an
experiment made in New Mexico on a day in
the summer of 1949, when no substantial
amount of rain was forecast. A team of
scientists generated silver iodide smoke in a

machine on the ground and on allowing it
to drift downwind into a large cumulus
cloud, a chain reaction evidently took place
inside the cloud, filling it with rain drops
which were observed on a radar screen.

Lightning flashed, thunder rolled
and heavy rain fell over a large
area, starting a day of rain. Later,
new thunderstorms developed
nearby and watered other parts of
the State. Only 300 grammes of
silver iodide were used, and Long-
muir offered mathematical proof
that it brought down 320,000
m.g. of water.

Longmuir has also applied rain-
making techniques to other forms
of weather control. A large fruit
farm in Honduras suffered
repeated heavy losses when short
but fierce storms flattened out
thousands of banana trees. The
rain, which usually caused the
damage, came from large woolly
masses of cumulus. By dropping
dry ice on to them the rain was
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precipitation growing inside cloud, and extent
within and under cloud.

of precipitation
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made to fall over a wider area and thus
,reduce the intensity of the downpour.

As a result of the successes of scientific
rainmakers, rainmaking is already " Big Busi-
ness " in the U.S.A. The Water Resources
and Development Corporation claims that in
1950 it saved America's notoriously arid
Dust Bowl, which was so dry when their
work commenced that ranchers were ship-
ping out their cattle. Unfortunately, no one
can prove conclusively whether the rain that
fell was caused by the Corporation's seedings
of clouds or alone by capricious nature.

Tropical Test
Reference is made in a recent annual re-

port of the Overseas Food Corporation to
artificial rain precipitation at Kongwa, in
Tanganyika. The experiments, which were
the first of their kind to be made in the
topics, involved the floating up into clouds
of balloons containing silver iodide and
exploding them by time fuses. Details of the
results of the experiments are not given, but
it is stated that they provided sufficiently
encouraging data to warrant the carrying out
of further trials.. It has been said, however,
that the local chief was not impressed and
offered, if he were given the money to do

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

so, to kill a cock and produce rain in the
time-honoured way with far less trouble!

Many tests have also been made in Canada
where the great wheat fields of the prairie
regions and the hydro -electric schemes, upon
which industry almost wholly relies, are par-
tially dependent upon rainfall at just the
right seasons. At present the Provincial
Government of Alberta is reported to be con-
sidering a proposal for a five-year programme
of artificial rainmaking in the semi -arid areas
of the province. Tentative plans envisage
the systematic seeding of clouds over the
areas with dry ice or silver iodide crystals,
the programme to be financed by what is
officially described as a small increase in
taxes and lease rates.

Rainmaking in Britain
During a period of drought in the sum-

mer of 1949, when industrial water supplies
on Tees -side were curtailed, the firm of I.C.I.
decided to try to bring about a fall of rain
using Drikold, the name they give to solid
carbon -dioxide. Three flights were made.
On the first, zoolb. of Drikold, prepared at
the Billingham-on-Tees works of I.C.I., were
dropped into cloud at ro,000ft. west of the
Pennines. Shortly afterwards the aircraft
flew below the cloud and encountered a sharp
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shower. For the second attempt a cumulus
cloud, at the same altitude, east of the Pen-
nines was chosen and a larger quantity of
Drikold dropped into it. The cloud top
grew by about Sooft. in eight minutes, and
12 minutes later a rainbow was seen, and
below the cloud those in the aircraft found
that a heavy shower was falling. The third
attempt was not completed as the cloud had
become unsuitable for experiments by the
time the aeroplane was airborne.

Last summer, research scientists from
Imperial College carried out some experi-
ments in the Bedford area, and it is believed
that rain which fell, after seeding large
cumulus cloud with tiny salt particles, was
artificially produced.

Although the claims made by the rain-
makers have not always been justified by
evidence and their activities not always wel-
comed by everyone, it would appear that
painstaking research may eventually lead to
the development of means by which a sub-
stantial measure of control might be exer-
cised over the weather in certain circum-
stances.

(Reprinted from The Glenfied Gazette
with the kind permission of Messrs. Glen -
field & Kennedy, Limited ; diagrams and
photographs by courtesy of the C.S.I.R.O.)

Items of Interest
New Radio Telescope

AGIANT radio telescope, or radar " eye,"
which will be able to " see " into outer

space and pick up messages from mysterious
" radio stars," has been designed by a Sheffield
engineer, and is being constructed by a local
steel firm.

The apparatus, known as a steerable radio
telescope, was designed by Mr. Henry C.
Husband, senior partner in a firm of
chartered civil engineers, to the specifications
of Dr. A. C. B. Lovell, professor of radio
astronomy at Manchester University.

The new telescope, which will be the
largest of its kind in the world, comprises a
huge saucer of steel lattice weighing 300
tons and measuring 85 yds. in diameter-
big enough to hold nearly 5o two -storey
houses-mounted on two steel towers 18oft.
high.
I The whole telescope will move on a cir-
cular railway to track a star across the
heavens, being controlled automatically by a
sidereal clock.

R It will be erected at the Manchester
University research station at Jodrell Bank,
,Cheshire. Reinforced concrete foundations
have been laid, and a new power -house is
being built, equipped with a diesel -driven
generator. The apparatus is expected to be
in operation before the end of next year.

Belfast -built Comets
IT is reported that good progress has beenI made with the preparations for the
building of the Comet II jet air -liner at
the Belfast factory of Short Brothers and
Harland Ltd. Although the first Belfast -
built Comet is not expected to fly before
1954, more than 117,000 parts have already
been produced ready for assembly, into com-
ponents. As part of an overall expansion
programme, planned with Comet production
primarily in mind, the company's Hawlmark
satellite plant has been extended, giving an
additional floor area of zo,000 square feet.

Up-to-date heat treatment is being installed
which will be capable of handling parts up to
rt. long.

An Outsize Casting
ASTEEL casting weighing 185 tons, which

has taken five days to reach Liverpool
docks from Sheffield, was hoisted aboard
an American' freighter by 'the  Mersey
Dock Board's floating crane, Mammoth,

recently. The casting is to be used in United
States defence projects.

New Gas -turbine Test House
TO assist in maintaining the British lead

in marine gas -turbine design, a test
house for shore trials of naval gas turbines
has been completed at the National Gas Tur-
bine Establishment at Farnborough. The
accompanying illustration shows a corner of
the test bay with a turbine engine under test.

A gas turbine under test at the new Admiralty test house at Farnborough.
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Cinemascope 3-D Film Process
Hollywood's Answer to TV

TAKING a hard look at the steep down-
wards plunge shown on their graphs
since the advent of commercial tele-

vision, Hollywood film interests have decided
to try to recapture at least part of the mass -
audience wrestled from them by TV through
something as radical in scope as the advent
of the " talkies."

They hope to do the trick with third -
dimension or 3-D films, and zoth-Century
Fox, Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer, Paramount,
Warner Bros. and Columbia are each pub-
licising their own i-D processes, respectively,
Cinemascope, Cinerama, Natural Vision,
Tri-Opticon, Paravision and the Norling
Process-all guaranteed to bring the actors
right out of the screen. The big ques-
tion remains, however, of how to convert
the ailing industry to all these 3-D processes
without scrapping at least part of the exist-
ing movie -making and projecting equipments.

To handle Cinerama, it is estimated that
an exhibitor will have to find an estimated
£12,000 for the purchase of a new screen,
projectors and loudspeakers. At first sight,
the Natural Vision, Tri-Opticon and Para -
vision processes may seem cheaper, calling
only for an investment of £350, but their
biggest drawback lies in the fact that they
require the annoying wear of polarised
glasses to permit the spectator to view images
not blurred at the edges. In addition, up
to 8o per cent. of an audience may not be
endowed with stereoscopic vision with both
eyes, and for such people the twin image
does not get co-ordinated the and
they are unable to see in depth.

The Norling Process requires the simul-
taneous shooting of the film on two
strips, with two lenses, so as to simulate
human vision. Cinerama requires a movie -
camera with three lenses, set fanwise at two
45 deg. angles. Thus, three film -strips are
shot simultaneously, each corresponding to
a third of the total field. It also calls for
three synchronised projectors projecting the
three strips on a slightly concave screen
three times wider and one -and -half times
taller than those in normal use. It also
requires nine loudspeakers._

General Details
Cinemascope simulates human vision by

gathering both images, right and left, accord-

ing to a wide-angle photography, on one
film -strip, either by putting them side by
side or superposing them in height. It
thus requires only one film -strip and projector
and no viewing glasses.

The zoth-Century Fox Corporation is so
convinced that Cinemascope is the best
and cheapest 3-D process that it signed
recently an agreement with France's Prof.
Henri Chretien, part -inventor of the process,

By MAURICE MOYAL

special " hypergonar " lenses is fitted which
allow the making of 3-D films. Over a
projector, a similar box, though of different
dimensions, is fitted to permit the showing
of 3-D films. Once the box is removed,
the projector reverts to showing " flat " films.
Thus, Prof. Chretien's process allows all the
existing equipment to remain in use.

Professor Chretien is an astronomer, who
began life as a printer's devil to grow into

Screen with an area of 600 square metres (6o metres wide and to metres high) at the Palace
of Light at the Universal Exhibition of Paris, 1937, on which was shown the film " Au fil
de l'Eau" projected with Professor Chritien's Hypergonar at the request of the Compagnie

Parisienne de Distribution d'Electricite.

for a to years' world-wide distribution of the
" hypergonar " lenses, for which the French-
man is responsible. For use in the zoth-
Century Fox studios at Hollywood and in
up to 3,000 U.S. theatres, affiliated with
Mr, Skouras's United Artists theatre cir-
cuit, the inventor is to turn out, " hyper-
gonar " lenses. To this end, a new 3-D
movie business has been set up called the
Magna Theatre Corporation.

Over the lens of a normal movie -camera
a moderate sized box incorporating such

the founder and head of the famed Paris
Institute of Optics. The inventor, responsible
for scores of epoch-making inventions in the
optical field, has a knack of formulating the
most complicated technical problems in
terms which are clear to the layman.

Some years before the war, he was greatly
impressed by the showing of Abel Gance's
" Napoleon." To achieve greater -than -life
images and panoramic views the famous
French producer had recourse to using
three movie -cameras and showing the film-

Left, vie taken with or apparatus z:viththe-241dition of flyperganar:- view-is-anamorphosed horizontally and the field is twice as
wide as that taken without Hypergonar. Right, the preceding image projected by ordinary apparatus fitted with Hypergonar which restores

the objects to 'their proper proportions.
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strip with three projectors on three screens.
Incidentally, all the effects of such a bold
experiment have not yet been fully explored.
It makes it possible to gather upon an extra -
wide, say, 65 -mm. film (regular stock being
35mm.) different subjects culled from various
negatives so as to obtain the showing of
diptyches and even triptyches. This process
might be a substitute for the worn-out " back -
shots." It would be a great improvement
on the time-honoured superimposition tech-
nique and permit new and startling effects.

The upshot of Abel Gance's performance
was to cause Prof. Chretien to explore the
possibility of using only one movie -camera
and showing panoramic views with one pro-
jector. To eliminate the costly equipment
which the Abel Gance process required the
inventor got the idea of recoursing to
anamorphosed images, which he had already
put to good use for practical applications in
the military optical field.

When a cameraman wants to take in a
wider field, he must choose a lens with shorter
focal length, but, in the process, he is also
compelled to take in a higher chunk of the
sky or of the foreground.

The answer, according to the inventor,
would be to extend the field in width without
altering it correspondingly in height or vice
versa. To do this, some cameramen resort
to the trick of hiding the unwanted part of
the image, but this is, at best, a very unsatis-
factory and makeshift arrangement.

The Lens Principle
The ideal arrangement would be to devise

a lens the focal length of which would be,
say, twice as short horizontally as vertically,
or vice versa. This contribution seems likely
to run foul of all geometrical laws, but the
image taken by such a lens would be the
anamorphosed reproduction of an object, with
two different scales, one for the heights and
the other for the widths.

This brings one to the distorting mirrors,
that, according to which way they curve,
reflect a shortened or elongated image. Prof.
Chretien's " hypergonar " is based on the
same lines. It takes in on the film -strip
shortened or elongated images. But the big
difference is that, on projection, it restores
the images undistorted on the screen, but
lopping off all unwanted sections of the sky
or foreground, be it in length or width.

The advantages of such a compression are
obvious. It permits gathering on the same
film -strip both right and left images, so as
to achieve 3-D illusion. Moreover, the
reduction of the images in width allows the
inscription on the strip of the multiple
sound -grooves as required by stereophony,
while maintaining the right proportions of
the images. In the same vein, the regular
stock of 35 -mm. films could be compressed
into t6mm., while the sound -track is kept at
its normal width. But it length must be then
reduced accordingly.

In the process, Professor Chretien had
to eliminate quite a few snags. As far as

the distorting mirrors are. concerned, the
opening to the human eye's pupil adds up to
only a few millimetres. Thus, the image
reflected on the distorting mirror seems still
clear enough. But such images would
appear marred by defects, astigmatism
among other things, if taken by such large -
opening lenses as required by movie -making.
Thus, special optical devices have had to be
contrived to achieve images capable of being
greatly enlarged on the screen, without
sacrificing sharpness.

Professor Chretien's " hypergonar " does

The Hypergonar system mounted on a camera.

just that. It is made up essentially of two
relatively thin series of cylindrical lenses,
separated by an interval. As these lenses
are set parallel, a section of the apparatus
will give a good idea of how it works.

When the object to be anamorphosed lies
far afield, the interval between the two series
of lenses is regulated in such a way that the
whole system comes into focus : the focal

Hypergonar

The principle of the Hypergonar lens.

lengths of both series then coincide. f and
ft being the focal lengths of the two series
of lenses, the interval e which separates
them is e=f +ft.

If the two series both had positive focal
lengths, the report T would be negative,
that is to say, the image would be reversed
from left to right (and not upside down).
In " hypergonar," the first series of lenses
is diverging, f is negative, while the second

series being converging, ft is positive. Ergo.
T is positive : the image is not reversed
from left to right, e being necessarily
positive:

fl-f, and e=ft- (f)
Through the choice of a negative f, the

total length of the apparatus is much reduced
and the width of the first series of lenses
cut down. Moreover, shooting can take
place, with or without " hypergonar," with-
out having to reverse the film -strip.

Besides, the adoption of a negative power
for the first series of lenses contributes to
correcting the distortions brought about by
the enlargement of the field. Distortions are
eliminated by achromatising each series of
lenses separately. The converging series,
.with weaker power, may be made up of only
two lenses, respectively made up of crown
and flint ; but a third lens has had to be
added to the second series, which has a
double power and a very big relative open-
ing. For both movie -making and projection,
both " hypergonars " are based upon the
same lines, only their sizes and settings
differ.

Making the Lens
Many difficulties have to be solved in the

process of turning out high -precision cylin-
drical lenses, because they require such a
perfect smoothing of their surfaces and
accurate setting of their axes. Imperfect
tools have to be used in such a way as to
turn out perfect optical surfaces.

The necessary tools are obtained by
mutual friction of the two component parts
until they fit close together. Such an opera-
tion is not capable of being verified optically.
Thus, only a mechanical precision adding
up to a hundredth of a millimetre can be
obtained.

But in a lens, it is possible to make allow-
ance only for a defect fifty times smaller
than in a tool. To achieve in a lens a
micron accuracy, Colonel Deve invented,
with typical French ingenuity, a special
automatic apparatus capable of smoothing
the surface of a cylindrical lens without any
rotative movements, for it is imperative,
throughout the whole operation, for the axis
of the tool to remain strictly parallel to the
axes of the lenses. Professor Chretien has
been using this apparatus.

When rough-hewn by hand, it is also
imperative for both sides of the same lens to
remain parallel between themselves and the
axes of the tools. Verification can only take
place after finishing.

" Hypergonars " have seven cylindrical
surfaces, and all seven must be parallel in
the same plane, and this plane must be a
symmetrical one. For both movie -making
and projection, " hypergonars " have been
turned out in laboratory with the precision
of one -hundredth of a degree in the
orientation of their generators.

The normal field of vision extends far
more in width than in height. The fact
that the visual fields of both eyes prolong
each other has something to do with this.

From left to right : Normal view with ordinary lens ; View from the same point, anamorphosed
in width by Hypergonar ; View with correct proportions restored by the projector.
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Professor Chretien has made the most of
this by providing a screen two and a half
times wider than those in normal use, curving
sufficiently to afford a feeling of engulfment,
but without reflecting annoying light. In
this way, picturegoers will see practically no
limits to the screen and peripheral vision will
be simulated.

Depth in Sound
In addition, Professor Chrotien has

turned to good account the tricks played by
the ear to enhance a feeling of depth. The
direction from which the sound comes is
perceived by the ear through its frequency.

If a sound seems to come from left, it is not
because the left ear hears more keenly, for
the difference in volume is practically the
same for both ears. The left and right ears
not being set exactly opposite each other,
it is not the difference in volume but in
frequency which plays a major role in deter-
mining the position from which a sound
comes. Thus, if sounds of the same volume
are sent to the ears, through modifying their
frequencies, they can be made to appear
as now coming from left, now from right.

Professor Chretien's 3-D process thus
requires three pairs of coupled loudspeakers
per each too sq. ft. of floor space. Obviously

these are not just placed behind the screen,
as is now stock practice, but all over the
movie -theatre so as not to limit arbitrarily
the source of sounds. The loudspeakers are
made to register the sounds by their fre-
quencies. If one loudspeaker in each pair
is set with a one second's time-lag, a differ-
ence in frequency would be created. This
very difference helps to create an illusion of
depth, and in this way both sight and hear-
ing are cleverly used " to bring the actors
and objects right out of the screen."

Millions of picturegoers will be soon able
to see for themselves whether this claim is
justified.

A Model Weather-vane
This Working Model Can be Made Chiefly from Odds and Ends

IN Fig. t is shown the general arrange-
ment of a weather -vane designed for
simplicity and ease of construction.

For the layman it provides an interesting
and amusing model and for the mechanic a
handy prototype.

Fig. I.-General arrangement of the completed
weather -vane.

Construction
Cut two sails from cardboard as shown

(Fig. 2) and the directional fin from card -

12°

Figs. 2 and 3.-De-
tails of the sails and

fin.

By R. BRIERLEY

board (Fig. 3). Take a medium-sized cork
and pierce the shaft guide hole, about t/t6in.
dia., and bore a hole to take the sail stays.
Push the sail stays in position and glue in

Stays 149",,,/8",(8.4f3,1

Wire
Shalt guide hole fastener

Fig.4.-The cork hub. Fig. 5.-How the sails
are fixed to the stays.

3"

0

Tab

Fig. 7.-Marking out the parts of the figure.

place (Fig. 4). Bend the shaded portion of
the sails round the stays and secure with
wire paper fasteners (Fig. 5). Next, cut the
platform and drill and screw it to the up-
right. Put a blob of glue in the two holes
before pushing the directional fin support
arms in position (Fig. 6) and then fasten
the directional fin in position in a similar

manner to the sail attachment. Mark out
the figure of the man on fairly thick card-
board (Fig. 7) and cut out and fasten together
with paper fasteners. Bend a -*in. dia. nail
3M. long to form a crank and cut a piece of
tin to form a bearing 3/16in. by lin. (Fig.
8). File the nail point flat and assemble as
shown in Fig. a, using beads or washers on
each side of the upright. The hands of the
figure should be placed on the nail and then
drawn on to the tin bearing. The feet of
the figure may be secured with small nuts
and bolts. This arrangement enables the
figure to be changed easily. The complete
assembly is then screwed to the upright
pole through hole " A " (Fig. 6), fitting a
washer as shown in Fig. 1. Compass points
may be fixed to dowel rods positioned as
shown. The unit can be painted in any
desired colours and with care in construction
will function in even a gentle breeze.

Fig. 6.

Hole A

Fig. 8.

File flat-

Tin
bearing

Fig. 6.-The assembly in position. Fig. 8.-
Detail of the crank.

BOOKS FOR
By F. J.

Screw Thread Tables, 5/-, by post 5/3.
Refresher Course in Mathematics, 8/6,

by post 9/-.
Gears and Gear Cutting, 6/-, by post 6/6.
Workshop Calculations, Tables and

Formulae, 7/6, by post 8/-.
Dictionary of Metals and Alloys, 10/6,

by post 11/-.

Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket
Book), 3/6, by post 3/9.

ENGINEERS
CAMM
Newnes Metric and Decimal Tables, 3/6,

by post 3/9.
Practical Mechanics Handbook, 12/6, by

post I3/-.
Slide -rule Manual, 5/-, by post 5/3.
Mathematical Tables and Formulae, 5/-,

by post 5/3.
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Unity of Creation Theory
With Particular Reference to Einstein's Theory and the Michelson-Morley Experiment

THE recent correspondence in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS seems to show that many
readers feel the need for something

less coldly mathematical than Einstein's
Theory of Relativity and his subsequent
theories. Few suggest that Einstein's
brilliant calculations and theories are faulty,
yet by themselves those essays in pure logic
are not comprehensible to the average
person.

One cannot gain the " mental picture" of
Einstein's Theory because the theory is not
in a form which leads to a mental picture.
If you read the test performance figures for
a new aeroplane, you will know a lot about
what the plane can do, but you will be
unable to visualise whether its lines are
beautiful or ungainly, or anything of its
appearance.

Einstein's Theory was before its time.
The calculations of, for instance, the precise
amount that a material contracts along the
direction of its movement seems to be out
of place before it has been explained why
the contraction occurs.

I suggest that there has been too much
mathematical jig -saw puzzle making and
solving, and that formula have been put
forward which, though probably correct, are
by themselves without very much meaning
to the intellect.

Michelson-Morley Experiment
This experiment aimed at finding the

speed of the earth through the ether.
Scientists had assigned to the ether descrip-
tions ranging from an elastic solid to a
rarified gas. If our speed through the ether
could have been determined, it would help
us to understand (amongst other things)
whether we are labouring through a mass
like black treacle, or wafting our way
through a substance as thin and delicate as
perfume.

Those who rely on this experiment, or on
similar experiments, make an assumption
which I believe to be false, that is that the
ether is a three-dimensional substance-
such as a gas. Only if the ether were a
material substance would the passage of the
earth through it cause an ether drag, or an
ether wind, which could be measured.

The result of the Michelson-Morley
experiment showed (apparently) that either
there was no ether, or that if there was an
ether the earth was not moving through it.
Neither of these conclusions seemed to be
probable ; it would be unlikely that the
earth should remain stationary in space
when all other observed heavenly bodies
were moving. Nor was it likely that there
was no ether, for how else could the passage
of rays through space be explained ?

As neither of these conclusions could be
welcomed, it was later suggested that the
M & M experiment really did show a posi-
tive result, but that the measuring rod in
the direction of the earth's movement
through space contracted by an amount
exactly sufficient to remove the positive result
from being apparent (the Lorentz contrac-
tion). The proposition was of course that
all materials contracted in the direction of
travel ; the supposed contraction was not
confined to the measuring rod in the M & M
experiment.

The Lorentz contraction at first sight
seems to be an artificial and far-fetched
theo-y, yet I think that those who have

By ANTONY AVENEL

studied the calculations, and those who care
to do so, will agree that the contraction
must be accepted as something which actu-
ally does take place.

The Theory of Unity suggests reasons
why the Lorentz contraction takes place.

Theory of Unity of Creation
The interest shown in PRACTICAL

MECHANICS lately in the physical World
prompts me to offer an outline of that part
of the theory which affects this subject. The
theory suggests, among other things, why the
phenomena forecast by Einstein's Theories
take place. It is unsatisfying to be told that
time slows when you travel through space,
and even to be informed of the precise
amount by which it slows compared with
your velocity, before any attempt it made to
explain what time is and why it is capable
of slowing.

The following statements and arguments
are set out in rather a dogmatic and over-
simplified form, which I hope will be
excused, in order to try to offer an outline
of the theory which can be followed with-
out undue effort.

The theory anticipates the ultimate result
of the fact that research discovers one unity
after another in physical phenomena. One
is led to expect that before long it will be
proved that there is one basic building
material for the whole universe. I do not
pretend that there is sufficient data available
at present to prove the theory fully, but
there are many indications that it is an
anticipation of what will be proved by, let
us say, the year 2000 A.D.

The theory which I put forward is that
the ether and space are the same, and that
space is formed out of nothing by a grid of
extremely high frequency rays (probably
having a wavelength of less than 10-13 cm.).
Space must be distinguished from " nothing."
Space-even if it is empty-possesses the
qualities of length, breadth, thickness and
time. " Nothing " has no qualities whatso-
ever, and cannot support any material or ray.
In other words, creation of the universe takes
the form of making space out of " nothing,"
and the method adopted for making space is
a network or grid of rays, which I call
" creative rays."

Outside the Universe
Taking " the universe " to mean all

created space, there is " nothing" outside
the boundaries of the universe. The old
problem of imagining the boundaries of the
universe, outside which stretched empty
space-which space must have boundaries,
and what was outside that ?-should not
arise. " Endless space" is a contradiction
in terms. Space has dimensions and bound-
aries and cannot be endless. The hand of
creation has not touched the " nothing " out-
side the boundaries of the universe, and that
" nothing" has no dimensions and therefore
no boundaries.

To put it in another way, space is posi-
tive creation, while " nothing " is the absence
of space, and thus purely negative. You
cannot visualise " nothing " for obvious
reasons ; it has to be accepted. If
anyone particularly wishes to try to relate
it to human experience, it could be said that

he has had more of it than he has had
of space and time. It is what he experienced,
or did not experience, before he was born.

Space or ether is formed by the creative
rays which emanate from one source in all
directions and in all planes. Each creative
ray covers a circuit from sourre back to
source, and each circuit is probably the same
size. In this way space with boundaries of
globular shape is built, and whatever point
is taken in space, creative rays travel in all
directions towards the source.

By the word " source " I do not imply
that the formation of the creative rays oper-
ates in only one direction in each circuit ;
the action may be alternating.

Light is a Modulation of the Creative Rays
All rays of whatever frequency, visible or

invisible, detectable or undetectable, are
modulations of the creative rays, in the same
way as a high -frequency radio wave is modu-
lated by a musical note. As a radio carrier
wave can be modulated by a number of
separate notes, so can the ether carry between
the same two points any number of waves
of differing frequencies.

It would appear that rays or modulations
are always caused by a disturbance in three-
dimensional material, and that they are only
of consequence when they encounter other
such material. When a ray travels through
space it is merely a slight modulation or
disturbance of the creative rays and of no
importance.

Material Objects
The atom is the building material for all

solids, liquids, and gases, and each atom
is composed of a nucleus round which revolve
electrons at distances from the nucleus which
vary with the type of atom. I submit that
the atom is not solid fundamentally, but that
it is composed of modulations of the creative
rays in three planes. Although a modulation
is normally a ray which travels in all direc-
tions from its source toward the source of
the creative rays, the chord of modulations
forming an atom are locked together in three
planes. This lock prevents the modulations
travelling in opposing directions as rays.
Does not the release of atomic energy show
the very close relationShip between atoms and
rays ?

The main point which I want to make
is that rays and atoms are both modulations
of the creative rays, the former being simple
modulations, the latter being complex and
static ones.

An atom could in some ways be compared
with a ripple caused by a stick in a. smoothly
flowing stream of water. It remains the same
in appearance yet it is formed from a con-
stantly changing medium. If this is correct,
the universe is made from the same medium
throughout, and what appears to be empty
space between the earth and Mars is in
reality a connecting medium.

Time
I suggest that time is the effect on our

minds of the frequency of the creative rays.
If the atoms out of which our brains and
bodies are made are formed out of the crea-
tive rays, we cannot but be aware of the
alternation of the creative rays. We cannot
escape from time unless we also escape from
space, or, in other words, cease to exist.
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It is impossible to look either backward
or forward in time from a fixed position in
space. If we could travel at the speed of
light and thus " keep up with time " we
should probably cease to be three dimen-
sional, which would not assist our observa-
tions ! In any case, we should find ourselves
in a different position in space, so we cannot
by any means foresee what is going to happen,
or look back on what has happened, on earth.

Alteration of Time
If we were to travel at a very' high speed

-a substantial proportion of the speed of
light-the frequency of the creative rays in
the direction of our travel would be increased,
because we would be travelling relatively to
the pulses of the creative rays. It can be
envisaged that something akin to the Doppler
effect would take place, with the result that
our basic time would be increased in fre-
quency. We should not be aware of this,
because the frequency of the creative rays is
our only standard of time, and there is
nothing nearby against which we can test
this standard. But a stationary observer
could, by rays of light, calculate the differ-
ence between our time and his time ; he
would say that our clock was going slow com-
pared with his clock, or that our basic time
frequency was quicker than his.

Clock time is our way of counting the
number of pulses of basic time. If basic
time frequency increases, clock time still
counts as one million pulses what are now,
say, two million, and clock time appears to
be going half speed.

Some space travel enthusiasts consider
that if you could travel fast enough in a
space ship, you could spend twenty earth
years away from our planet and come back
only a year or two older than when you
left. If this is calculated using basic time -
space, it is found that the effect on your
body, and the impression on your mind, is
exactly twenty years' worth of earth time,
and that you could not therefore enjoy almost
perpetual youth by this very inconvenient
method.

Contraction of Length
If an atom moves along the creative rays,

the increased frequency referred to before
results in a shorter effective wavelength of
the creative rays, which decreases the
measurement of the atom in the direction of
its travel.

For the purpose of simplicity, take it that
the material length of an object is formed
by the wavelength of the creative rays, while
basic time is the frequency cf the. creative
rays; then wavelength x the frequency of
the creative rays will remain constant at
whatever speed the object travels, because
as the frequency increases the wavelength
decreases. The product of the length of the
object and basic time is unaffected by the
velocity of the object, and it is this product
which gives to our minds the impression of
time and of the proportions of the object.

The creative rays present existence or the
possibility of existence, and time and space
are a division of that presentation. In what-
ever proportions the division is made, the
whole remains unchanged.

Rays and Materials are Temporary
I would now like to meet the objection of

those who say that it is just as difficult to
believe that the creative rays travel through
" nothing " as it is to accept that light
travels through space without an ether to
carry it. My reply is that this theory is that
the creative rays create space not casually, but
permanently: their cause is not casual, like
the cause of a ray. The theory proposes
that rays and materials are casual and tern-

porary modulations or disturbances of the
creative rays. It would seem unreasonable
to believe that a special act of creation is
necessary every time you choose to switch
on an electric torch. The theory of unity
holds that you, by switching on the torch,
are able slightly to modulate the creative
rays, which are permanently present, and
that the casual phenomenon of visible light
is the result.

Gravity
It is usually accepted (to put it basically)

that if in space two masses exist, they attract
one another. I suggest that this idea is
wrong, and that it is impossible for a
material object to emit rays which pull
another object. Nor is there anything other
than a ray which could exert the supposed
pull. Rays can exert a small amount of
pressure on an object in the direction of the
ray's travel, but they cannot pull.

An alternative theory is that gravity is
due to an increasing velocity, and the analogy

4
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Fig. 1.

So long as X is undisturbed, it remains
still in space, the tendency to travel to S
via A being balanced exactly by its tendency
to travel to S via B. Its tendency to travel
to S in other planes is also balanced. But,
referring to Fig. 2, if in the position Y (before
the extension modulations of X have for
practical purposes faded) another atom is
formed, the extension modulation of X is
interfered with and unbalanced between X
and Y. The extension modulation of X
in the direction of A is unchanged ; XA and
XB are now no longer balanced, and as a re-
sult X moves towards Y ; Y also moves to-
wards X, according to the laws formulated
by Newton, or approximately so.

Although X moves towards Y, it is not
attracted by Y, any more than light from
the sun is attracted by the earth. (Here I
am ignoring the almost negligible element
of gravitation between a material object and a
ray: the reason why light travels from the sun
towards the earth is not because of mutual
attraction between the light and the earth.)
X moves towards S via Y.

Diagrams representing the source and circuit of creative rays.

of a lift rising at constantly increasing speed
is often used. If a person in this lift released
a pencil, it would appear to that person to
fall to the floor of the lift, and he might
well consider that the pencil was attracted
by the floor. If this is the explanation, why
does gravity act in more than one direction?
It requires adjustments which seem to me to
be very artificial to answer this.

The theory of unity explains gravity as
the material version of the natural travel of
a ray towards the source of the creative
rays. The modulations forming an atom
tend strongly, to split up, to break their
three-dimensional bond, and to travel in all
directions, like ordinary rays, towards S.

Referring to Fig. a, S represents the source
of the creative rays, while the circle repre-
sents the circuit of one creative ray. X
represents the place at which an atom is
formed by the intermodulation of the
creative ray shown on the diagram with the
creative rays in other planes; the latter
cannot clearly be represented on paper, nor,
of course, can an attempt be made to draw
to scale.

The tendency of X to act as a ray and to
travel to S via A and B and via other planes
is nullified by the three-dimensional strength
of X. The modulations of the creative ray
start for practical purposes at A and B, but
they do not interlock with modulations in
other planes until X is reached. These pre-
liminary modulations in ray form I will call
extension modulations; some of them are
of a measurable frequency, others are of a
frequency too high to be measured by a
material device.

Magnetism
I suggest that it is not possible for the

north pole of a magnet to emit rays which
attract the south pole of another magnet, and
which repel the north pole of another
magnet.

The travel of one magnet is not towards
another magnet but towards S. Some atoms
of iron are arranged, or can be arranged, so
that the extension modulations are not the
same in all planes. This lack of symmetry
can be encouraged by electrical means. It
is quite possible that a single magnet re-
moved from a powerful gravitational field
would move through space of its own accord.
A single magnet on or near the earth is pre-
vented from moving by the gravitational field
of the earth-that is, it is prevented from
moving through space of its own accord.
If another magnet of opposite polarity or a
piece of iron is placed near the first magnet
there is apparent attraction, but what actu-
ally happens is akin to gravitation. The
first magnet moves towards S until it reaches
the second magnet or the piece of iron. The
strength of the magnet probably depends on
the number of atoms in the magnet which
have unbalanced extension modulations, the
degree of lack of symmetry in each atom
remaining constant.

Electricity
I suggest that this is a general disturbance

of the extension modulations.

Flying Saucers
True " flying saucers "-that is those

which are not the result of the imagina-
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tion of the observer-are vehicles which
are based on the principle of unbalancing
the extention modulations of material car-
ried in the vehicles.

Reality
The question arises: " Are these changes

in time and space real, or are they only
deemed to happen? "

The answer to this is, I think, that what
you and I and everyone else is concerned
with is basic time x length, representing the
whole effect of both the frequency and the
wavelength of the creative rays. In judging
reality before our eyes, we are not concerned

with the division of time x space into time
and space.

If you want to listen to a concert on the
radio it makes no difference to you whether
the programme is carried to you by a 500 -
metre carrier wave or a 1,000 -metre carrier
wave, and you could detect no difference
in the reality of the reception. You might
then say that there was no real difference ;
but an engineer who is more interested in
the method of your hearing the programme
than in the programme itself would say that
one programme was the result of modulating
a carrier wave of 500 metres wavelength and
frequency of 600 kc/s, while 'the other pro -

October, 1953

gramme was brought on a carrier wave of
twice the wavelength and double the fre-
quency. To the listener who was unable to
go further into the problem than to hear
what came out of his loudspeaker, the pro-
grammes would be the same.

The answer then is, shortly, that although
the change does actually take place in time
and space, it is not real in the sense that
it could be observed by a human being living
within the sphere of the change, for such a
person has not the means to measure basic
time or basic length as an engineer can
measure the wavelength and the frequency
of a radio carrier wave.

Making a Voxometer
A Device Which Enables One to See on a Translucent Screen the Endless Variety

Patterns Produced by Music and Speech in a Wireless Receiver
wITH this simple instrument a new

field is opened for the amateur wire-
less experimenter. The voxometer is

made by placing a small loud -speaker unit
in a tin can as shown in the sketches. A
half-pint paint tin, or round cocoa tin, will
answer the purpose admirably. Two thin
plate brackets are soldered to the can to
secure it to the baseboard. Molten paraffin

Ground glas
screen

73

Flex to receiver

it will be necessary to create a slight depres-
sion in the centre. This can be done by
fixing a small iron weight in the centre.

Cabinet
The cabinet is constructed of plywood

with a Sin. softwood base. The window
in the front is cut out with a fret -saw and
provided with ground glass.

Paraffin wax'
Loudunleaker

7 3/4

Path of
beam

Opening for
light beam

Mirrors

of of mercury

Fig. view of the complete Voxometer, with part of the cabinet cut away to show
the interior arrangements.

wax is poured into the space between the tin
can and the loud -speaker unit in order to
produce a dead sound chamber between the
loud -speaker unit and the rubber diaphragm.

To obtain the best results the diaphragm
must consist of a very thin rubber. In the
original voxometer rubber from a toy rubber
balloon was used, strong rubber bands being
used to bind it over the top of the can.

The degree of tautness of the rubber
diaphragm will depend somewhat upon the
power of the loud -speaker and the current
fed into it, but a little perseverance will
produce the desired results.

A small pool of mercury is placed on the
rubber diaphragm, and to accommodate this

The images of the sound waves are created
by the light reflected by a series of mirrors,
the mercury itself acting in the capacity of
a mirror. These mirrors have tin backs of
the size and shape illustrated, and are
attached to the post with small angle
brackets.

Source of Light
The source of light may come from a

small magic lantern, or a small light projector
may be constructed by the experimenter him-
self. The more powerful the source of light
the better.

It will be necessary to do a little adjusting
to make the device perform perfectly. When

Ti,, collar

Elastic
band

26

of

Rubber
sheet

2 Wdia.

Fig. 2.-The tin can and rubber diaphragm
fixed with rubber bands.

arranging the mirrors at the correct angle
it should always be borne in mind that the
angle of incidence is always equal to the
angle of reflection. The inside of the cabinet
should be painted with dull, black paint.

Angle bracket soldered
to plate

ei)/

1 ll1*
3

Fig. 3.-Metal backing for the mirrors shown
bent to shape and in blank form.

REFRESHER COURSE
IN MATHEMATICS

By F. J. CAMM

8/6, by post 9/-
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Back to First Principles
9-About Work
By W. J. WESTON

WORK for our purposes has a narrow
meaning : " work," in mechanics,
is the operation of a force in producing

movement or other physical change. It is
the overcoming of a resistance. The work
done by the force generated in the motor -car
is the overcoming through a measurable
distance the friction opposed by the road
surface ; the work done by a crane is the
weight drawn vertically a measurable distance.
The amount of force applied is always more,
usually a good deal more, than the amount
of resistance overcome ; for we may be obliged
to exert the force in a direction different
from that of the resistance, and we lose work
in overcoming friction, lubricate how we will.

The Problem
Find the minimum horsepower that a

fire engine must have if it is to project 15o1b.
of water per second with an initial velocity of
tooft. per second.

The Comment
When we take into account the time taken

in doing work, we concern ourselves with
power : power is the rate of doing work. The
work done is compared with that done in the
same time by the brewer's dray horse that
Watt used : wishing to indicate how many
horses his engines would relieve from labour,
he measured the time that the horse took in
pulling up a weight of toolb. from a deep
shaft. The horse did it at the rate of two and a
half miles an hour and Watt, " to be on the
safe side " when lauding his engines, added
half to the horse's result. And our convention
is : one horsepower is 33000ft. /lb. a minute
(55oft.i1b. a second).

The Answer
To acquire a velocity of tooft. per second

a body falls freely from rest in -I°°seconds.
32

The space fallen is given by the formula
Ioo too

lgt2, that is, x 32-x X .
32 32

The work done by the engine in one second
is, therefore, equivalent to the distance
multiplied by r5oft./lb.

The horsepower, therefore, is :
oo 27

x 32 x
too t

x x 15o±55o= 42-
32 32 44

The Problem
What is the least horsepower needed to

pump r,000 gallons of water per minute
from a depth of Soft., and to deliver it through
a pipe of cross-section 6 square inches ?
(Assume that I cubic ft. of water is 61 gallons,
and that r gallon of water weighs tolb.)

The Comment
The pump gives to the water an added

power to do work by virtue of its position,
potential energy, that is : the added potential
energy in ft./lb. is measured by Distance
Raised x Weight. The pump also gives to
the water power to do work by virtue of move-
ment, kinetic energy, that is : the kinetic
energy imparted is measured by Distance
Fallen to Produce Velocity x Weight.

The Answer
r. Potential Energy added to water

= (moo° x 5o) ft./lb.

01

6100
2. Since or 16o cubic ft. is delivered

6
each minute, and since the delivery pipe is

144

-------

James Watt's
idea for calculat-

_ ing the work done
by one hor.;e-
power in foot lbs.

per minute.

or - of a square ft., the velocity of the water
24

is /6o x 24 per minute, or 64ft. per second.
A velocity of 64ft. per second is acquired

by a freely falling body in -
64- or 2 seconds ;
32

and the distance fallen (1gt2) is 64ft.

Work done on water to produce kinetic
energy = (t0000 x 64) ft./lb.

3. Total work done in one minute= r0000
X (50+64) ft./lb.

Horsepower = moo° X (14+33000)=34 1-6,

The Problem
1. A man weighing II stone climbs a hill

5ooft. high in 14 minutes : what is his average
rate of working in horsepower ?

2. At one place the breadth of a river is
roo yd., its average depth 12ft., and its
average velocity 4 m.p.h. What horsepower
would it furnish if half its kinetic energy
could be transformed into work ?

The Comment
This is another interesting instance of

translating terms of ordinary speech into
terms appropriated to mechanics. The
principles applicable are those in the second
problem.

The Answer
1. Work done in 14 minutes = ( x 14)ib.

X 5ooft.
Work done in t minute -154 x 5oo± r4.
Horsepower is, therefore, 154 x 500 = 14

+33000=6!
2. Weight of water passing in I second is :

(300 4412 X -) cubic ft. x 62 lb. (44- being the

speed per second).
44To attain a speed of - a body drops
15

freely through a distance of 16x ---(6oy ft.
Ft./lb. per second, therefore, are given by
the product of the weight passing and this
distance. Half of these, being transformed
into horsepower of 55oft./lb. per second,
would give :

44 I3oox
15

x - x 6zix 16 X60 16o-x -
2

X

= 645
3

OOKS Received -I

The Motor Year Book, 1953. Compiled by
Laurence Pomeroy, M.S.A.E., and
R. L. de Burgh Walkerley. Published
by Temple Press, Ltd. 212 pages.
Price 15s. net.
THIS fifth annual issue of The Motor "

Year Book continues the tradition of its
predecessors in offering a complete record of
all British and major European and American
cars introduced in the past twelve months. It
also contains a critical article on automatic
transmission systems, a summary of road tests,
and an analysis of the relative speeds of 1952
racing cars. The results of all the major
sporting events of the year are tabulated,
together with a brief description of all the
first-class events. The book is profusely illus-
trated and should prove a valuable addition to
the enthusiastic motorist's bookshelves.

Modern British Aeroplanes. By Charles
Gardner. Published by Temple Press,
Ltd. 91 pages. Price 9s. 6d. net.
THIS latest addition to the " Boys' Power

and Speed Library " is right up to date
and deals with aircraft very recently off the
secret list. The book covers the developments

I
550

in British aviation during the past five years
and Charles Gardner, former air correspon-
dent of the B.B.C., explains these in language
easily understood by the average boy reader.
The basic principles of " Why an Aircraft
Flies" form the subject of the opening
chapter, while another chapter deals with
the piston engine and the airscrew. The
jet engine has a complete chapter devoted to it
and so have the subjects of modern navigation,
primary and advanced trainers and naval avia-
tion. The final chapter is a review of some of the
problems and future trends. There are some
magnificent photographs of Britain's latest
machines and the technical data in the book
is illustrated with many line drawings.

Modern Ships. By F. E. Dean. Pub-
lished by Temple Press, Ltd. 90 pages.
Price 9s. 6d. net.
THIS volume, another in the " Boys'

Power and Speed Library," is in its
second edition and has been revised and
brought up to date. Much of the text has been
re -written and many illustrations replaced by
photographs of the latest type of craft. The
first two chapters deal with the planning of
the ship and the building of the hull, while
the following two are entirely concerned
with the engines and boilers. There is one
chapter devoted to auxiliary equipment and
the remainder each take a special type of
ship as their theme. Illustrations take the
form of both photographs and line drawings.
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WE read with interest Mr. S. M.
Charlett's article upon mounting
" whole mount " specimens for

microscopical examination and decided that
an article explaining the preparation and
staining of thin sections of tissue would be
of value to those who were stimulated into
trying to prepare slides for themselves. The
techniques which are here explained will, of
necessity, only be sketches of a very complex
subject. There are, however, many excellent

Fig. 1.-The block of tissue in its final wax,
showing the method of teasing out air bubbles.

textbooks on the market which can be pur-
chased quite reasonably.

Fixation
The first stage in preparing any tissue for

true examination is " fixation "-which
should be as soon after death as possible.
The object of " fixation " is to preserve the
specimen in as near life -like a condition
as possible. Fixing agents also prevent
any distortion of internal structure when
processing.

The best general fixatives are:
r. Commercial Formalin to ccs.

Distilled Water 90 ccs.

2. Bouins Fluid:
Commercial Formalin
Glacial Acetic Acid

25 ccs.
5 ccs.

Saturated Picric Acid 75 ccs.

Specimens are left in the fixative solution
for times varying from twenty-four hours,
for small pieces of about a quarter of an
inch square, to one week for larger pieces
up to one inch square.

After fixation the blocks of tissue must
be dehydrated-after a thorough rinsing in
distilled water-by plating them successively

A section of a tadpole
to microns thick, stained
with Ehrlich's Hama-
toxylin and Eosin.
(Greatly magnified.)

in ascending strengths of alcohol in distilled
water, i.e., 7o per cent, alcohol, 90 per cent.
alcohol, and two changes of absolute alcohol
for times ranging from fifteen minutes to
four hours according to size.

The specimens are now placed in chloro-
form or oil of wintergreen for twenty-four
hours, as alcohol is not miscible with the
waxes in which they are going to be
embedded.

The embedding process enables the blocks
to be sectioned easily by impregnating and
surrounding them with wax.

Embedding
A quantity of wax is melted and kept at

dilantig,gi
''' /117/1////////l/0/1/111/1,"'1 1/!! ....

Fig. 3.-The sliding tongue joint which allows
the " chuck" to rise or fall when the base

of the microtome is rotated.

an even temperature. The tissue is then
placed in a half-and-half mixture of either
oil of wintergreen or chloroform and wax.
This mixture is followed by two changes of
pure wax to remove the wintergreen or
chloroform before the final embedding. Hard
blocks are placed in wax with a high melting
point (56°C) and soft blocks in wax with
a low melting point (45°C). The length of
time in the waxes is governed, as usual, by
the size of the block and is between fifteen
minutes and two hours.

After the two changes the blocks are
immersed in a small trough-which has been
lightly greased with glycerine-containing
the actual embedding wax.

A warm pair of forceps, or similar article,
is drawn slowly about the block to tease
out any air bubbles which may lie on the
tissue. (See Fig. t.)

The wax is breathed upon gently and
when the surface has skinned over the
trough is placed in cold water. If the
trough has been uniformly greased the block
will float to the surface of the water when
hard.

Before embedding insects, the hard chiti-
nous shell which encases them must be
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MICRC
A Method of Preparing, Staining and Mounting TI

By B. J. WHITTOt

softened by boiling them in 5 per cent. caustic
soda solution for about twenty minutes.

Cutting
The finished block is trimmed down and

cemented, with more wax, on to the " chuck "
of the hand microtome, simple construe-

tional diagrams of which are shown in
Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5.

It will be seen that when the base of the
microtome is rotated the block will rise suffi-
ciently for a thin section to be cut by sliding
a dissecting razor over the platform
(Fig. 6). The thinner the section- cut the
better will be the results.

The thin sections so cut are gently lowered

Fig. 4.-Detail of the supports which keep the
hollow column of the microtome rigid.

on to the surface of a bowl of warm water
to flatten out any wrinkles. They are then
eased, with the aid of a small brush (Fig. 7)
on to a glass slide which has been rubbed
with a half-and-half mixture of egg albumen
and glycerine. This mixture makes the
sections adhere to the slide. The mounted
slides are pressed flat with damp filter paper
and placed in a warm oven (42°C) overnight.

-141
; . ? 2 ins.

Fig. 2.-The hand microtome. This is easily
constructed from brass or similar metal. The
instrument can also be purchased for about £2.
The finer the screw thread the thinner the
sections will be. The top platform must be
perfectly plane or the sections will not be of
uniform thickness. Note.-The microtome may
be calibrated at the rotating base using a

micrometer.
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SCOPE SPECIMENS
n Sections of Tissue for Microscopical Examination

and R. H. ANSELL

Staining
Of the many hundreds of techniques

evolved for staining sections, possibly the
most common and most useful one is Ehr-
lich's Hxmatoxylin and Eosin method.

First the slides are dewaxed by placing
them in xylene and then hydrated by revers-
ing the dehydration process. They are then
stained in a solution composed of :

Hxmatoxylin 2 gms. .

Alcohol too ccs.

Fig. 7.-Easing the section on to the slide.
Care must be taken to touch only the surrounding

wax and not the tissue.

Dissolved first together.
Glycerine soo ccs.
Glacial acetic acid so ccs.
Distilled water soo ccs.

for half an hour at 37°C. The solution will
keep indefinitely, and can be used over and
over again, but must be left for at least a
week to ripen. After this they are placed
in gently running tap water until the sections
turn blue. They can then be looked at
under the microscope and the cell nuclei
should be stained_ Excess stain is taken
out with:

Hydrochloric acid s cc.
70% alcohol too ccs.

until the background is colourless. When a
satisfactory result has been obtained the

Fig. 5.-The " chuck " of the microtome must
have channels scored in it to make the wax

grip when the block is cemented to it.

A section of a tadpole
10 microns thick, stained
With Toluidine Blue.

(Greatly magnified.)

slides are counter stained with:
Eosin gm.
Glacial acetic acid z drops
Distilled water soo ccs.

for five minutes. Surplus stain may be
taken out with 7o per cent. alcohol.

Another useful method is one using
Toluidine Blue. The hydrated slides are
stained for five minutes in a 0.1 per cent.
solution of Toluidine Blue and are then
gently rinsed in distilled water. The colours
produced in the tissue by this stain range
from blue to violet.

Fig. 6.-Cutting a section through a block by
sliding a dissecting razor over the platform.

Mounting
The stained slides are quickly dehydrated

once more and placed in xylene, which
renders the tissue transparent.

The sections are covered with a clean
glass coverslip upon which has been placed
a drop of Canada balsam or similar
mountant (Fig. 8.)

The finished slides are left in a warm
oven (42°C) to dry; this usually takes
about two days.

Fig. 8.-The cover slip should be gently lowered
on to the sections with a needle. Avoid air
bubbles in the mountant. Heat will remove
some but is not a good practice to resort to.

New 16 mm. Sound -film Projector
THE British Thomson -Houston Company

recently announced the introduction of
a new 16 mm. sound -film projector. The
new model, designated Type 4ot, supersedes
its well-known predecessor Type 3o1 which,
itself, when introduced in 1946, caused a
minor sensation in the 16 mm. world because
of its revolutionary design, and set new
standards in the projection of 16 mm. sound -
films. The Sot was the outcome of experience
gained in the design and manufacture of
16 mm. projectors over a period of some 15
years, dating back to 1931 when B.T.H. gave
the world the first successful 16 mm. sound -
film projector.

Amongst some of the most interesting
features of the 401 is a considerable reduction
of mechanical noise ; a saving in weight ; and
the provision of a new amplifier giving an
output of 30 watts. The fitting of diamond -
hard " Ardoloy " peckers has eliminated any
need for replacement of the claw due to wear.

Although the 301 was world famous for its
high light -output and brilliant picture,

detailed changes in the optical system give the
401 an output of over 300 lumens from a 75o
watt, 115 volts tungsten lamp when fitted
with a zin. f1.5 projection lens.

One of the ways in which mechanical noise
has been reduced is by replacing the gears
driving the picture head by a silent -running
belt drive. Further reductions in noise have
been effected by the use of a compressed- _
cotton gearwheel in the intermittent mechan-
ism, and a new cam to reduce " film -click."

By the omission of the sound -absorbing
cover and the removal of the amplifier mains
transformer, the projector has been reduced
in weight by some 151b. The transformer
has been incorporated in the mains unit
without any appreciable increase in weight
or size of this unit which is now no longer
housed in the speaker cabinet for transport
(reducing the weight by zolb.) but is treated
as an entirely separate item.

The overall weight of the complete equip-
ment (with the projector in its carrying case)
is reduced from 1o61b. to 881b.
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ELECTRICAL TIMING CIRCUITS
Some Useful Units for Operating on. Batteries or A.C. Mains

CIRCUITS of the type to be described
have a number of practical applica-
tions, according to, the kind of cir-

cuit and the manner in which it is used.
Similar circuits are used in some enlarger
timers, and the same arrangement can be
used with photographic contact -printers, or
when an electric lamp is employed as the
source of illumination for contact printing.
With such circuits, a control resistance may
be calibrated in seconds, as will be described,
so that the desired exposure may be obtained.
Such an arrangement is particularly useful
when a number of prints or enlargements
are being made from one negative, as the
correct exposure can then be repeated time
after time, accurately and easily.

The possibility of using decorative or
flashing bulbs is an obvious one, and need
only be mentioned in passing. When
automatic re -energising is employed, the
timing cycle is repeated indefinitely. It can
be increased in frequency, and thereby used
as an electrical metronome so that strict
tempo may be maintained in instrumental or
vocal musical practice. It will be found that
very stable operation can be obtained, with
a high degree of constancy in counting or
timing.

Timing Circuit
This is shown in Fig. 1, current being de-

rived from a 41 to 9v. dry battery. The
push -switch is of the spring -loaded type
which normally remains in the open position.
When it is depressed, current flows through
the relay winding, thereby attracting the

Battery
Fig. 2.-Automatic .re -energising circuit.

armature. At the same time, the condenser
is charged from the battery. When the
switch is released, the condenser slowly dis-
charges through the relay winding, thereby
keeping the armature down. When the con-
denser has discharged to a certain extent the
relay armature springs back to its previous
position, thereby breaking the second circuit.
The rate of voltage decay in the relay circuit
can be adjusted by means of the 5o,000 ohm
variable resistor, so that the time elapsing
before the relay armature is released can be
modified as required.

6, Volt transformer

Fig. 3.-Deriving current from A.C. mains.

By F. G. RAYER

The relay should be of the high -resistance
type, with a coil resistance of 5,000 to to,000
ohms. This type is available both new and
from ex -Service component stockists. The
period of delay can be increased, if necessary,
by setting the armature return spring to
reduced tension, or decreased by tightening
the spring. The value of the variable resist-
ance is not critical. However, low values will

/00 -6}000pf

501)00 11

Push switch(

To

1
controlled

object

etc
enxarger

Relay

+Battery

Fig. t. Electrical timing circuit for battery
operation.

cause rapid discharging of the condenser;
while excessively high values will make
accurate control difficult.

Adjustable Delay Period
The capacity of the condenser is not in

any way critical. The delay period can be
lengthened at will by increasing the capacity,
and it was found that a delay of up to 45
seconds was possible with a 200 mfd. con-
denser, with 9v. battery and topoo ohm
relay. A number of condensers may be
wired in parallel. Care should be taken to
see that the correct polarity of connection is
maintained, and that the voltage -working
rating of the condensers is not exceeded. If
a condenser is to be bought especially for this
purpose, then a t,000 mfd. 6v. working 'type
is suggested. The maximum period of
delay, if excessive, can easily be reduced by
tightening the armature spring, reducing the
battery voltage, or using a resistor of lower
value in parallel with the relay winding.

When setting up this circuit, the tension
of the armature spring should be adjusted by
trial. Once set, the variable resistor may be
fitted with a calibrated scale, the markings
being found by setting the resistor control
knob to various positions and timing with a
watch with second-hand. For normal enlarg-
ing and printing, times up to 45 seconds are
sufficient.

To use this circuit, the control knob is set
to the desired exposure time and the push-
button operated. The enlarger lamp will
then come on and remain burning for the
required time.

" Repeating " Circuit
The circuit described may be slightly

modified, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, when
the on/off switch is closed the relay is ener-
gised through one armature contact. This
also charges the condenser, as before. When
the condenser voltage has decayed sufficiently
for the armature to be released, contact is
again made, and the sequence repeated. By
tightening the armature spring, the sequence
may be speeded up so that the variable resist-

ance enables the frequency of operation to
be controlled over a much narrower range,
as, for example, from two beats per second
to one beat each two seconds. The control
is infinitely variable, and may be calibrated
in beats per minute by counting and marking
the pointer position. One application for
this rapid counting circuit is in an electrical
metronome, used for musical and other
purposes.

Using Mains Supplies
With long periods of continuous operation,

it is convenient to draw current from the
mains. This can be done by using a trans-
former and rectifier, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The transformer may be a small type, such
as intended for models, etc., and it should
have a primary suitable for zoo/25ov. A.C.
mains. The voltage output of the secondary
is not very important, provided it does not
exceed the voltage working rating of the con-
denser in the relay circuit. A small half -wave
metal rectifier is also required-a t amp.
6v, type is satisfactory, for voltages up to six.

The positive and negative leads of the cir-
cuit are taken to the relay circuit instead of
the battery there indicated. It should be
noted that transformers cannot be used with
D.C. mains.

Metronome Loudspeaker
When the rapid counting circuit is used for

musical purposes, some means of increasing
the volume of the armature click is essen-
tial. A small dry battery and speaker can
be added, as indicated in Fig. 4. The
strength of the " tick " heard from the
speaker can be adjusted by varying the bat-
tery voltage, Or by adding a volume control
of about 5o ohms in one connection, as

To
automatic

circuit

Dry
battery

Fig. 4.-Loudspeaker or

Speech coil
t

Small
permanent

magnet
speaker

Volume control

metronome circuit.

shown. Very loud results may be obtained
by this means, if necessary.

The speaker circuit may be energised by
the battery circuit being completed by the
relay contacts, or it is feasible to wire a
high -impedance speaker directly in parallel
with the relay energising coil, when no addi-
tional battery is required. If the circuit in

To
timing
circuit

00000
I2v.

Transformer

/2v
Lamp

Fig. 5.-Circuit for contact printer or enlarger.
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Fig. 4 is adopted, no matching transformer
is required on the speaker, which may be of
the usual 2/3 ohm or 15 ohm type, accord-
ing to what is to hand.

Enlarger Circuit
Enlargers are freauently made for low -

voltage bulbs, and a circuit for operating such
a bulb from the mains is given in Fig. 5.
When using the timing circuit shown in
Fig. t, it is necessary to see that the current
and voltage rating of the relay contacts is not
exceeded. Such relays are not normally
suitable for the direct switching of mains -

voltage circuits. If such a circuit is to be
switched, then the timing relay should be
used to control a mains -voltage relay, the
contacts of the latter being used to switch
the mains circuit. With printing -boxes using
one or more mains -voltage lamps, a second
relay of this kind becomes essential.

An Ozoniser Unit
for a Motor-car

Details for Making and Fitting an Apparatus for Air Conditioning
in a Motor -car By R. W. SHORE

FURTHER to the article entitled " A
Household Ozoniser " which appeared
in PRACTICAL MECHANICS for July,

1953, details are here given for making up
and fitting a similar apparatus to a motor-
car.

An ozone tube, similar to the one

To S.W on
Ignition coil

To C.B. on
ignition coil

This lead earthed
when trembler coil
Is used

Ozonized air
out/et

cr Switch

coil to the switch side of the ignition coil.
This switch can be mounted on the instru-
ment board or in any other convenient
position. Wired in this manner it will only
operate when the ignition is switched on,
therefore there is no fear of leaving the car
with the ozoniser unit alive.

Ozonizer tube

Additional
ignition coil
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described in the July issue, will be required.
The second type of tube referred to is
definitely preferable.

To obtain the H.T. current an additional
ignition coil of the same voltage as the car
supply will be required. The H.T. terminal
of the additional coil should be connected
to the centre copper wire of the ozone tube.
The outer tube, which is covered with tin
foil, should be connected to the carcase of
the additional coil, which, in turn, should
be connected to the earth of the car, e.g.,
the frame or engine. It is essential that
for this purpose H.T. wire should be used.

The low tension side of the additional coil
should be wired in parallel to the ignition
coil of the car ; i.e., the switch terminal of
the additional coil should be connected to
the switch terminal of the ignition coil ;
likewise, the contact breaker terminals should
be connected together. The switch terminal
on the coil is marked S.W. and the contact
breaker terminal C.B.

A switch will be required to operate the
ozoniser, and this should be connected into
the wire from S.W. side of the additional

Plan of the complete
ozoniser unit, showing
the layout of the

components

Rubber connection

Producing an Air Flow
As described in the previous article, to

make the ozone tube effective a current of
air is required to pass through the ozone
tube to circulate the ozone into the air. This
can be effected by connecting one end of
the ozone tube to a small blower or fan,
in which case the positive wire of the blower
motor should be connected to the switch
terminal of the additional coil and the
negative wire to earth. With this arrange-

ment of wiring, both the blower motor and
the ozone tube can be operated by the one
switch. On later model cars, which are
fitted with heaters and demisters, it is easy
to duct a percentage of air from the heater
fan to the ozone tube by means of a piece
of rubber tube and a duct fitted over a
small portion of the heater lid.

Another way to produce an air flow with-
out the aid of a blower motor is to take a
piece of rubber hose from the ozone tube
to some external part of the car: the inlet
of the tube should be facing towards the
front of the car so that forward movement
of the car causes an air flow. N.B.-Care
should be taken to ensure that the inlet is
not placed in such a position that it will
draw exhaust or engine fumes into the car.

In order to keep the complete unit com-
pact all the parts can be mounted on a
wooden board, as shown in the diagram,
which could be fitted on the dashboard
behind the instrument panel, or in any other
convenient place.

On cars where space is limited the parts
can be mounted separately, for example, the
additional coil can be mounted under the
bonnet and the ozone tube behind the instru-
ment panel or between the seats. Care
should be taken to ensure that it is not fitted
in such a position that the H.T. current can
leak to earth or that a passenger could
receive a shock through handling it.

In this set up the make and break is
created by the contact breaker of the car.
This will, of course, place an extra load on
the contact breaker points. If it is found
that, due to the extra load, the points are
burning slightly, a larger capacity ignition
condenser should be fitted, but normally the
standard condenser fitted is sufficient to cope
with the extra load.

Using a Trembler Coil
The arrangement as described above will

only operate when the engine is running. If,
however, it is required to operate when the
engine is not running, a trembler coil should
be fitted in place of the additional ignition
coil and wired up in the same manner, except
that the return wire from the C.B. terminal
on the trembler coil should be connected
direct to earth and not to the C.B. terminal
of the ignition coil.

The amount of electricity consumed by
the ozone tube is approximately 2 amps.
on a 12 -volt system and about 4 amps on
a 6 -volt system. - The average amount con-
sumed by a small blower motor is approxi-
mately 2-3 amps. on a 12 -volt system.

The benefits of this air conditioner will
soon be appreciated. If the car is an
oldish model it will be found that engine
fumes, etc., will be overcome.

PRACTICAL MOTORIST'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
By F. J. CAMM.

8th FULLY REVISED EDITION.
A complete and authoritative guide to the principles, upkeep,
maintenance and repair of every part of the motor -car.

Alphabetically arranged, and cross-referenced.

400 pages, 493 Illustrations. 17/6 or 18/- by post from:
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Making a Microscope Lamp
With Hints on the Construction of Light Filters

By S. M. CHARLETT, F.R.M.S.

THE best light to use for normal micro-
scopic observation is that reflected
from white clouds on a bright day,

but unfortunately for the microscopist this
type of light is very rarely obtainable in this
country, and in the winter it is virtually
non-existent. Therefore we have to resort
to artificial illumination as provided by the
electric lamp, which, for the microscope, is
usually enclosed in a housing of some
description.

The lamp described in this article, which
is quite simple to construct, utilises a too -
watt electric bulb and incorporates a light
filter holder, the use of which will be des-
cribed later in the article.

The body can be obtained ready made in
the form of a tin (a paint tin was used .by
the writer) to save the trouble of construc-
ting it from tinplate, and the holes for the
lamp holder and light aperture can be cut
with a wad punch, or by drilling and filing
to shape. The lamp holder is best attached
to the lid as this facilitates the easy removal
and replacement of the bulb. A number of
holes should be made symmetrically around

Ordinary lamp
fitting

Ventilation bates a

272Rad:

Fig. 1.-Side view and plan of lamp.

the top of the lid to provide ventilation, and
to prevent the lamp from becoming exces-
sively hot. (Fig. 1.)

The filter holder is made up from a piece
of tinplate, the joints being soldered. (Fig. 2.)
The holder is attached to the lamp body by
soldering on two pieces of ;in. copper rod.
This rod acts as a spacer to prevent the
filter holder getting overhot and spoiling the
filter itself.

Finally, the whole should be given a coat
of black lacquer, which provides a smart
finish, and at the same time increases radia-
tion, thus helping to keep the lamp cool.

Light Filters
When the lamp is in use the microscopist

would be well advised to try the effects of
various light filters inserted in the holder
whilst examining objects under the micro-
scope. Filters serve a double purpose, they
help to reduce the eyestrain often experi-
enced when using the microscope, and they
can be used to increase the contrast between
an object and its background. For instance,
a green filter should always be used when

F.g. 2 -Method of forming

General view
of the com-
pleted lamp
showing the
filter holder
and ventilation
holes in the

top.

Object Colour
Red

Orange
Yellow

Greenish -Yellow
Green
Blue

Indigo
Violet

Contrast Filter
Green
Blue

Indigo
Violet
Red

Orange
Yellow

Greenish -Yellow
If, by any chance, you have reached the

stage of applying stains to your microscopi-
cal preparations the following filters will
be found very useful when using the
microscope:-
Stain used on Object Contrast Filter

Haematoxylin Blue -Green
Gentian Violet Yellow

Methylene Blue Orange
Fuchsin Green

Malachite Green Red

the filter holder from one piece of tinplate.

looking at an object under the micra-
scope. Green being a restful colour
will be found to make prolonged
observation less fatiguing than when
performed without a filter. If
a blue coloured object is being
examined and a red filter is used,
it will be found that the contrast
between object and background will
be increased. This is because red and
blue supplement each other, and thus
give a very dark object on a light back-
ground. If an orange filter is used
the contrast will be even sharper,
blue and orange cut out all light and
give the effect of a black object on a
light ground.

A list of suitable contrast filters is
given in the following table:-

Mounting the Filters
All these filters can be constructed at home

quite easily, using glass from old photo-
graphic plates which you can probably buy
from your local photographer quite cheaply.
The actual filter can be made in accordance
with cost. If a cheap and not absolutely
pure filter will do for the time being then
it can be made from the strips of coloured
cellophane that can be purchased from any
stationers. On the other hand if one can
afford it, and a sensitive filter is required,
then the best thing is to obtain graded light
filters from a photographic company, such
as Kodak or Ilford. The filters are delivered
in the form of coloured strips of gelatine
and it is important to remember not to touch
them with the fingers as this will make them
blurry and render them almost useless. The

(Continued on page 41)
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*JUST ARRIVED Amplifier 9/6 Type 1271. BRAND NEW with valve, EF36, 2 transformers. Relay 400 ohms. V/controls, condensers and resistors.
Case 5" x 5". Plugs etc. Past and Packing 1/6.

LOCATING DEVICES.-Brand new. Made by Truvox. Still in maker's boxes. !deal burglar alarms, warning bells, etc. Work off 41 vats. Fool -proof, 12/9. Post 2/6.

TELESCOPIC MASTS.-Ex W.D., but unused. Extend to 7ft. 6in. Base diameter lin., tip lin. Ideal aerials, heavy fishing rods, etc. 7/9, post 1/3.

TUNING CONDENSERS.-Store soiled, but all tested. Standard size. .0005 mfd. lin. spindle. Two gang. 2/9 each, post 6d. BARGAIN OFFER 3 for 7/,

FIXED CONDENSERS.-Various sizes, from .0005 mfd. to .25 mfd. 350, 450, 500, 1,000 and 3,000 VDC. In mixed parcels of 20 for 5/-, 45 for 10/-, or 100 for El .

SEATS.-Office type chairs, iron frame, leather upholstery, tilting back -rest. Adequate stand easily made from wood or metal. CLEARANCE PRICE, 12/9. Post 2/3. Single
bucket seats, moquette upholstery, spring filled at 37/6, Dunlopillo filled at 47/6. Carr. 1/6. Luxury type Aircraft passenger seats. Strong construction. Fully adjustable
back and neck -rest. Some with fitted chart -boards. 44/6. Carr. 4/6. Green plush covered, spring filled. Complete with Lacks, at 8/9. Post 2,3.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS.-61in. P M. low impedance speaker mounted o.i latest type baffle stand. Polished and veneered. 5ft. of lead connected ready for immediate use.
1919. Post 1/9. Also cabinet type 25/9.
STRING. All brand new. Sisal, hemp or jute. I 9 per I lb. ball. Post 9d. These prices are far below cost.

6 VALVE SU PERHET. V.H.F. RECEIVER FOR 7/6. Ex W.D. brand-
ncw condition. 6 channel switching. Receives T.V. and most
British Stations including Police, Fire, Taxis and Amateurs. 30.5

to 40 me/s. 1.F. 7 me/s. 6 Valves. H.T. 200 Volts at 50 m/A, L.T.
13 volts. As the valves have been available ex-W.D. at low prices we are
offering the chassis less valves. Complete with valves, 17/6. Post 2/6.

As a Bargain break-up unit it contains the following : 30 ceramic
trimmers, 6 ceramic v/holders, 3 Westector rects., 2 transformers, I

double block condenser, 32 condensers (small), 36 resistances (4 to I

Watt), 5 -bank Yaxley 6 -way switch, 3 coils, 3 1.F.'s, 6 v/cans and covers.
Ideal neat chassis, etc. Conversion drawings and circuit 1/-.

VALVE SALE SURPLUS AND SALVAGE.-All at 8/9. 20131, 20F2, 6AB9, 807,

EAF42, 5X4, 5Y4, 5Y3, 6BE6, 688, 6G6, 6BW6, 6V6, 6D3, 10P13, 6AR7, EF80, X65,

KT8, 35Z4, 6X4, 1A3, 1A5, ILC6, 1T4, 1S4, 155, IRS, 3A4, 5U4, 5V4, 6A,M5,

6B4, 6F6, 6F15, 6L18, 6Q7, 10F1, ECC9I, EF36, EF50, EL91: EF9I, EY5I, KTZ63.

KTW61, X66.
MICRO SWITCHES.-Brand new. Very Latest American type. 250 volts, 3 amps.
1.1.in. Worth double our PRICE of 3/6.
BOXES.-Steel, with locking lid and webbing carrying straps. 10.1in. x 8Jin. x 54in.

LOUD HAILER. Powerful P A. system.
Brand new, and consists of microphone
and combined amplifier/speaker. Iron-

clad and waterproof. Works off 12 or
24 volts, therefore independent of elec-
tricity failures. Total weight 20 lb.

As used by Police and other Public

Companies. Our Price 03.17.6,

carriage 5/6.

WALKIE-TALKIE SETS.-All brand new. Made by Jefferson Travis (U. S.A.) for the
Air Ministry, but never unpacked. Still in canvas covers, and packed in individual
wooden transit cases. Model OF/I. As used by many police and fire forces. Ultra
high frequency band of 53-75 me/s. Complete operation for formal telephone type
handset. Runs completely off batteries, or from a vibrator powerpack off one 12 -volt
supply. Telescopic aerial, non -utility black crackle and chrome finish over-all. SPECIAL
PRICE £9.17.6 (power pack 37/6). Carr. 7/6. Price per pair E18.17.6. Few left.

Can be made to make one and break three, or vice versa. Measure only (in. x sin. x

Post 1/-. Instrument storage cases (wood), steel hinges. 9in. x 9in. x 7)in, at 3/6 and
74in. x 64in. x 6in., at 2/6. Post I!-.

WIRE.--Nickel-chrome. Sealed tins, with run -out mechanism. 50 yds. (.014in.) and 25 yds. ( 032in.). 4/6 each. Also spring steel wire in same sizes at 1/-. Post 6d.

RESISTORS.-Bulgin Super Type Resistance Links. All brand new and in maker's boxes. 240, 300, 400, 500, 1,250, 1,500, 20 K., 25 K., and 30 K. ohms. All 6d. each. Also
wire -wound resistors made by I.R.C., I meg., to I per cent., 3/9 each. Mixed parcel of resistors, popular sizes, 4 to 2 watts, 25 for 5/-.

STAMP FOR COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

C.O.D. DUKE & Co., 621, ROMFORD ROAD, LONDON, E.I2
Or

C.W.O.
GRA. 6677

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

LEARN THE
PRACTICALWAY

Instruction and Equipment
Here at last is the only real way of making home study really successful.
Specially prepared equipment, which remains your property, is supplied
thus combining theory and practice in the correct educational sequence.
Whether your need be for career, hobby or general interest, here is
the most efficient method for acquiring knowledge.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY

Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses.

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 144X,
43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS

We will not worry you with personal visits.
1

Practical courses in many
other subjects including :

Draughtsmanship. Carpen-
try. Chemistry. Photo-
graphy. Commercial Art.

Also over ISO standard courses
including: Aerodynamics. Auto-
mobile Eng. jig & Tool Design.
Mechanical Eng. Quantity Sur-
veying. Surveying. Radar. Tele-
communications, etc.

AND ELECTRONICS

E IYI I INSTITUTES
the only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation.

1C20
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The NEW

AQUALUX
MUFFLE FURNACE
for "BOTTLED GAS"

or COAL GAS
These highly efficient furnaces
have now been modified to
operate off " bottled " gas
such as Calor, Pyrogas, etc.
Type " A " (or temperatures
up to 1,000 deg. C. Type " B "
for temperatures up to 1,250
deg. C. Each available in 5 sizes.

Send for literature.

AQUALUX LTD.
113, EMILY ST., BIRMINGHAM, 12

Tel.: CALthorpe 1164

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS

are the Safest, Simplest and Finest
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed

and Tested Radio Designs.

ALL -DRY BATTERY DESIGNS
THE " CHUMMY." 2 -valve portable.
Fine 'phone results mir., waves.
THE" MIDDY." 2-valver. M/L waves. Fine
speaker results. V/Popular.
TILE "BOSUN " 3. A more powerful ver-
sion of the above.
THE "SKIPPER" 4-valver. High sensi-
tivity T.R.F. circuit. Safe any area. MIL
waves. A fine set.
TIIE "CORVETTE." 4 valve all -wave
superhet. Great range and very selective.
Ideal for a portable.

MAINS OPERATED DESIGNS
(A. -A.C. and D. -A.C./D.C.)

TILE "CUB" (0). 2-valver +Rect. MIL
waves. Fine tone and power.
THE "ENSIGN " (A). An economy version
of the above for A.C. mains.
THE " ENTERPR ISE " (A). 3 -valve +
rect. T.R.F. high -gain circuit. 4 watts on
radio and P.C. Economy design.
THE " MAINS PORTABLE " (D). 3 -valve
+Rect. Mil, waves. Self-contained aerial,
etc. Radio -in -any -Room.
THE "CONQUEST" (D). All -wave super -
bet. 4 watts on radio and P.U.

All above 3,21i each post free.

THE "CRITERION" (A.) 8 -valves+
Rect. 2 H.F. stage, high-fidelity radiogram.
Mil, waves. 8 watts of good quality. 7/6 post
free.

AMPLIFIERS
Battery operated. 1 -valve ; 2 -valve and
3 -valve push-pull. A.C. Mains. 3 -watt :
10 -watt push-pull : 30 -watt push-pull.
A.C.,D.C. Mains. 4 -watts ; 10 -watts push-
pull. Send stamp for full details.

SHORT-WAVE
A series of S.W. Receivers are in the course
of preparation. If you are interested, drop
me a line.

Send a 21d. stamp for my Latest List.
Components and Drilled Chassis Available.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
48A, 1114:11 ST., SWANAGE, DORSET

IT IS SIMPLE TO MAKE THIS LUXURIOUS

ELECTRIC
BLANKET
FOR COLDER

NIGHTS

COUNTLESS

THOUSANDS

ALREADY MADE

AND IN REGULAR USE
With all necessary heater cable and
easy -to -follow blueprint. For 203-
250 volts A.C. or D.C.
60in. x 30in. egn
(Single bed) 4-v / post free.
60in. x 50in. 4gn /
(Double bed) I - post free.
Blueprint only (either size). 1/6

post free.

For personal use, or as a
much -valued gift, an electric
blanket is the ideal thing,
and it's so much cheaper to
make one from the materials
we supply for It. When made,
your blanket is equal in all
respects to those costing
many times more in the
shops. Current consumption
is negligible and the benefits
it gives are beyond measure.
Absolutely safe. Easy to
make. This blanket is a
boon to health and comfort.

TEST METERS
FOR AC/DC

OPERATION

ANEROID BAROMETER
AS SOLD FOR 5 Gns.

YOURS 51.
FOR

DEPOSIT
Balance by monthly

payments of

11/ -
or 551- CASH

A well -made and accurate instrument
of handsome appearance and great
sensitivity. Offered at half the usual
price. BRAND NEW and In perfect
order. Make splendid gifts.

First grade moving -iron meters of great accuracy
and robust construction. Indispensable to all who
have to do with 'radio, electrical circuits, etc.
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED. Offered at

exceptionally favourable
AMMETERS prices. 0-25 v., 0-2500-5 amp or 0-10 Amp.

1/IIIdial /. v. A.C.ID.C. 0-25 1 9/.
Postage 1/- any model. projection mounting. mA., A.C./D.C.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL CATALOGUE -Send 3d. in Stamps.

MAGSTATS
SPECIAL THERMOSTATS

 CARRY 1 AMP. A.C.
 ADJUSTABLE FROM 50-220° F.
 IDEAL FOR THE HOME AQUAR-

IUM
Measures only llin. x fin. x }in. The
Magstat (shown here with cover re-
moved) incorporates ingenious magnetic
snap action and is fully controllable from
50-220' F. Applications to which it may
he put are very many, and a fully descrip-
tive leaflet will be sent on receipt of
S.A.E. The Magstat has a Post Office

Eng. Dept. certified compliance

Po5/6 of 133".stage 3d.

HIGH QUALITY GUARANTEED

HAIR DRYER
YOURS 5

FOR t- DEPOSIT

Balance by monthly payments
of 11/-.

A soundly made. brand new hair-dryer. Blows hot or cold as
desired. Has many other useful
applications. Will give years
of unfailing service. For 200,
250 v. A.C. or D.C. Cash Price 68/ -
BRAND NEW AND GUARANTEED.

When you buy from Technical Services Co.,
you buy with a difference. The bargains
we offer each month are brand-new
quality lines, very favourably priced and all
orders are given personal attention. We
invite enquiries, and will always gladly
advise without obligation. Please send S.A.E.
for matters other than orders requiring a
reply from us.

BRAND-NEW PRECISION BUILT

ELECTRIC MOTORS
For Use Where Accuracy is Essential

UNIVERSAL A.C./D.C. 230'250Y.
BRAND NEW,PRECISION
BUILT. 3-4in.
long x 3in. be-
tween fixing cen-
tres ; shaft diam.

in., extending
lin. 25 watts ; 6,000
r.p.m. running ;
light ; built - in
suppressor.
A real precision
job. Applicationsinclude Hair-

dryers, Drink arid Food Mixers, etc.
Four -blade Fan to fit the spindle

SP
.18

for 2' -each. Post 6d.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO
SHRUBLAND WORKS  BANSTEAD  SURREY

Telephone : BURGH HEATH 3833.

A.C. ELECTR IC MOTORS. G.E.C.
-0.9 (point nine) H.P. 1.440 r.p.m. 230
volts. Repulsion Induction. Ball Brg.
Brand New. The list price for these
motors is 127. Our Price, 21211010.
carriage 12'6.
G.EX. 7/8 h.p. 1.440 r.p.m. 230 volts.
Repulsion Induction. Ball Brg., Brand
New. List price is 123.10/0. Our Price,
£12. carriage 12/6.
CROMPTON PARKINSON, 1/6 h.p.
1.425 r.p.m. New Resilient Mtg. 230 volts.
Price 24/10/0, carriage 5/8.
WELDALL AND ASSEMBLY
MOTORS.-} h.p. 1.425 r.p.m. 230 volts.
Totally Enclosed. These motors are
suitable as grinders and where it Is
necessary to use amongst dust or flour,
etc. These are only rated by us as
2 -hourly rating. If required they can
be ventilated and fan fitted to make
them continuous rating.
ODD VOLTAGE MOTORS. Note
voltage : 115 volts. 50160 cycles.
G.E.C. of U.S.A. 1.16 h.p. 1.425 r.p.m.
115 volts. These are suitable for country
house lighting where voltage is 15.
Price £3 each, carriage 5,6.
SMALL ELECTRIC REVERSING
MOTORS. 12:24 volts or 230 volts A.C.
Fitted shaft.. These have been tested
and have been found to run four hours
without overheating on alo volts.
State which voltage is required. Price
101-. post If-.
R.A.F. CAMERA MOTORS. 24 Volts,
new, boxed. Fitted overload clutch.
Can be used with transformer. Price
20,- each, post 1/6.
SMALL MOTORS BY HOOVER. -
These have rectangular carcase and
double -ended shaft, in our estimation
about the best of all small motors.
They are 24 volt, can be run with trans-
former from mains. 12!8 each, post 1/-.
GRAM MOTORS BY PLESSEY.-
AC. 230 shaded pole. Shaft has three
diameters to give three speeds. New.
Tapped 200/250 volts1Price 15!-. post If-.
SMALL GEARED MOTORS, -24
volts. Has gearbox with two shaft
speeds.' Approx. 100 and 4 r.p.m.
respectively. Can be run from mains
with transformer. Price 20/-. post 112.
RECTIFIERS. -24 volts at 4 amp.
Selenium, new, price 35,- each, post 1/9.
RECTIFIERS. -12 volts at 4 amp.
Selenium, new, price 2243 each, post 11-

L. O. NORTHALL
18, Holly Rd., Quinton, Birmingham 32

Phone : WOO 3166
Callers welcomed at our Main Show-
rooms, 353, Bearwood Road, Smethwick.

Send S.A.E. for List.
Special attention to wholesale and

export enquiries.

always keep
Plasticine

aeo a,

handy on the
bench

' Plasticine' is the
world's most famous
modelling material-
one of those things
for which there is
always a new use
especially in the
field of practical
mechanics. ' Plasti-
cine ' makes excellent
mock-ups and proto-
types ; it is hygienic,
long lasting and avail-
able in 16 attractive

colours.

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE
LTD.

Bathamp:on, Bath, Somrsei.
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Modern Oil Ref inin9
The Various Processes of an Oil Refinery, Including "Cracking"

Aa general rule, crude oil must be
refined before it can be used either as
fuel or lubricant. Only in rare cases

can some crude oils be used in their natural
state ; one Borneo crude, for example, is sold
as boiler fuel. Certain kinds of bunker fuel
and similar heavy products are sometimes
mistakenly called " crude," whereas they are
really residual products obtained during re-
fining.

Crude petroleum is a complex mixture of
many different solids, liquids and gases, but
nearly all these have one thing in common:
they are hydrocarbons, that is, compounds of
hydrogen and carbon only. Small but signi-
ficant amounts of impurities are also present,
principally sulphur, with traces of oxygen,
nitrogen and chlorine. Three main types of
hydrocarbons occur in petroleum ; paraffins
(this chemical term describing the paraffinic
series of hydrocarbons should not be con-
fused with the domestic paraffin oil), naph-
thenes, and aromatics. The varying propor-
tions of these which are present in different
crude oils largely govern their quality and
decide to some extent the refining process to
be employed in extracting usable products
from them. The first main stage of process-

Inlet
i from

condensor

Rising vapours
Kerosene tra/ Kerosene

Fig. I.-Simplified diagram to show he action
of a bubble cap, a group of which is installed

on each of the trays.

ing all crudes is their division, by distillation,
into groups of similar hydrocarbons, or
" fractions." Refinery processes have there-
fore to be more complex than " refining " in
its ordinary dictionary meaning of " the
removal of dross or impurities."

Most of the natural gas, which is made up
of the lightest group of hydrocarbons, is ex-
tracted before the oil reaches the refinery
proper. This gas often comes from the
ground alone, and as it carries some of the
light liquid hydrocarbons in suspension, these
are removed to form " natural gasoline,"
which can be used as petrol. The " dry "
gas is used as an industrial or domestic fuel,
or as a raw material for chemical products.
Natural` gas may also be found dissolved in
crude oil, under the force of subterranean
pressure. Much of this gas is freed from
the crude when pressure is reduced as the
oil reaches the wellhead, and various pro-
cesses are used to make the separation- of
liquid and gas more complete before the crude
oil is.passed to refinery storage tanks. -

The diyision of ,the oil into primary pro-
ducts or ''`` fractions " is carried out in a
fractionating tower, a tall, cylindrical, metal
tower which is divided into a series of cham-
bers or " floors " by perforated trays. The

Carbon
atom.

Hydrogen-0 atom.

Methane, the main constituent
of natural gas.

Fig. 2.-The key to the construction of the
lightest hydrocarbon molecule.

crude oil, now carrying only small quantities
of dissolved gas, is heated to, say,
30o deg. C. partly by being piped through a
preheater, which is similar in principle to a
water -tube boiler, and partly by utilising the
heat from products already processed. It is
then pumped continuously into a chamber
near the base of the fractionating tower, where
further heat is usually applied. All except
the heaviest hydrocarbons now form a mix-
ture of vapours which can be separated as
they rise in the column by cooling to different
temperatures in the various trays, to give
condensate or distilled primary products.

The top of the tower is cooler than the
rest, and from here the lighter, lower -boiling
hydrocarbons are led away to be condensed
outside the column, to give a gasoline (or
petrol) fraction. Some of this liquid is
returned to the top of the tower, to help to
cool it. One stage lower, the temperature is
somewhat higher ; the gasoline component
remains as a vapour, but hydrocarbons within
the boiling range of kerosene (paraffin oil)
here condense. So in stages down the
column come products with progressively
higher boiling -points.

To make the process of separation more
efficient, " bubble caps " partly cover the per-
forations in each tray and force the rising
vapours to bubble through the liquid already
collected in the tray (see Fig. 1).

The vapours bubbling through the kerosene
tray are hotter than the liquid, so they expel
any gasoline component wrongly present in
the liquid and carry it up to the next tray
in the form of vapour. Kerosene in the
vapours condenses in the cooler liquid and so
remains in the tray: some may find its way
up to the gasoline level, but as condensed
liquid gasoline is constantly overflowing from
the gasoline tray back to the kerosene level,
the kerosene eventually returns to the correct
tray.

This distillation process, called " continu-
ous rectification," extends throughout the
tower. The liquid in each tray is distilled
and redistilled, each fraction steadily grow-
ing richer in its correct components, losing
lighter hydrocarbons to upper levels and
heavier hydrocarbons to the trays below. Low
in the tower near the point of entry of the
heated crude oil, or " feed -stock," the heaviest
compounds flow to the bottom of the tower
as a viscous mass from which the various
asphalts will be obtained. Sometimes -this
residue also is made to flow through trays of
bubble -caps while a carrierrgas, usually steam,
is forced through it to carry small amounts
of volatile material up into the lighter_ oils
and vapours.

Crude oil distillation is usually carried out
in three stages, for the range of temperatures
necessary would be too great for one frac-
tionating tower. " Sidestrippers " receive the-
liquid from each tray and distil each " frac-

tion " in a small tower of its own, to increase
still further the efficiency of separation. In
distillation the components undergo no
chemical change.

Cracking
The proportions of the various primary

products obtained by distillation are very
close to those originally present in the crude
oil, but these rarely correspond with the
relative quantities of the - different products
which are required by consumers. With the
great growth of the internal combustion
engine, refiners soon found that when they
treated a sufficient quantity of crude oil to
produce the volume of gasoline needed, there
remained more of the higher boiling -point
products than they could sell. A way had

Ethane, a gas.

Normal butane, a gas above
o deg. C. (the boiling point of

liquid butane).

Iso-butane, the same atoms as
normal butane, but in a different
order. This is termed an

" isomer."

Normal octane, a
liquid.

Fig. 3.-The series known as the paraffins, all
with the termination -ane.

to be found to break down these heavier
hydrocarbons into the lighter gasoline, and
this was successfully accomplished by the
process aptly termed " cracking." A chemi-
cal change is involved in this method.

Fig. 4.-Ten carbon atoms in a straight chain
with 22 hydrogens.

To understand the process, the structure
of the smallest imaginable particle of these
hydrocarbons (a molecule) must be con-
sidered. (There is no such thing as " a gaso-
line molecule " or " a kerosene molecule ":
these finished products are mixtures of
various hydrocarbons, each of which has its
own typical molecules.) All hydrocarbon
molecules are made up of atoms of carbon
and hydrogen; the key to their structure is
that one carbon atom has the power to link
with four hydrogen atoms, and this can be
represented as shown in Fig. 2. This
formation is known as methane, and is the
main constituent of natural gas.

From this point the structure of a hydro-
carbon molecule can be built up in many
ways; but the simplest and, as it happens, the
commonest examples are those which form
a series known as the paraffins, with the
termination ane " (see Fig. 3). Further,
referene to Fig. 3 will show that iso-butane
has the- same atoms as normal butane, 'but in -
a different order. This is termed an
" i somer ." While iso-butane is an
" isomer " of normal butane, so normal
butane is an " isomer " of iso-butane. Thus,
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in general, any iso-paraffin is an isomer of a
normal paraffin and vice versa.

The paraffin series can be extended to
chains many times the lengths shown in
Fig. 3, and the longer the chain the more
isomers are possible. As previously
mentioned, other types of hydrocarbons,
chiefly naphthenes and aromatics, are also
present in crude oils, but the paraffins will
suffice for the present analysis.

The original " cracking " process was
carried out in a special plant known as a
" reactor " by the use of high temperatures
(say, 500 deg. C.) and high pressures (say,
50 -zoo times atmospheric pressure).

Heat increases the energy of the molecules

4-

A paraffin normal
hexane.

An olefine-
normal bury-
lene (compare

butane).
Fig. 5.-(Above) One way in
which a fairly heavy paraffin
hydrocarbon molecule may be split
into two other paraffins. (Left)
An isomer of the olefine might
also be formed (iso-butylene).

so that they move faster; if they develop
sufficient speed they break free from the
liquid, i.e., they boil off. Increased pressure
outside the liquid limits this tendency to
break free, and if the temperature is high
enough the energy of the molecule is such
that it " cracks."

Consider a moderately heavy paraffin
hydrocarbon molecule: to carbon atoms in
a straight chain, with 22 hydrogens (Fig. 4).
It cannot be split into two other paraffins,
for there are not enough hydrogen atoms to
make this possible. The break may occur
in different ways: one example is illustrated
in Fig 5A. An entirely new type of hydro-
carbon, the olefine, not present in crude oil,
has thus appeared. Its molecule is charac-
terised by the double link, necessary because
there is not enough hydrogen to hold or
" saturate " all four carbon " arms." It may
be noted that an isomer of the olefine might
also be formed (see Fig 5B).

The olefines always tend to link their spare
carbon arm with another atom; for this
reason they are markedly more reactive than

FROM
OIL'GAS WELL

Crude
.petrokum

Natural gas

1

the paraffins, and- are hence very useful in
building up chemical products.

Although the formation of a paraffin and
an olefine is the main result of cracking,
other reactions also occur. For example, one
olefine may link with a similar olefine to
form a " polymer "; thus compounds heavier
than the original can be produced. Other
compounds will polymerise into aromatics,
such as benzene.

Cracking thus produces a mixture contain-
ing new types of hydrocarbons which are not
present in crude oil, but the greater part of
this mixture is suitable for gasoline. The
necessary separation is again carried out in a
fractionating tower. Cracked gasolines in
general have a better anti -knock value than
those produced by ordinary distillation; that
is, they give smoother engine performance
without " knocking " or " pinking," and they
can be satisfactorily used in engines with
higher compression ratios, which give more
power for their size.

Thermal and Catalytic Cracking
While there are many variants, cracking

processes fall into two main divisions.
" Thermal " cracking relies on temperature

Iso-butylene. Iso-butylene.

iso-paraffins (like iso-butane above) and also
rather more aromatics, such as benzene, than
the thermal method produces, and thus gives
greater quantities of motor spirit than those
obtained in thermal cracking. Both iso-
paraffins and aromatics further improve the
anti -knock value of gasoline.

One of the most recent developments in
catalytic cracking is the use of fluid catalySts,
i.e., catalysts in the form of finely divided
powders. As the oil vapours ,enter a reactor
they pick up the poWdered catalyst and as
they rise they keep this constantly in a state
of violent agitation. At the top of the
reactor most of the entrained catalyst is
separated from the vapours, which then pass
to a conventional fractionating tower.

Of the many other modern processes the
following, which have been developed mainly
to meet the need for high-grade gasolines,
may be briefly mentioned.

Reforming
In this process a limited degree of crack-

ing is applied to a gasoline in order to
improve its anti -knock qualities. Thus it
may be applied to the heavier gasoline pro-
duced during distillation, which generally has

Hydrogen.

Iso-octane. Ideal for
gasoline with excellent
anti -knock properties.

Fig. 6.-The combination of two olefins with the aid of a catalyst to form a polymer of the original.

above (no extra
hydrogen required in this case).

Iso-butane. Iso-butylene.
Fig. 7.-The combination of two dissimilar light hydrocarbons.

and pressure alone. " Catalytic " cracking a low anti -knock value compared with the
(the more recent process) does not necessarily light gasoline.
use high pressure but employs a catalyst,
that is, a substance which aids and speeds
the reaction without undergoing any change.

One important advantage of the catalytic
process is that it forms more " branched "

Natural gasoline

I

Light:gases:

gasesFIRST
FRACTIONA TION

Ar:711'
Gasolines

Residue T
SECOND 21r

FRACTIONATION

Gases
Liquids/Solids Residue

Gasolines

Polymerisation
Some olefines are gases, and are, there-

fore, unsuitable for gasoline as they tend to
(Continued on page 37.)
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GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, S.E.13.
Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital.
TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against

cash.
EARLY CLOSING DAY THURSDAY

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
useful for subletting, garages, etc., all for
200/250 volts A.C. mains, 5 amp. load, I9/ -
each ; 10 amps, 22/6 ; 20 amps, 27/- ; 25
amps, 32/6 ; 40 amps; 38/6 ; 50 amps, 46/6 ;
and 100 amps, 57/6 each, all carriage paid.
6 or 12 VOLT RECTIFIERS at 4 amps
output, complete with suitable trans-
former, 200/230 volts input, 45/- each,
post 1/6.
METAL RECTIFIERS, suitable for 6/12/24
volts at 10 amps charging with the correct
transformer, complete with TX 97/6 each,
or Rectifier only 35/- each.
1,000 WATT AUTO WOUND VOLT-
AGE CHANGER TRANSFORMER
tapped 0/110/200/230/250 volts £5/15/ -
each, carriage 4/6.
Ex-W.D. U.S.A. HAND GENERA-
TORS, less winding handle, output 425
volts at 110 m/a., at 6.3 v, 2i amps, com-
plete with smoothing, 30/. each, carriage 2/6.
ROTARY TYPE RESISTANCES, stud
S/arm type 10 ohms 3 amps, 17/6 each.
(Other types in stock, please ask for
quotation.)
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW).
suitable for spot welding, input 200/250
volts, in steps of 10 volts, Output suitably
tapped for a combination of either 2/4/6/8/10
or 12 volts 50/70 amps, 951- each, carr. 7/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
200/250 volts input in steps of 10 volts,
output 0, 6, 12, 24 volts 6 amps, 42/6 each,
post 1/6. Another as above but 10-12
amps, 55/- each, post 1/6 ; another, as
above, but 25/30 amps, 75/- each, carriage
3/6 ; another, input as above, output
0/18/30/36 volt 1,6 amps, 47/6 each, post 1/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
input 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts,
output 350/0/350 volts, 180 m/amps, 4
volts 4 amps, 5 volts 3 amps, 6.3 volts 4
amps, 45/- each, post 1/6 ; another 350/0/

 350 volts 180 m/amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps,
0/4/5 volts 4 amps, 45/- each post 1/6 ;
another 500/0/500 volts 150 amps, 4 volts
4 amps C.T., 6.3 volts 4 amps, C.T., 5 volts
3 amps, 47/6 each, post 1/6 ; another 425/0/
425 volts 160 miamps, 6.3 volts 4 amps,
C T. twice 5 volts 3 amps, 47/6 each,
post 1/6.
TRANSFORMERS SPECIALLY MADE
TO ORDER, delivery 72 hours from date of
order. Please let us quote you.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 200/250 volts
input, output a combination of 6, 12, 18, 24,
30, and 36 volts at 6 amps, 45/- each,
post 1/6.
METERS, Moving Coil, 0 to 14 amps, 18/6
each. Ditto, Moving Iron, suitable for A.C.
0 to 30 amps, 25/- each. Another moving
coil, 100 to 250 amps. D.C., 35/- each, all
4in. scale (Others in stock, please state
your requirements.)
12/24 VOLT RECTIFIERS at 4 amps.,
with suitable Mains Transformer, 200/230
volts input, 55/- each, except 12/24 volts.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 180/
250 volts, output 435/0/435 volts, 250 m/
amps, 6.3 volts 10 amps, 6.3 volts 8 amps,
6.3 volts 8 amps, 5 volts 6 amps, 65/- each ;
another, input as above, output 4,000 volts
2 m/amps, 4 volts I amp. 2 volts 2 amps,
45/- each.
SMOOTHING CHOKES, 4 henries, 250
m/amps, D.C. resistance 120 ohms, 12/6
each.
CONDENSERS, 0.1 mfd., 6,000 volts
working, 6/6 each.
LARGE STUD TYPE DIMMER RESIS-
TANCES, 10 ohms, 9/18 amps, 32 studs,
35/- each.
3 KILOWATTS DOUBLE -WOUND
VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANS-
FORMERS, 110/230 volts or vice -versa, as
new, weight approx. 100 lbs., £12/10/ -
each, carriage forward.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200-250
volts- input, output 400/0/400 volts, 280
m/amps, 6.3 v. 8 a., 2 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3_a., 4 v.

 2 a., 4.v. 2 a., the last two heaters insulated
at 8,000 volts, 85/- each ; another 200/230
volts input, output tapped 0, 9, 18 volts at
4emps, 25/- each, post 1/-.
D.C. MOTORS, 230 volts, .3 h.p., 3,000
r.p.m., in good condition, C3/5/- each; ditto
Fan Motors, 230 volts D.C., 20/. each ; 110
volts D.C., 17/6- each. -

MAINS. TRANSFORMERS, input 200/
250 volts, output 45/50 volts, 70 amps,
suitable for arc welding, 115 each ; another
70 volts, 50 amps; E15 each.

e skill. at

finger s   

You get immense satisfaction from X-acto, accurate
cutting is so easy. You select one of the interchange-

able X-acto blades to suit the work in hand; quickly
lock it to the appropriate handle and you have a firm,
rigid knife with the sharpest blade you can buy.

There is an X-acto blade for every cutting job.
See the full series at your X-acto Stockists (who will
also show you the range, of X-acto knives and tool kits)
or write for illustrated' folder.

Blades from 2/6 for five. Knives from 3/- each.
Tool kits from 23/- to 84/-

TRIX Ltd., Dept. A, rx Old Burlington Street, London, W.t

SPECIAL OFFERS,
VOLTAGE REGULATORS. Input 230
volt A.C. 21 amps.. output 57.5 to 228 volts
in 16 steps. With current limiting Reactor.
210.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWERS. -
220/230 volts 22) watts. Completely en-
closed, 8ft. flexible hose and nozzle, 7 yds.'
C.T.S. Flex. Many uses where clean, dry
air is required. 27/10/-.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM. -Precision
made movement with contacts making and
breaking twice per second. can be used for,
switching on and off lamps, etc. Brand
new in sound -proof cabinets, 12/6. post 1/6.,
HEADLAMP complete with Battery,
Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves both hands
free. 7/6, post 1/-
VEEDER COUNTER 0-9999, lin. x fin. x
Sin. Very useful, 10/-, Post 6d.
TRANSFOR MERS
Primaries. Secondaries.
All 220 to 4 v. 3.5 A.. 10/6.
240 volts 20 v. 5 A., 25/-.
50 cys. 9.75 v. 5 A. and 20 v. 500 m/A.,

25/-.
Postage 50 v. 250 m/A. and 4-0-4 v.
and packing (C.T.) 5 A., 201-.
2/- each. 2 x 120 v. 400 m/A. and 50 v.

50 m/A.. 30/-.
VlENTAXIA Extraction Fans. 110-250 v.
50 cys. Bakel to cased. Silent Running. 70/-.
ACFIL PUMPS. -These pumps enable
you to fill all accumulators on the bench
with the carboy at floor level. Brand new,
only 30/-. post V-.
P.M. SPEAKERS. -In cases, ideal for
extension speakers, 611n.. 30/- ; Sin.. 17/6.
Postage 2/-.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH. -Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube, 21 in. x Tin. 30 deg.'
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums, Wax and Oil
Baths, Gluepots, etc. Will control 1 amp
at 240v., 5/- eacb. post 6d.
THERMOSTAT.-Satchwell 12in. stem,'
0/250 v. A.C./D.C.; 15 amps. A.C., .1 amp. D.C..
10 to 90 deg. Cent., 35/, post 1/6.
" ELF " CIRCUIT BREAKER, 220 volts.
2 amps.. size 31n. round, 10/6, post 1/,
LOW VOLTAGE CIRCUIT TESTER. -
A self-contained unit for making a complete
and rapid check of the generator -battery
circuit of a vehicle. Battery voltage, reg-
ulator and cut-out settings and generator
performance can all be easily determined.
American made. Complete with instruction
book. £511010, post 2/-.
BATTERY TESTER. -Complete in case
with heavy current test prods 200 amperes.
Plate selector switch with 7 positions.'
enabling the test to be made in accordance
With the number of plates per cell. Meter
with coloured scale indication. 70/-, post
2/-.
HAND GENERATOR or Battery Charger.'
-6 volts D.C. at 4 amps. contained in a
strong metal case with automatic cut-out.
very useful where no mains are available.
could be converted to a wind charger. Only,
30/, carriage 5!-.
BLOWER MOTORS. -Dual voltage, 12/24
10 KB/115, recommended for car heaters.
21/, post 2/,
BALL RACES. -No. EE2. fin. x }in., 3/-,
post free.
THRUST RACES. -13/161n. x fin., 1/6,
post free.
VOLTMETERS. -0-303 A.C. Moving Iron
311n. Flush or Surface Type. 251- ; 0-300
Flush D.C. Moving  Coll. 10/6: 0-20, 2in.
Flush Moving Coil, 7/6 ; 0-40 21n. Flush
MC., 10/6: post 1/ -.-
BATTERY CHARGER " WESTALITE."
Input 100/250v. A.C. Output 12 v. 16 amps..
variable metered output, fused. worth £34.
Our price while they last, £15. Carr. & Pkg.
'15/-.
'ACCUMULATOR CHARGERS, 230 v.
A.C. in black crackle case with fuses and
meter. 6 and 12 volts at 4 amps. Bargain
Price. 24/19/6, Pkg. and cam. 5/-.

,RECTIFIER UNIT, P.O. type. Input
200/250 volts A.C. Output 50 volts 0.75 amps,
D.C. Westinghouse. 70/ -,carriage 10/-.
RECTIFIER UNIT. -Input- 230 volts.
Output 12-0-12 volts 1 ampere, 50/-, packing

.and carriage. 5!-.
PORTABLE TEST METER. -Just the
job for the home constructor, in neat case.
bin. x 5in. x 4in., reading 15. 3, 150 volts, 6
and 60 m/A. D.C., 5 k. and 25 k. ohms. 25/ -
each to clear. Post 1/6. -

SLOW MOTION DIALS. -61n. Scaled
0-100, reduction 200 to 1 or direct, ideal for
wavemeters, signal generators, etc. Our
price, while they last. 5/6. post V-.
FLASHING SWITCH UNIT with 6 con-
tacts. Full rotation 60 seconds. operated
by a Sangamo Synchronous  Motor, 230
volts. A.C. 2 watts. In metal case, 310. x
2lin x 2lin., 15!-, Post 1/-.
SWITCHES. -A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakelite moulding, 5lin. x 11 in. x 2in.
Ideal. for model railways, etc., 5/8, Post 9d.
24LITOLT MOTOR with reduction gear and
cam -,operated- contacts. 15/6. post 1/-.
24-VOLT21O D.C. MOTOR

Du
sS t with double ended

TWIN
. x 3in., 8/8.

TWIN FLEX. in black braided covering.'
 approx. 25 -yd. coils, 7/8, Post 1/-.
HAND TELEPHONE. -Brand new with
cord,.15/- each, post 1/6.
MASTS; TELESCOPIC. -Extending to
12ft.-in 7 sections. 15/6, post 1'6.
VOLTMETERS. CELL -TESTING. -3-0-3
volts Moving Coil D.C., complete with test
leads in Leather case, 3.51-, post -1,-.

. METRO/VICK -AUTO TRANSFORMERS
-236/110 v.. 500 watt, totally enclosed.
2,4110/-.CUTTER HEADS.-" Recording " high
impedance. A bargain at 55/- each. post 1/-.
CUTTER STYLM, 6/- per doz., large
quantity available at special rates. .

WILCO ELECTRONICS
DEPT. P.M.,

204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON.
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER
CROMPTON PARKINSON MOTORS, split phase 1/6 h -p.. 230(240 v.. A.C. 50 cycles
single-phase, 1.425 r.p.m., fitted" Thermotrip ' overload protection device, resilient
cradle mounted, fitted I fin. long. lin dia. shaft, weight 279 lbs., an attractive high-
grade motor, brand new in manufacturers sealed wood cases, list price appox. £8,
our price, 23.15.0, carriage 5/-. Scotland 7/6, N.I. 10/-.
PLESSEY A.C. MAINS shaded pole gram. motors, 2N/250 v. 50 cycles, shaft runs at
2.500 r.p.m., as used on the 3 -speed gram, units, size 3in. x 3M. x 215n.. list price
36'-. our price brand new boxed. 1216. post 1/2. REVERSING MOTORS. ball -
bearing, 4in. long, 211n. dia., 12 v. 1 amp. D.C. (shunt) or 110 v. A.C. (series);new boxed,
worth 601-, our price 7'6, post 1:4.
WIRE STRIPPERS, strips the insulation from cables and flexes up to fin. dia..
micrometer adjustment, brand new boxed, usual toolshop price 15;-, our price 5,-,
post 6d. ; 2 sets for .1.0/-. post paid. BOSTIK TUBE CEMENT, 1 lb. tubes, Insulat-
ing Tape. 1 lb. coils, 1 in. wide: Slipknot rubber splicing tape, 1 lb. rolls, 1 in. wide.
total value EV-, our price 4/-, post 1,-.
RECTIFIERS, selenium full -wave bridge, 12 v. 4 amps.. A.C. input 16 v., new boxed,
1.5/-, post 1/-. Transformers to suit. 200/2201250 v.. output 4-8-12-16-20 v. at 4 amps..
new boxed. 20i-, post 1.6. ARROW SWITCHES. 250 v. 25 amp., panel mounting
rotary 4 -way, 3 -heat and off series parallel, new boxed with insulating knob, 2.8
post 1:-. SWITCH BOXES size 611n. x 3l in. x 2in.. hinged top contains 16 on/off
toggle switches, ideal for model railways, new boxed, worth 30/-, our price 5/-. post
1/4.. ditto size 41in. x 3in. x lin., top contains 4 single -pole changeover toggle switches
new boxed. 228. post 9d. BALLOONS, dinghy type, natural latex, blows up to 31ft.
dia., an ideal beach ball, etc., new boxed. 216. post 9d.
VARIABLE RHEOSTATS, wire -wound on ceramic, laminated wiper, 50 ohms at
1 amp., easily altered to 121 ohms at 2 amps., new boxed, 5/-, post 1;-.
AERIALS, screw -in fishing rod type, 3 -sections, total 12ft. long. new, 6.6. carriage
1/3. LIGHTER PARTS, cartons containing 60 new, unused. mostly brass parts,
includes fine cut wheels, springs, stems, frames, bearings, etc.. etc.. worth 15/-. our
price 2/6. post 4d. SI.YDLOK FUSIN. 250 v. 15 amp. new unused, 1/9. post 3d.. 18/-
doz., post 1/, ditto 250 v. 30 amp., 2,43, post 4d., 24/- doz., post 1/6, state if side or back
entry required.
TELEPHONE WIRE. p.v.c. covered. 880 -yd. (1 mile) coils. 20'-, post 2'-. SCREWS
/in. Whit. 1M, long, round head sheradised steel, 1/- gross, post 4d., 10 gross 7;6,
post 1/2, 100 gross 50/-. carriage 316. PREDICTORS, by Sperry U.S.A., cost approx.
£4,000, these are brand new in their shipping crate, two only to give away at £35
each, weight 8 cwt., customers must arrange transport from our depot. THER-
MOSTATS, close at low temperatures, adjustable 30 to 60 deg. " F.". Ideal for green-
houses. car heaters, frost warning, etc., etc., worth 10/-, our price new, 2/8, post
4d. D.C. SERIES MOTORS, 24 v. high current intermittent rating, runs con-
tinuously from 12 v. at 15 amp., fitted fin. shaft, size 61 in. long, 31in. dia., a very
superior motor cost approx. £10, our price new, 10/-, post
" K " TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, dead -locking and thiefproof, interchangeable
with ordinary cylinder locks, for right or left-hand doors, complete with 2 keys and
fittings, instruction booklet, brand new boxed. list price, 18/9, our price 51-, post 11-,
2 for 10/-, post paid. OIL RESERVOIRS Mk. V. also suitable for air, size 12in. long
4in. dia., fitted fine quality pressure gauge 0-160 lbs. sq. in.. 3 various inlet and outlet
ports, one with gauze filter, an brand new boxed, worth 60/-. our price 10-, post
CAR RELAY FLASHER UNITS. 12 v., frequency approx. 133 flashes per min..
uses 2 platinum contact relays, fully radio suppressed, in smart diecast cases size
41in. x 31in. x 3in., brand new, easily worth £5. our price 20/-. post lig ASTRO COM-
PASSES, an ideal instrument for instruction in navigation, surveying, etc.. new in
wood transit cases, 10/-. post 1/8. IMPULSING MECHANISMS, 12/24 v. actuates
4-postition switch. new, unused 1/6. post V-.
VEEDER COUNTERS 0-999, fitted zero reset, enclosed reduction gearbox, 4 revs.
of drive to each unit, black crackle finish, worth 30/, our price 3'6, post 4d., ditto
0-9999 direct drive, 2:8. post 4d.
TELEPHONE HANDSETS, similar to modern G.P.O. type, fitted 4ft., 4 -way cord.
new boxed, 8/6. post 18.

Many other bargains to offer ; send 6d. for 30 -page lists with supplement.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Moorpool Circle, Birmingham. 17. Tel. HAR. 1308.

DIESELS
FOR YOUR
MODELS

E.D. .46 BABY
Specification : Bore -le. R.P.M.
9,000-12,000. Height 112 in.
Stroke in. cu. capacity 0.46 c.c.
B M.P. 0.04. Weight 1.4 oz. with
tank. Length 2f; in. Width If in.

Fuel Control placed
at 30 deg. for easy
access.

Price 12.12.3

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER
Developing 10,000 r.p.m. the three -
forty -six is one of the finest engines
for control -line and stunt flying.
Stroke 0.625 in.,
height 3 in , width
I in., length 4; in.,
weight 511 oz.

Price 1.3.18.6
(Watercooled,

£5.9.3)

E.D. I c.c. (BEE)
A compact little motor with an
overall height of 2) in. Weight
21 oz. Bore 0.437 in. static
thrust 12 oz., stroke 0.400
r.p.m., 7,000 plus.

Price 1.2.14.9

E.D. 2 c.c. COMPETITION
SPECIAL
Gives 23 oz. static thrust and in-
corporates vernier compression
adjustment. Height 3 in., width

MODEL SHOP
I; in., length 4 in., weight 52 oz.

. 0
.ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS (SURREY) LTD.

Price 1.3.1.9 (Watercooled, £4,10.3)

DEVELOPMENT ENG iNEESS
1223 18. VILLIERS ROAD. KINGSTON -ON -THAMES. SURREY, ENGLAND.

E.D. 2.46 c.c.
RACING ENGINE
Specially designed for use
as a diesel, glo-plug or
spark ignition engine, the

2.46 develops
over ) h.p. at
14,000 r.p.m.
plus. Total
weight 5 oz.
Price 1.3.18.6
(Watercooled
1.5.9.3)

ORDER THROUGH YOUR

286-
Rodney
W,2
hawk
London
Pol.
ford.

Rd.,
-

Wat-

M mih- .toi ,.4iiiFo 1 1L - S
02, Camberwell Rd., S.E.S.

2181. 113-133, Edgware
Pad. 2435. 26 & 41 Gold
Rd.,W.I2, She. 3369. 1156.

Rd.. Norbury, S.W.I6,
4780. Lower High St.,

Watford 4493.

Ex-W.D.

rifri
I
1 4

CLEANING RODS
5 -section steel Cleaning Rods (total
length over 4ft.). Complete with
brushes and canvas case. Many uses
for model -maker and Practical g) /6
Mechanic. While they last, only a.1

Post Free.
STEEL BOXES

_,,,,,...........m.., - -,,-,-_,-

_.; 'mail.

1!,. .P.T7,777r ,4.p.
4

As illustrated. I2in. x 6in. x 7in.,
clip fastening, hinged lid, carrying
handle. Suitable for tool box, etc.

Post Paid. 5/6
DRILLS

2 -speed Breast Drill, capacity
up to lin. A thoroughly reliable

cBREAST

and sturdy !t
cutan

tot, lon weisttt; machine
worth

37/6.
Our Price eci.
P. & P. 2/-. zoo

ENGIN-
4in.EERS

SQUARES. All Steel. Brand
New in Maker's Wooden Case.
A precision tool at an incred-

ibly low price. Only 4/6d. Post paid.
POSTAL ENQUIRIES

TO CAMBERWELL

tyre pump oper

The Model Maker's
* For hand bulb or HIGH EFFICIENCY

ati>-- SPRAY GUN
for Cellulose, Lacquer, Paints, etc.
Celspray guns are specially designed to operate at
high efficiency without the use of expensive air
plant, yet cost only a few shillings. For a perfect
finish worthy of the craftsman's pride, they are
ideal for models, toys, handicrafts and for motor-
cycles and retouching cars, etc.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

5 YEAR GUARANTEE
Precision made in brass and duralumin to give* trouble -free service indefinitely, every spray* unit bears this guarantee.

* * * * * * * * *

*
*
*
*
*

* * * * * * * * * * * *
No.2 CELSPRAY GUN

FOR CAR TYRE PUMP
Including Guaranteed Spray
Unit, 4 feet rubber tubing,
valve attachment, empty
4 -oz. screw -on container and
instructions for use.

716
POST FREE

Clear or coloured Cellulose, etc., also
supplied in any quantity from zoz. up.
Write for price list and details of hits
for motor -cycles, cars, etc.

No.3
CELSPRAY GUN
WITH HAND BULB
Complete with Guaranteed
Spray Unit, air bulb,
connector and valve,
empty 2 -oz. screw -
on container and in- POST
structions for use. FREE

6

Order direct from manufacturers : YEBB ACCESSORIES LTD., Dept. P.M
Electrocult Works, Station Road, Harpenden, Herts. Tel. : Harpenden 3788.

For the convenience of personal
shoppers we have opened a
showroom at :
479, Harrow Road, W.I0

where many additional bargains
can be seen.

EZEE ELECTRIC ARC WELDER
Can be used for welding, brazing and
soldering from normal 6 or 12 v. battery as
in a car. Complete with all accessories.
Unrepeatable at 25/-.

AIR POSITION INDICATOR

Containing a wealth of gears, drives and
shafts, 3 infinitely variable gears, lamp

'holders, repeater motors, Veeder counters.
.Has been used by many Universities as a
basis of calculating machine. 1.2/7/6.

FLEXIBLE DRIVES
4 ft. 8/6, 2ft. 4/6. Suitable for small tool
remote drives, etc.

Cosh With Order. No C.O.D.
ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID

(U K. only)

SHERMAN'S
SUPPLY COMPANY (PM)
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form vapour locks in an engine's petrol feed
system. If two similar molecules of such
olefines are made to combine, with the aid
of a catalyst, the product, known as a polymer
of the original, is generally a liquid. Extra
hydrogen is supplied to form one of the
paraffinic series. One example is shown in
Fig. 7.

Alkylation
:This is not unlike polymerisation. Two

dissimilar light hydrocarbons are made to
combine (thermally or catalytically). A
typical example, which is really the reverse
of cracking, is shown in Fig. 8.

Isomerisation
We have already referred to iso-butane (an

isomer of the paraffin normal octane) which
has very high anti -knock properties. Other
iso-paraffins can be obtained direct from
normal paraffins with the help of a suitable
catalyst. For example, normal butane can
be changed to iso-butane, which can then
be used in alkylation to produce iso-octane.

To ensure that the products will be of
the highest quality and will give optimum
performance, refineries employ many other
processes ; three of these may be mentioned.

Removal of Sulphur Compounds
Reference has been made to impurities in

crude oil: the most important are sulphur
compounds and the commonest of these is
the gas, sulphuretted hydrogen (H2S). Most
of this is removed on initial distillation, and
any which remains can be extracted by the
use of suitable alkali. I -12S can corrode
metals, and so can the evil -smelling " mer-
captans," which are also sulphur compounds.
Mercaptans are often present in some frac-
tions, but they are either converted into
harmless sulphur compounds (a process
known as " sweetening ") or, in the case of
aviation gasoline, which must be of excep-
tionally high purity, they are removed
altogether.
Extraction of Aromatics

Aromatic hydrocarbons, like benzene,
whic-h are present in some crude oils, must
be removed from kerosene if this is to be
used as an illuminant, for they would make
a smoky paraffin oil. If kerosene is to be
used as a fuel for tractors, however, the
aromatics are left in because of their anti-
knock quality.
De -waxing

Paraffin waxes are often present in the

heavy residual oils used in making lubricat-
ing oils, in which they would be harmful.
When the mixture is chilled, the waxes tend
to crystallise out. The separation is often
aided by using a solvent which will dissolve
only the oil, and so free it from wax. In
either case the final separation is by filtra-
tion, under pressure, through cloth which
keeps back the wax.

Oil refineries, small and large, simple and
complex, for ordinary distillation or with
cracking and many specialist units, are
spread over the world. The perionnel must
be highly trained, the plant must be of the
finest material, able to withstand intense
heat and pressure, and utmost precautions
must be taken against fire and explosion.

In closest co-operation with the refineries
work the vital research centres, where
scientists improve plant and product and
devise new processes, guiding the next steps
in this vast industry which is always chang-
ing, always looking ahead, always finding
new products and new uses for those
products.

[Reproduced by courtesy of the Petroleum
Information Bureau.]

New Automatic Dial Telephone System
THE Stromberg-Carlson Company of

America announces the " Dial -X," a
completely automatic, private inter-

communication telephone system, suitable for
both small and large installations, and costing
less than installing a corresponding number
of " extension " lines on an " outside " tele-
phone system.

Important features are: Simplicity of in-
stallation, and provision for easy

-

future
expansion. A compact control cabinet con-
tains all the equipment, completely wired. It
may be placed in an out-of-the-way corner.
The system is put into operation by merely
running a three -wire line from the terminals
in the control cabinet to each phone. No
multi -wire cables are used. Power supply to
the control cabinet is t to volts, 6o cycles
A.C. It can be supplied for 5o cycles and
220 volts operation.

(Above) The modern " Dial -X " desk -
phone. Below the same instrument is

shOwn converted to a wall -phone.

(Left) Control cabinet of the 36 -line
Stromberg-Carlson " Dial -X" automatic
dial telephone system, shown with to
plug-in " dual selectors" in place, making
20 lines ready for use. The remaining 16
lines are for expansion. Each additional
" dual selector " plugged in, automatically
adds two more lines to the part of the

system already in use.

Two sizes are available, with a maxi-
mum capacity of either s6 lines or 36
lines. Either size may be started in
operation with two phones. Additional
phones are added by running a three -
wire line from terminals in the control
cabinet to each new phone, and plugging

in a " dual selector." This automatically
interconnects the new phones with every
other phone in the system.

Other features are: Provision for confer-
ence calls of any size. " Executive Right -of -
Way," permitting cut -in on a line by selected
phones. A paging unit is available as an
accessory. Plugging it into the control cabi-
net permits pagingfrom any phone, through
an existing paging system. Any number of
extension phones may be used on a line. The
newly -designed desk -phone can be converted
into a wall -phone by a simple and inexpen-
sive conversion kit.

Geology Materials
THE firm of Stanley L. Toyne has sent

us some leaflets describing their work.
They specialise in making thin section
petrological slides; make and prepare rock
and mineral collections; slides of industrial
materials and those required for technical
purposes. They make slides from customers
own materials, including the polishing and
etching of specimens for microscopic
examination, and can make every type of
micro -slide and mount needed both for geo-

logy and biological purposes.
They are the only firm in the country-

and one of the only three in the world who
make such thin sections for amateur, scien-
tific and commercial use.

They prepare and polish granite and all
allied rocks and minerals, either from
customers own specimens or from their own
extensive stock of some 2,50o different types
of materials. They prepare such items as
oriented mineral slides, used in conjunction
with the microscope for the illustration and
demonstration of optical phenomena inter-
ference figures, types of optical sign, refrac-
tion, birefringence, cleavage, pleochroism,
extinction angles, etc., etc., in all the various
forms.

Finally, they employ an advisory and
identification service for geologists and
mineralogists, etc.; the sight of a specimen
will enable them to identify it and, provided
some information is given, they can often
place its exact locality very quickly. Their
own comparison sets of rocks, minerals;
fossils and slides- comprises some 15,000
different types, covering the whole world's
geological deposits and formations.

All enquiries should be addressed to
Stanley L. Toyne, 55, Stamford Road,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester 2I.
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LETTERS
TO =HE EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree
with the views of his correspondents.

" Threats From the Conjurors"
SIR,-I wish to add a point to your " Fair

Comment " in the February issue on
" Threats by Conjurors." A conjuror is a
displayer of technique, not a magician.
Everyone realises that the tricks done by
these people are impossible if taken at face
value ; a woman cannot disappear in a puff
of smoke from a cage or be sawn in half.
The enjoyment of these illusions comes from
the appreciation of the smoothness with
which they are carried out, even though the
mechanics may be well known. Examine the
work of a great painter, it is simply lumps of
paint on a piece of canvas; but how many
of us can put lumps of paint en a piece of
canvas and create the same effect? The same
applies to any art, including illusion.

Perhaps the illusionists are afraid that their
art has no need of technique and could be
copied by anyone. That may explain why
they wish their mechanics to " remain secret."
If this is so, I believe they have nothing to
fear, because it is a pleasure for any amateur
to see his hobby or interest demonstrated by
an expert. It may be fun to be fooled, but
it is better fun to be able to appreciate an
artist.-D. L. PRIESTLEY (Watson's Bay,
N.S.W., Australia).

Restoring Stained. Negatives
SIR,-Concerning the reply in a recent

issue to Mr. C. H. Thomas, who asked
about removing stains from imperfectly
fixed or washed negatives, I would suggest
that after refixing and before using any
further chemical processes, he duplicates the
negatives. He will thus insure his originals
against accident, and will probably eliminate
the stains during the duplication, if he uses
the following method:-

Using a 15 -watt ruby bulb as an exposing
lamp, make a contact positive from the
original on an Ilford soft gradation pan
plate (or similar material). For good defini-
tion the printing frame must be at least
3ft. from the bulb, and the exposure will be
a few seconds. Develop in D.76 or similar
borax developer (not a fine grain solvent
developer, which develops the deep layers of
the emulsion and reduces definition in this
case). The finished positive should be
rather denser than a normal lantern slide.
Any general brown stain will be completely
eliminated, but any small patches still visible
may be darkened with very dilute retouching
dye, or a soft pencil.

Make a new negative from this, using white
light, and, if possible, ordinary or diapositive
material. This method is more reliable and
permanent than the chemical removal of
stains. Other colour stains may be
eliminated similarly by using the appropriate
hue of printing light, and the contrast may
be reduced or increased if desired.-G. SAXBY
(Oxfordshire).

Antifungus Creosote
SIR,-I would like to comment on two

points in the reply to Mr. Young's
enquiry in a recent issue referring to
creosote as a fungicide.

Sodium fluoride, although poisonous,
does not etch glass. The hydrofluoric acid

and the acid fluorides (e.g., aluminium
bifluoride) attack glass, but sodium fluoride
can be kept in glass bottles without difficulty.
It should not be mixed with acids.

It would be preferable to apply the
sodium fluoride solution first and follow this
with creosote rather than applying them in the
reverse order, as the creosote would prevent
the penetration of the fluoride.-K. C.
CLIFTON (The Leeds Cleaning Co.
(Buildings) Ltd., Leeds, so).

Interplanetary Space Travel
SIR, -I feel I must attempt to clarify some

points raised by Mr. W. J. Land, in
your April issue, on the question of space
travel. His letter dealt with the problems
of heat transference in a vacuum.

We are taught at school that heat may
be transferred from one point to another
by any of three methods : conduction, con-
vection, and radiation. Heat is conducted
along a bar of metal by means of the vibra-
tional energy of its molecules ; it is trans-
ferred by convection when a warm wind
blows across the land, or by the currents
set up when a kettle of water is heated. Both
these methods need the presence of some
material substance by which the heat may be
carried. Radiation, however, can go on even
in a perfect vacuum, since the heat travels
in the form of electro-magnetic rays, very
much akin to light rays, and no matter is
required for its propagation. The efficiency
of a vacuum flask depends not only on the
fact that the double -walled container is
evacuated, thus preventing loss of heat' by
conduction and convection, but because the
inside surfaces of the vessel are silvered
The principle underlying this proce-
dure is that a warm silvered surface
radiates far less heat than a dull one
(this is why the radiators of a central
heating system are usually finished with a
matt paint), and that a cold, shiny surface
reflects back a large amount of the radiated
heat striking it, absorbing only some 2 or
3 per cent. Thus, the inside wall of a flask
gives off only a little of its heat by radiation,
and the outside wall sends back virtually all
of this heat, the temperature of the flask
remaining nearly constant.

To apply these principles, now, to space
travel. A space ship is, of necessity, highly
polished, and this would prevent a rapid
temperature rise due to the sun's rays.
Against this must be put the fact that the
ship would radiate only a little of its inter-
nal heat owing to the surface finish. This is
not all, however, since " space," as it is
called, is not a true vacuum, although it is
a far better one than can be produced on
earth. Also the temperature of the highly
rarefied matter in space is very near to
absolute zero. The ship, then, would lose
heat to this mattes' in its journey through
space. A balance between these and other
possible effects would be the, result, but I
leave it to a far better mathematician than
myself to compute the final temperature of
the ship ! It seems not unreasonable to
assume, however, that this temperature would
be little different from that found on earth.
As to the heat produced by the jet motors, .

most of this would be carried away by the
propulsion substance as it left the ship.

Similar considerations apply  to a
" vacuum " filament lamp. Radiant heat
strikes the bulb, thus raising its temperature.
These lamps nowadays, however, are not
evacuated, being filled at low pressure with
an inert gas in order to prevent the evapora-
tion of the filament and consequent deposition
of metal on the glass. The bulb is, therefore,
additionally heated by conduction and con-
vection through the medium of this gas.

Your correspondent's last query was in
regard to meteors. In spite of his disbelief,
it is a fact that meteorites are raised to red
or white heat solely by their rapid passage
through the earth's atmosphere, otherwise
they would obviously be visible before coming
near the earth. The height at which these
bodies first appear may be accurately
measured, and in all cases this height is
found to agree with the estimated height of
the earth's atmosphere.-C. N. BANWELE
(London, S.E.).

Copying Without a Camera
SIR,-Re the article in your August issue ;

" Copying Without a Camera," it would
appear that your contributor experimented
with .the method described and thought it
was something new, but it has been in use for
a long time and the principal makers sell it as
Document -copying paper. It is a slow, high
contrast paper on a thin, grainless base. The
author of your article used bromide paper
and says it fogs, but bromide paper is unsuit-
able. Document paper will give dead blacks
and clear whites when used as negative and
positive. An ordinary bromide developer is
also not suitable. A high -contrast developer
is necessary. A slightly tinted yellow screen
to make the paper negative would be useless
it would either increase the exposure without
advantage or it would prevent any image being
formed at all, according to the depth of the '

tint.
It is obvious your contributor experimented

on his own ignorant of the protographic
papers on the market and the fact that the
process is in regular use, not only by the
making of single copies, but there are machines
in use for copying documents in quantities.

Document copying papers are available
in the flat from 5iin. x 8 lin. to 33iin. x 46iin.,
and in rolls from 8in. x 6oft. to 4oin. x 12oft.,
from one maker. An " Autopositive Document
Paper " will give positive prints direct from
positive originals.-"PHOTO PRINTER," (Swan-
sea).

Bubble Display Device
SIR,-In reply to S. L. Holmes in the August

issue, this bubble device is an Andrews
display novelty. A glass with a pierced base
stands on a platform and through it is a tube
connected to an electric aerator and it is this
which gives the constant stream of bubbles.
These are usually obtainable at an aquarium
requisites store and cost about 25/-. They
consist of ivhat appears to be a neat box
containing a delicate diaphragm subjected
to electric impulses and thus acting as a
jerky pump of air. If the correspondent
asks the chemist he may oblige and let him
inspect the back of the display.-D. BLUNDELL
(London, W.).

Polishing Granite
SIR, We have read with interest the enquiry

published on page 482 of Pitacticat.
MECHANICS, August, 1953, issue with regard,
to the polishing of granite, etc.

We should like to mention that we supply
all the necessary powders and equipment
required for this purpose and also prepare
and supply everything needed by those

(Continued on page 41)
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The pre -paid charge for small advertisements is 6d. per word, with box number 1/6 extra (minimum order 6/-). Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Director, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton

Street, London, W.C.2, for insertion in the next available issue.

FOR SALE
TRANSFORMERS DESIGNED and

supplied for all requirements.
Trains, Welders, Television, etc.
Write or phone your requirements to
F. W. Whitworth, A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
Model Dept. Express Winding Co.,
333. London Road, Mitcham. (MIT.
2128.)
" CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN REFRI-

GERATOR."-This book, written
by a refrigeration engineer, is
profusely illustrated with drawings
and photographs and tells you, not
only how to construct a cabinet or
built-in refrigerator, but illustrates
many that have been built by
amateurs and are operating satis-
factorily ; 3/9. post free from:
Robert C. Scutt, Refrigeration Engin-
eer, 52, Hadley Way. London, N.21.
WIN THAT CUP. Model Engines, v Motor -cycles, etc., can be tuned
using our fan dynamometer and
chart. Bench tests without friction;
no cooling water required. The
Gearmark Co., Farnborough Way,
Farnborough, Kent.
TRANSFORMERS,

Rectifiers, Volt
and Ammeters, Controllers, Cut-

outs, Battery Chargers, Power Units ;
lists ; s.a.e. Harry Gilpin, Manu-
facturer, Portobello Works, Walton -
on -Naze, Essex.
1.1ERSPEX for all purposes, clear or

coloured, dials, discs, engraving.
Denny. 15, Netherwood Road, W.14.
ISHE. 1426. 5152.)

UTS, BOLTS. SCREWS, Rivets,
Washers and hundreds of other

items for model engineers and
handymen. Send now for free list.
Whiston. New Mills. Stockport.
COMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT. Mis-

cellaneous Items; catalogue, lid.
Pryce. 157. Malden Road, Cheam.
COMPRESSORS for sale, 3 CFM,

180Ibs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house, 1. The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone : Hounslow 7558.)
HACKSAW BLADES, genuine sur-

plus by leading Sheffield manu-
facturer ; 12 Blades, 10in. and 12in.,
3/3 ; 24 blades, 6/-, post paid.
Sawyers Ltd., 115, St. Sepulchre Gate,
Doncaster.
" PICADOR " ROTOSAW. Portable

circular saw attachment for
your electric drill fitted with 4in.
circular saw blade, adjustable fence
to cut up to 1M. in depth, ideal for
wood, plastic, or soft metals
each, post paid. Lambs -wool polish-
ing Bonnets, 5in., 4/3 each ; Rubber
Backing Discs, 5in., complete with
key, 4/6 each

ra
; Abrasive Discs, 5in..

6 assorted gdes, 2/-. Send 21d. for
lists of Saw spindles, Vee Pulleys
and Belts, Plummer Blocks,. etc.
Sawyers, Ltd., St. Sepulchre Gate,
Doncaster.
CIRCULAR SAW BLADES, superior

quality, Sheffield made, 41n. 8/6,
6in. 13/6, 7M. 18/9, Bin. 18/9, 10in.
25/6, 12in. 31/6 ; all post paid.
Please state size of bore and teeth
per inch. Sawyers Ltd., 115, St.
Sepulchre Gate, Doncaster.
QYNCHRONOUS CLOCK MOTORSS

with gear wheels attached, 230v.
A.C. S/Ph 50c., 12/6 each, plus 1/ -
postage. Universal Electrical, 217,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
TYLER Spiral Hacksaw Blades cut

in any direction at conventional
hacksaw speed without turning the
work. 10in. Hacksaw Blades 4d. each
from leading tool dealers. Write to
Spiral Saws, Ltd., Trading Estate,
Slough, for details.
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
FX-R.A.F. "Constant Speed Units"

assembly of medium sized gears,
ball -races, etc.. in alum. casing,
weight 9lbs., 7/6 ; post 2/- ; ex -equip-
ment screws, nuts, washers. mostly
4 BA, 2/6 per lb. , post 1/- ; 6lbs. and
over post paid. The Radio Services,
Lr. Bullingham, Hereford.
MYFORD 31in. ML, Lathe, motor-

ised, on stand, complete with
chucks and tools ; unused, £75.
Buck and Hickman }in. motorised
drill ; height 3ft. ; 3 -speed ; com-
plete ; very slightly used, £25.
Bayne, 4, Scillonian Road. Guildford,
(62468.)

WRINKLE or Crackle Finish for
metal products, fishing reels,

enlargers, models, etc., etc.; easy to
use ; instructions with every tin ;
colours: black, red, blue ; prices:
6/3 +pt., 11/6 pint, 19/6 quart ; sam-
ple fpt. of each colour 15/6 ; carriage
paid. Russell Development Co.,
Russell House, Little Russell Street,
Brighton, Sussex.
LATEX FOAM UPHOLSTERY,

6ft. x 2ft. x 9in., covered,
£51151- ; carr, and pkg., 5/- ; 2ft.
x lft. 6in. x 4in., £1/10/- , c. and
p., 2/- ; 32in. x 16in. x lfin., 14/- ;
c. and p., 1/- ; s.a.e. complete list.
B. & M. (Latex) Sales, 16, Hamm
Moor Lane, Weybridge, Surrey.
(Weybridge 3311.)
REJUVENATE your Water Softener.

New Zeolite, 2/3 lb. ; nibs. post
paid. C. G. Nelson, 118, Anchorway
Rd., Coventry.
AIR RECEIVERS, 22in. x 10in., £4 ;

15in. v 121n.. £2 ; 20in. x 4in.,
£1, Oxygen Bottles, 161n. x 7in, 20/-.
Safety Valves, 8/6. Moisture Filters,
7/6. 501bs. Gauges, 12/6. C. G.
Nelson, 118, Anchorway Rd., Coventry.
SOLID WOOL FELT PADS, approx.

3in, x lfin. x llin. ; ideal
polishers ; 8/3 per 50 box ; post paid
U.K. ; terms: cash with order.
Wyllan Equipment Co., Wyllan
House, 37-39, Houldsworth St., Man-
chester, 1.

BRAND NEW ROPE, fin. thick,
130yd. coils, £7 ; Cellulose Paint,

red, blue, green, brown, stone, yellow,
finest quality, 5 -gallon drums 30/- ;
Red Rubber Sheeting, 4iin. wide,
50yd. rolls, 5/- Metal Sheets, per-
forated, 1/16 to' 3'/1.61n. holes, stock
rusted, 5/- each ; Metalic Asbestos
Cloth, 48in. wide, rolls of 14yds., £8 ;
Stencil Brushes, rubber set, 9/- dozen.
Batley & Co., Gorsey Works, Stock-
port. (STO. 3880.)
ANTI -RADAR STRIP DISPENSER

UNITS. These comprise two 1/20th
h.p. 24v. shunt wound motors, with
train of gears, both 25 and 50 to 1
reduction. The unit is mounted in an
aluminium chassis and consists of
over 100 gears, pinion shafts, etc., of
the Meccano pattern, with variable
speed switch and indicktor light.
bag of spares, and electrical
diagram. These are all new and in
original waterproof packages. They
are something entirely new and
never been offered before. Price 30/ -
each, carr. paid. H. MIDDLETON,
639, Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, 7.

INSTITUTES
vVERY APPROVED CANDIDATE

graded in the Technical Engin-
eering and Allied Classes (adminis-
trative, executive, technical) is eligible
for membership of the Institute of
Executive Engineers and Officers ;
admission fees reasonable. Give age,
industry and post held for full par-
ticulars of entry to the Secretary,
Executive Chambers, 241, Bristol
Road, Birmingham, 5.

PHOTOGRAPHY
ENLARGER

and Camera Bellows
supplied ; also fitted. Beers, St.

Cuthbert's Road, Derby.

MODEL DEALERS
SUPER SHIP FITTINGS Bollards,

four types Davits, etc.; list 3d.;
only from Glassford's, 89, Cambridge
Street, Glasgow.
LONDON. - Robson's Hackney's

Model Shop, 149-151, Morning
Lane, E.9. (Tel.: AMHerst 2989.)
MODEL RAILWAY FANS ! Every-

thing you could wish for in
" The Complete Model Railway
Catalogue," 140 pages, over 200
illustrations, contains, Lionel, Mark-
lin, Hornby, Trix, Tri-ang, X-Acto,
Peco, etc. etc. ; all parts and spares.
Your copy, 2/6, post free from Dept.
M., Taylor & McKenna, 98, Craven
Park Road, Harlesden, N.W.10.
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester.
Leeds. Sheffield, Hull, Southampton
and Bristol. Head Office. Dereham,
Norfolk.

SHIPS IN BOTTLES.-The con-
structional kit that tells you how

to make them ; build for pleasure or
for profits ; kits 6/- ea. from Hobbies
Ltd., and model shops, Cooper -
Craft Ltd., The Bridewell, Norwich.

HANDICRAFTS
DZUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss

made, for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 22/6 each. Send 6d. for
complete list of handicraft materials.
Metwood Accessories, 65, Church
Street, Wolverton, Bucks.

HOBBIES
DOLLS HOUSE FITTINGS and

Papers ; Wooden and Metal Toy
Wheels (trade supplied) ; illustrated
brochure ; s.a.e Jasons, 135. Nags
Head Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
TOY CASTING MOULDS, soldiers,

sailors, airmen, animals, etc.
Rubber Moulding Compound, 8/6 per
lb. Moulds for Plasticwork, plaques,
ornaments and Coronation souvenirs.
Moulds from 3/6 each ; catalogue
9d ; s.a.e. for list. F. W. Nuthall,
69, St. Marks Road, Hanwell, London,
W.7.
CASTING MOULDS for lead

soldiers, animals, etc. Complete
illustrated catalogue 6d. Sample
mould 6/-. G. F. Rhead, Hartest,
Suffolk.

PLASTICWORK,
Perspex pieces,

fittings etc., Formica, handi-
craft parts and similar. Hardy's,
Bishop Street, Stockton-on-Tees.
RUBBER MOULDS from 1/9 ;

Animals, Figurines, Xmas Novel-
ties. Send 2/6 for beginner's kit, or
s.a.e. for full list and particulars of
Special Mould Exchange Service.
Burleigh Artware Supplies, Burleigh
Street, Hull,

WOODWORKING
WOOD WORKING MACHINES, Saw

Benches, complete, 7in. £4/15/-;
8in. £5/10/-; Lathes. £7/10/-; Bowl
Turning Heads, £7/10/-: Combina-
tion Lathes, £10/10/- ; Planers, Saw
Spindles, Motors, etc. 4d. stamp for
illustrated booklet ; h.p. available.
James Inns (Engineers), Dept. P.,
Sherwood. Nottingham.

DIAHOGANY PLYWOOD, new, any
parcel £1 delivered, c.w.o. 6at llf X 60 x lin.; 7 at 42 x 12 x

fin.; 6 at 23 x 20 x fin.; 14 at 14 x
23 x }in.; 20 at 14 x 17 x }in.; 14 at
12 x 27 x }in.; 20 at 42 x 54 x }in.:25 at 60 x 4 x 4in.; 30 at 12 x 9 x
fin.; 14 at 6 x 40 x }in.; 30 at 6 x
23 x fin, Birch 30 at 54 x 78 x
4mm. Small mixed sizes £1 4 cwt.
Following one side slightly glue
stained, 7 at 23 x 23 x 3/16in.; 10
at 20 x 20 x 3/161n. M. Leader
(1920), Gosford Street, Middlesbrough.

ELECTRICAL
PRE DYNALITE FLUORESCENT
-A- CONTROL KITS enable you to
build fluorescent into your home or
to make your own fittings at very
low cost ; kits for 2ft., 3ft., 4ft.
tubes 27/6, 5ft. 35/- ; many other
types available ; state voltage.
Dynalite Electrical (PM), 38, Steve -
dale Road, Welling. Kent.
BARGAINS FOR ELECTRICIANS.-

Brand new Cables in 25-100yd.
lengths ; T.R.S. twin, 1/044, 42/- ;
3/029, 60/- ; 7/029, 95/- ; 3/029 with
earth, 72/6 ; 7/029 with earth, 117/6 ;
P.V.C. twin, 1/044, 38/6 ; 3/029, 56/-;
Transparent Flex, 14/36 twin, 17/6.
All per 100yds. ; carriage paid.
Fully wired Ballast Units, 38/6 ;
c.w.o. ; request list. Jaylow Supplies
Ltd., 93, Fairholt Road, London,
N.16. (Tel.: STAmford Hill 4384.)

WATCH MAKERS
WATCH CASES, Movements, Dials,

Wheels. Pinions : return post
service. Gleave, Albemarle Way,
E.C.1. Write for list No. 7/53.

INCARDED WATCH STRAPS for
sale, min. sample 3 dozen for

18/- ; trade only. Watch Movements,
many lever, jewelled, £2/12/6 for 50 ;
assorted wrist and pocket. 39s,
Victoria St., Hereford.
GET YOUR TOOLS, Materials and

Spare Parts from Western Watch
Supplies Ltd., 17. Yorke St., Wrex-
ham. Send 6d. for lists.

WE CAN HELP YOU. Every mem-
ber of our staff is a skilled

watchmaker and as such he under-
stands your difficulties and trials.
Why not send for our latest material
and tool lists gratis and post free ?
Interchangeable Balance Staffs,
Winding Stems, Buttons, Hands, com-
plete Balance Assemblies, Escape
Wheels, Pallets, in fact, everything
the watchmaker requires. No inquiry
too trival, we are here for your
benefit. H. S. Walsh, 28, Anerley
Station Road, London, S.E.20.
INTERCHANGEABLE Watch Parts:

Staffs, 1/- ; Stems, 9d. ; But-
tons, 5d. ; other material quoted for;
make and cal. no. or movement
required. Every description repairsundertaken. J. H. Young & Son,
Wholesalers, 133, London Road,Chippenham, Wilts.

MISCELLANEOUS
BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-

TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaireflowing cold units. £5 ; small units,Kelvinator, etc., £4 ; h.p. heavyduty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings, new, £1; money back guaran-
tee ; s.a.e. fur list and schematicdiagram. Wheelhouse, 1. The Grove.
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
7558.)
BOOKLETS " How to use ex -Gov.

Lenses and Prisms," Nos, 1 and
2 price 2/6 ea. ; ex -Gov. Optical listsfree for s.a.e. H. English, Rayleigh
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
" FORTUNES IN FORMULAS." 900

pages containing 10,000 formulae,
processes, etc., 25/- ; Americanmagazines, hobby, technical, etc. ;stamp for lists. Herga, Ltd.,Hastings,
MAKE YOUR OWN RANGEFINDER.

Full instructions and allmaterial, 11/-. Elgin, 12, Margravine
Gardens, Barons Court, London, W.6.

RADIO
CAN YOU SOLDER? That's all

you need to make a really good
Radio or Tape -recorder from
guaranteed Osmor components ; send5d. (stamps) to -day for free circuits
and lists. Dept. P.M.C.I., OsmorRadio Products Ltd., Borough Hill,
Croydon, Surrey (Croydon 5148-9.)

10,000 RADIO AND TV VALVES
from 2/- ; Master Con-

tactors, 10/- ; Electric Toasters, 15/ -
Fractional A.C. Motors, 12/6 ; Tool
Boxes, 1/6 ; P.M. Cabinet Speakers,
29/6 ; Volume Controls, 1/- ; Moving
Coil Speaker Chassis, 13/6 ; andmany other snips. S.A.E. for list.Chorlmet Radio, 480, Oldham Rd.,Manchester, 10.

DRAWING SERVICES
DRAWING COMPASSES, N e V7

design, from 11/6 to 27/6 a set ;
free leaflet from Newform, 33,Chandos Road, Luton, Beds.
TEI3BY'S Reversible Adjustable Set

Square; easily used in all
corners of the board ; packs flat ;half degree graduations ; 10in., 26/6 ;
bevelled both sides, 32/6 ; post free.
Nomograms quickly constructed with
our log divider. Don't spoil your slide
rule with divider points. More accurate
than paper scales. Trade enquiries
invited. The Gearmark Co.. Farn-
borough Way, Farnborough, Kent.

SITUATIONS VACANT
The engagement of persons answering these

advertisements must be made through a Local
Office of the Ministry of Labour or a scheduled
Employment Agency if the applicant is a man
aged 18-64 inclusive or a woman aged 18-59
inclusive unless he or she, or the employment,
is excepted from the provisions of the Notifica-
tion of Vacancies Order 1952.
ASSISTANT in Engineroom British

works abroad to learn refrigera-
tion, Diesels, plant maintenance, etc.,
and to take, charge when proficient ;
must be able to use lathe ; travelling
and holidays in U.K. paid : reply
air mail to, Jervis, Casilla 21-D.,
Punta Arenas, Chile.

WANTED
WANTED. -4 or less Zambonl

Piles. Munnion, 26, Green
Lane, Northwood. 436.

www.americanradiohistory.com



G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE 5/min., x
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN

THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Both Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

4/6 each, postage 24d.
B.T.H. SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

3/6 each, postage 2id.
Fixing Brackets 3d. extra.

Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS;
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/-, post 1/...
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

TARGET BLOWPIPES

The " Target " FINE
FLAME Gas Blowpipe
(self -blowing) is ideal for
all those small and deli-
cate soldering and brazing
lobs essential to model mak-
ing. Fine intense flame easily
melts Small copper rivets. Sold-
ering and small brazing lobs done
in no time. PRICE 2s. 9d. each.
POST FREE.
The " Target " FIERCE FLAME Gas
Blowpipe (self -blowing). For soldering
and brazing LARGER jobs.
Gives a fierce roaring 4 -inch
flame... Guaranteed to melt

in. copper tube. PRICE
(with full instructions),
3s.. ed. each. POST FREE.
Retailers Enquiries Welcomed
TARGET MFG. CO.,
Wollaston,Wellingborough

(Dept. P.M.)

GENERAL
CERTIFICATE
OF EDUCATION EXAM.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS AND
SECURITY

Essential to success in any walk of life.
Whatever your age, you can now prepare
at home for the important new General
Cert. of Education Exam. (you choose
your own subjects) on " NO PASS -NO
FEE" terms.
SEND FOR FREE 138 -PAGE BOOK

Full details of how you can obtain this
valuable Certificate are given in our
136 -page Guide -FREE and without
obligation. Write to -day.
B.T.I., 180, AVON HOUSE, 358-368,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.
NO PASS -NO FEE
Amateur Radio Enthusiasts

THE INCOMPARABLE

GLOBE -KING
SINGLE VALVE S.W. RECEIVER
 WORLD-WIDE RANGE 11-100 METRES
 CRYSTAL-CLEAR NOISE -FREE RECEP-
TION  ELECTRICAL BAND -SPREAD
TUNING  EXTREMELY LOW RUNNING
COSTS

Catalogue Free. Stamp for postagd.
JOHNSONS (RADIO)

48. FRIAR. STREET. WORCESTER

WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target prac-

tice.
No licence required to
purchase for use on

enclosed premises.
Write for Catalogue of AIR
PISTOLS, AIR RIFLES and

Accessories.
WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,

106, Weaman Street, Birmingham Eng.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 2.1. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
" Experi-
ments " 108d.

" Formulas "
108d.

Rome

Chemistry "

2/3
Post Paid.

(Scientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

COMPRESSORS
Twin cylinder, ex-W.D.
Ready for use. 12 cubic
feet. Guaranteed. 112/10/,
Weight 651b. Professional
type. Full details of this

and smaller models on

9
request.
AIR RECEIVERS,
2SL. long. 30In. dm,
with outlets. inspec-
tion ports and feet, 200
L.B.S. test., 598.

Ant VALVES. 2
way and off positions.
Gunmetal. Weight
over lib. With nuts
and fittings, 8/9.

SWITCH PANELS, with 16 toggle
switches and terminal strip, in metal
case. 9/8.
AMMETERS. Charge/discharge 0-20
amps. New X.W.D. 9/8.
300 other interesting items. List lid.
ROGERS SOUTHPORT

NELSON STREET,

Ex -Govt. Equipment
No. 18 Sets, Transmitter'Recelver,
complete in case, £4, c. & p. 10/-.
Phones, Mike & Battery, 7/6 each,
P. & P. 2/8.
No. 38 Set. Transmitter/Receiver,
complete. 451-' p. & p. 2/6.
Sound Power Microphones on Stand
with Switch. Excellent quality, SA.
P. & P. 1/6.
Sound Power Receivers. Two con-
nected together form excellent 2 -way
telephone working up to 3 miles. No
battery required, 8/6 Pair. P. & P. 1/6.
121n. T/V Magnifying Lenses, 85/-.
c. & p. 3/6.
261n. Fenner lin. Wee Belts, New
2/-: 42in.. ditto, 4/, p. & p. 9d.
SVnd for lists of valves, meters, meggers,
amplifiers, radio components, etc.

ELECTROSU RP
EDMUNDST., EXETER. 'Phone: 56687

BUYING NEW EQUIPMENT ?
First consult our new 110

BUYER'S
GUIDE Post Free

(returnable)

T. GARNER & SON LTD.,
Hand and Machine Tool Division,
68 Primrose Hill, BARNSLEY.

Phone : 2908.

Make Money -Save Money
COLOUR PRINTING AT HOME
This amazing equipment PRINTS any-
thing, COLOURS anything, DECOR-
ATES anything, and DUPLICATES.
6 colours In bold design or small type.
161n. x 2in. BARGAIN OF THE
YEAR OFFER of printer complete
with all supplies, inks, etc.
and FREE 10/- COURSE 47/6
(7 days approval) post pd.
A.P.S., SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

BATTERY CHARGERS
Reliable, easily installed, economical
Selector switch for 2, 6 and 12 volts
1 amp. In Black Crackle Steel Case with
Ammeter, Mains -switch, fuses, etc.
200-250 volt A.C. Guaranteed. 62/8.
post free, from manufacturers.
THAMES VALLEY PRODUCTS (P)
" Orari," Eleanor Rd.. Chalfont

St. Peter, Bucks.

H.ACSHORT WAVE
. EQUIPMENT

Noted for over 18 years for ...
S.W. Receivers and Rita of Quality.

karsro,44
Improved designs with Denco Cells :
One -Valve Kit, Model "C" Price, 25/ -
Two "EE" 50/ -

All kits complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration receiver, or send
stamped, addressed envelope for
descriptive catalogue.

" H .A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. 16). 11, Old Bond Street,

London, W.1.

HIGH GRADE SURPLUS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
HEAVY DUTY WIRE WOUND
POTENTIOMETERS. Brand new in
makers cartons. 61n. dia. 1,800 ohms
.4 amp. with 3 in. skirted knob. WS.
41n. dia. 2,000 ohms .22 amp. with 3irt.
skirted knob, 15/-. D. & p. 1/6. HEAVY
DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS. Prim.
230 volts. Sec. tapped 4-6-11 volts, 200
amps., 27.10.0 callers only. Prim. 200-
240 volts. Sec. tapped 10-12 volts 16
amps., carr. 2/-. Prim. 200-240
volts sec. 6.3 volts 15 amp., 19/6. P. & p.
1/6. PARMEKO U.T. TRANS
FORMERS Prim. 100-250 volts sec.
1,300-0-1,360 volts 250 MA. Potted Type
Brand New, 59/8, carr. PARMEKO
L.F. CHOKES 10 H. RI MA. Potted
Type, Brand New, 15/-, p. & p. 2/-. All
Inquiries Welcome.

.1. HALLETT
19, Upper Richmond Road,

London, S.W.I 5.

CHEMICALSAt t 011) APPARATUS
411

WE CAN OFFER A WIDE SELECTION OF
EQUIPMENT SUITABLE FOR STUDENTS

AND BEGINNERS.
Send stamp for lists to :- 14 (D/PM),
SURREY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX

A GOOD PIANIST
IS ALWAYS WELCOME
I will teach you BY POST
from ordinary music (no
freakish methods) to read
and play at sight any stand-
ard musical composition. My
pupils roll grows daily: I

state it in every advertisement. It
is your assurance of success. My
class is seldom less than 2,000
pupils. I've taught over 87,475.
I CAN TEACH YOU (in 12 lessons).
even if you do not know a note.

Free book and advice.
Say Beginner, Mod.. Adv.

(Block Letters, please.)
81,. H. BECKER (Dept.

58), The Hall,
Centurion Road,
Brighton, Sussex.

P.D.S3" PORTASS

£29100
Less Counter Shaft.

S.S.S.C.
LATHE
Dent. P.M.
%Mermen

Road,
Sheffield, 8

Stamp please

IMPETUS Precision PLANERS
Circular safety type cutter -head High
quality tempered steel knives. Tables
mounted on machined inclined ways.
Ground table -surfaces. Fences
adjustable to 45 dog. £9.10.04 in. MODEL.
Motorised. 618.10.0. 6 in. MODEL
228.10.0. Motorised 644.0.0. Send for
Catalogues of other' Impetus' Products.
JOHN P. M. S. STEEL, Dept. 80.

BINGLEY, YORKS.
Phone : BINGLEY 3551 (4 lines).

Price
£9 5s. Od.

Carr. Extra

Machine
Vine 25/

The ' Adept' Bench
Hand Shaper

Length of stroke of
ram :gin. No. 2 B.H.
Shaper, Olin. stroke.
Price 818 I7s. 6d. Also Price 85 I5s. Od.
Power Drives - E.tra Postage and packing 3/6 (U.K.). The

Ask .your dealer ' Adept' olio. 5(n. B.R.F. 4 -Jaw lode-
iihm,4fr,tura by pendent Chuck. Reversible Jaws, 38/6.

F. W. PORTASS. MACHINE TOOLS, LTD.
ADEPT WORKS, 55, MEADOW STREET, SHEFFIELD. S.

The SUPER
`ADEPT' LATHS
1,110. centres, Gin.between

centre.

A good Range
of Accessories
is available.

FOR HOME, OFFICE, WORKS

AND LABORATORY USE
THE

"DERMIC"
OILER

Mark III

4/11 Post Free

As supplied to Official Departments
and Undertakings, Engineering en I
Aviation firms, etc.
Use a " DERMIC " Oiler for clean and
accurate lubrication of models, clocks,
watches, sewing machines, typewriters,
movie cameras and projectors and any
delicate instruments or mechanism.
Can also be used for the clean and
efficient application of soldering flud.
Packed in box with full instructiOns.
Manufactured by

S. & B. PRODUCTIONS,
Orton Buildings, Portland Road,
South Norwood, London, S.E.2.5.

Phone LIV 4943.

Britinol Soldering Outfits Solve All
Soldering Problems !

(As reviewed mu PRACTICAL MECHANICS -
May, 1953)

The " Popular " Outfit as illustrated.
Britinol Spirit Blow -lamp, Telescopic
Soldering Iron. Paste and Cored Wire
Solder, 16/3. The "Junior," as above,
but without Soldering Iron, 941 All
Items sold separately. From Mode!
Shops and Tool -Dealers.

BI -METALS (BR ITINOL) LTD..
St. Mary's Works, Bridge Road.
London. N.9. S.A.E. for illustrated I ist.

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

and Complete Kit
For Welding. Soldering.
Brazing and metal construc-
tion repairs in the home on
the car or cycle. -Instant heat
6,0004 F. Works from 6v. or lily.
car battery or transformer from
A.C. mains. Complete kit of Weld-
ing Toots, 9 ft. cable, clip, carbons,
cleansing fluid. fluxes, filler rods, gog-
gles, instructions, hints. Thousands
in daily use. As supplied to Depts.
of H.M. Government, Standard
Telephone, etc. Welds all metals. imsta
Up to one -eighth gangs. C.O.D. %ref j
IF REQUIRED. Post Free.

Obtainable only from
HARMS ENG'NF.ERAG CO. (Dot. P.M

269 Kiegsland Road, Laden, E 2.

MUMS ot
FOUR REIGNS

I.. ROBINSON 8 CO. (GILLINGHAM) LTD.
London Chambers. GKIANGHAPI, KENT. Phone 5282

REFILL YOUR OWN BALL PEN
KOLOID REFILL KIT

POST FREE 3/6 PER. OUTFIT
COMPLETE WITH ILLUSTRATED

INSTRUCTIONS AND TOOL
Contains Ink for Blue, Violet,

I12-15 Refills Red, Green.
G. H. HOLMES

(Dept. 5), 67, Brunswick Park Road,
London, N.II.
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October, 1953

(Continued from page 38)
interested in geology and its allied sciences.-
STANLEY L. TOYN (Manchester, 21).

[A short. review of the products of Stanley
L. Toyn is included in " Trade Notes " in this
issue.-ED.]

Einstein's Theory
SIR, With reference to Mr. A. M. Cook's

reply (August issue) to my letter (May
issue), while his diagram and remarks may
show the diagonal line on which a 'plane must
fly in order to keep on its
ground course when travel-
ling across wind, he has
overlooked the fact that
the 'plane must face some
part of the wind pressure.
I suggest that the fraction
of the full wind speed
which the 'plane would
directly meet in Mr.
Cook's example can be
arrived by the rule sug-
gested in the second
paragraph of my May
letter, viz. :

6o (wind speed) of thetoo ('plane speed)
full wind speed of 6o
knots, i.e., 36 knots.

Thus' the speed of a
'plane capable of too
knots in still air would be
reduced to 64 knots along
the 8o -knot course which,
for the out and back
journey of 160 knots
would require two -and -a -
half hours-precisely that
required for the out and
back journey parallel with
the wind.

With regard to Mr. F. 0. Brownson's letter
(August issue) I have no doubt that Michelson
and Morley had their satisfactory reasons for
concluding that an out and back journey
parallel to a flow stream would require a longer
time than an equal length journey on a trans-
verse course. What I am seeking is a clear
explanation of the factor which gives rise to
the difference in times. No account I have
read of the Michelson-Morley experiment has
attempted any such explanation of what
seems to me to be a mechanical anomaly. It
should be possible to explain why a moving
body can escape some part of the effect of
opposing forces when it travels at an angle to
their direction. To assume such a theory
seems tantamount to an assumption that some
less foot-pounds of power are required to raise
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a given weight up an incline than to lift it
directly against gravity to the same height-
all friction, of course, being ignored.

If Mr. Brownson can afford us a simple
mechanical explanation of the discrepancy in
the times it would be of great interest to such
doubting Thomases as myself.

I am with Mr. Brownson in having doubt
on the question of the " aether." Several other
interesting matters concerning Einstein's
Theory raise questions in my mind, but I have
delayed putting them forward pending an
acceptable explanation of the apparent

/2

Fig. t.

anomaly on which the Michelson-Morley
experiment was based.-C. W. CARR (East-
bourne).

Marking Out Sundials
SIR,-In the very interesting_ and instruc-

tive article Making Sundials, " in
the August issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
the geometrical construction shown in Fig.
2 for drawing the radiating hour lines re-
quires, in my opinion, one correction to be
made. The radius of the inner circle should
be CB, and not CA, since the dial is to be
horizontal. CA is the radius if the dial is
to be set vertically in the East-West direction.

The following additional construction,
which is the result of attempts on my part
to find a method of accurate subdivision of
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the hour angles in Fig. 3 of the article, may
be of interest to other readers.

Using ordinary ruled writing paper (pre-
ferably with narrow spacing of about tin.),
and taking the width of a space as the unit of
measurement, draw Fig. r to the following
dimensions. In triangle ABC, LA =latitude,
AB =24 units, L C 90 deg. Then the
radii of the two circles will be 24 units and
CB respectively. When the hour lines have
been completed, divide the noon line QC into
six equal parts, i.e., 4 units each, as shown by
the points a, b, c, d, e. Also mark two

A method of marking
out the sub -divisions of
hour angles for a sundial.

12

Fig. 2.

similar divisions below PCJ as shown at f, g.
Mark where the printed ruled lines through

a, b, c, d, e, f, g cut the hour lines r r and 1,
IO and 2, 9 and 3, 8 and 4, 7 and 5, 5 and 7,
4 and 8 respectively. It is noticed that these
points lie on two curves intersecting at Q,
and cutting PCJ at a distance from C which
can be proved theoretically to be equal to
7/ rths of the radius of the inner circle.
Join these points by two smooth curves as
shown in the diagram. The intersections of
the printed lines of the paper with these curves
will form an accurate scale of quarter-hours.

Similarly, using graph paper withI/loin.
divisions and snaking CQ =7.2in., a scale of
5 -minute intervals can be accurately set out.

The final appearance of the dial is shown
in Fig. 2.-I. E. HoPKIN (Swansea).

MAKING A MICROSCOPE LAMP
(Continued from page 3o)

best way to handle the filters is to hold them
between two pieces of clean white paper.
The gelatine filters are delivered in sections
two inches square and for the purposes of
the construction of the assembly described
below they do not need to be cut in any
way. To assemble the filters first cut the
photographic glass into pieces by 3tin.
Thm mount one of the gelatine strips
between two of these pieces, arranging it at
a point about equidistant from each end of
the glass plates. Once the strip is satisfac-
torily arranged the edges of the glass may
be sealed together with Scotch tape ; it is
best to use this as the filter may easily be
stripped down if it is not satisfactory, and
then reassembled.

The most important points to remember in
handling filters are that they should never be
handled with bare fingers, and on no account
should they ever be allowed to get wet.
Handle them gently and treat them properly,
and they will give years of service, and
many hours of enjoyment.

Coventry Model Engineering Society
THE activities of the club so far this year

have included a Model night, Rummage
sale, Film show, Track night, Visit to main
signal box at Rugby, and several interesting
talks and lectures.

Future activities are as follow : October
i6th, Photographic night. Members and
friends are invited to bring photos of interest
to the society and say a few words about
them ; the photographs are displayed by
episcope. November 13th, Film show.
November 27th, Annual dinner. December
11th, Annual General Meeting.

The railway section has been very busy
this year. The portable track has been in use
at many local works sports events, and the
permanent track at the Memorial Park has
been busy at week -ends. This track is 31in.
and 5in. gauge, and visitors are invited to

bring their locomotives along there, but it is a
condition of use that the boiler must have had
a hydraulic test to the satisfaction of the two
members approved by the insurance company
and who issue a test certificate. These two
members are : Mr. D. Gardiner, 2, Belgrave
Road, Wyken, Coventry, and Mr. L. Bedder,
105, Butt Lane, Allesley, Coventry.

Prospective members and visitors are
welcome at all activities of the club and new
members are needed to help run the railway
in the Memorial Park.

There is also an active small gauge railway
group, who are busy making a scenic multi -
gauge track for use at exhibitions.

Hon. Secretary, L. J. Bedder, tog, Butt
Lane, Allesley, Coventry.

Model Boat Building
Cy F. J. CAMM

5/-, By post 5/6
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2
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QUERIES and
ENQUIRIES

A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Electroplating as a Hobby
IWISH to take up electroplating as

a profitable hobby.
As an example I would like to be able

to attempt the plating of the headlamps
on my small family car. In view of this,
could you supply me with names of
firms who could supply me with the
following :

Vat or vats, as shown on PRACTICAL
MECHANICS front cover, May issue,
about 18in. x I2in. x lain.; resistance with
approximate cost ; suitable thermometer;
acids (smallest quantities).

I propose using a I2 -volt car battery,
do you think this would supply the
necessary power ?-Mr. R. R. Matthews
(Tulse Hill).

ALL the necessary apparatus can be
obtained from any good firm of

laboratory suppliers, such as Messrs. Griffin
and Tatlock Ltd., Kemble Street, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

The above firm advertises a vat (pneumatic
trough), t6in. x Ilin. x Itin., at about £2 15s.
Suitable thermometers' cost about 6s. to 8s.

The cost of sliding resistances depends on
the current they are designed to carry and
their resistance. There are literally hundreds
of different ranges available. To determine
the range you require you must first calculate
the maximum current you are likely to use.
This gives you the current range of the
sliding resistance. The next step is to deter-
mine the minimum current you are likely
to use and to divide the voltage of your
battery by this value. This gives the re-
sistance range of the sliding resistance.

Example :
Maximum area to be silver-plated =- too

sq. in.
Current required = too x 0.02 =2 amps.
Minimum area to be silver-plated to

sq. ins.
Current required= to x 0.02=0.2 amps.
Battery voltage= 12 volts.
Battery voltage ± minimum current =re-

sistance range.
12=0.2=60 ohms.

Therefore, the sliding resistance required
must be capable of carrying 2 amps and
have a resistance of 6o ohms. The approximate
cost in this instance is about E4.

A vat of the size suggested would hold
about seven gallons of solution. Using this
figure, it is quite simple to calculate the
quantities of each chemical required.

A 2 -volt car battery would be quite suitable
for use when copper or silver plating, but it
is doubtful if it would stand up to supplying
the much larger currents necessary for nickel
or chromium plating. The area of a car
reflector is of the order of too sq. in. This
requires a current of only 2 amps when silver
plating compared with 5o amps for chromium
plating and 15o amps when nickel plating.

A car battery would certainly be able to
deliver 5o amps for short periods, but a
continuous discharge at this rate will soon
lead to the partial, if not complete, destruction
of the battery.

Oil -burning Unit for Stoves
HAVING made up the above, as per

specifications in your January issue
of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Ifind that the
tube running through the fire carbons up
solid after about three hours' burning.
A larger pipe has been fitted. This also
carbons up after longer running ; old
engine oil is used, passed through a
filter.

Can you inform me if there is any
modification I can make to overcome
the defect ?-R. J. G. Outing (Essex).

THERE are a number of possible reasons
for excessive carbon deposit in the

vaporiser, although we have never experienced
anything approaching complete stoppage in
three hours.

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued cur electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subject, please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

Very dirty oil is the most obvious cause.
Waste sump oil as collected from the garage
is, of course, black in colour due to the
carbon and other particles held in suspension.
However, five gallons left undisturbed in a
drum would precipitate most of this unwanted
material in a matter of 24 hours at room
temperature, and the quite clear golden oil
could then be poured off the top. If the

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE
I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. No. I,

3s. 6d.*
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d.5

COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.
New Series. No. 3, 5s.*

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

"SPORTS "PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4, 5s.*
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, 5s.*
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New

Series. No. 6, 5s.*
ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 641.5

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.5

EPISCOPE. New Series. No. 11, 3s. 6d.*
PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d.5

COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6(1.5

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d.*

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK. 2s.
"PRACTICAL TELEVISION" RECEIVER

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.

P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.
Is.*

The above blue -prints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

An denotes constructional details are available free
with the blue -prints.

day's fuel requirements are pumped into the
feed tank the previous evening a very notice-
able improvenient will result.

Water, in conjunction with the semi -solid
residue from the tank bottom, has the effect
of completing the stoppage of an already
foul vaporising tube, and, for this reason,
it is essential for the feed pipe to project
into the tank as described. The tank should
be cleaned out whenever water or deposit
shows signs of overflowing down the feed
pipe.

Is too much heat impinging on a localised
part of the vaporiser ? Burning and scaling
of the part will indicate this, which would
result in carbon being built up solidly for an
inch or two, leaving the remainder of the
tube clear. The remedy would be to
re -arrange the bricks slightly in order to
spread the flame.

An increase in the incline of the vaporising
tube to about in. in 'ft. would effect some
improvement if the use of very muddy oil
cannot be avoided.

The burner described in the article is in
constant use to hours a day, five and a -half
days a week, and in order to avoid the daily
cleaning a duplicate vaporiser and nozzle
has been made and the two used alternately.
The regular change -over, which is effected
in a few minutes, is carried out only once
each week and stoppages are unknown.
After removal the tubes are cleaned out ready
for the following week's use.

Colouring Billiards Balls
T HAVE a number of billiards balls that
1 I wish to make into a snooker set;
they are mostly ivory (all red) and the
remainder are composite. Can you give
me instructions for colouring these
ivory balls, also for removing the colour
from some ? Is it possible to colour
composite balls ?-A. H. Sheath (West
Wickham).
IT is perfectly simple and satisfactory to

colour ivory billiards balls by immersing
them in an aniline dye of the appropriate
colour. The colour can be removed by a
chloride of lime bleach.

It is quite impossible to colour composite
balls satisfactorily. The colour will be
blotchy and will not last. Composite balls
are compressed with material that is homo-
geneously coloured and the colour is constant
right through the ball section.

For professional advice about this matter
we advise you to contact : Messrs. Weildings,
Ltd., Billiards Ball Manufacturers, Bollo
Lane, Acton, W.3.

Black Light
COULD you please give any information

on ultra -violet light apparatus or
" black light" used for fluorescency
tests ? I understand that the so-called
" black light " is the product of infra-
red rays. Is this correct ?-John S.
Crow (Fulham, S.W.6).

THE term " black light " may apply to
either infra -red or ultra -violet rays.

We take it to apply to electro-magnetic rays
outside the visible spectrum and which will
excite certain phosphors.

Black glass, opaque to visible light, having
a content of nickel oxide is very old, and used
to have the term a Wood filter and would,
we believe, transmit U. V. between 4,000 and
3,200 A°. Mercury lamps are still made
fitted with Wood filters, under the names -
analytical lamps, purple X-ray lamps, etc.

Coming glass also produce a Coming red -
purple filter 587.

We recommend you to read " Lumines-
cence," by P. Pringsheim and M. Vogel, Inter -
science Pub. Inc., N.Y., 1943.

(Continued on page 44.)
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HIGNSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal Sets.
Our latest Model
is a real radio
receiver, which
is fitted with a
permanent crys-
tal detector. Why
not have a set in
your own room ?
12/6. post 8d. De
Luxe Receiver
in polished oak
cabinet, 18/6,
post 1/-.

Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws, 2/10, post 3d. Headphones,
brand new, S. G. Brown, G.E.O.. etc.. 15/-,
23/-, and super -sensitive, 30/- a pair, post 1/-.
New Headphones, 10/- a pair. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 12/6 a pair.
Both post, 1/-. New Single Earpieces,
3/6. Bal. armature type. 416 : ex-R.A.F.
earpiece, 2/6, post 4d. Headphones, in
good order, 6/- (better quality. 7/6), all
post If-. Headphones with moving coil
mike, 15/-. Similar phones with throat
mikes, 12/6, Post If-. Headphone Cords,
1/3 a Pair, post 3d. Replacement Bands,
1/3, post 4d. Wire Bands, 6d.
(All Headphones listed are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.)

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C.
Mains, giving 3. 5,
or 8 volts output at
1 amp., operate bulb.
buzzer or bell. Will

supply light in bedroom or larder. etc.
PRICE 9/-. post 8d. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries. 6/6, post fkl.

Big Ben" Chimes. Housed in Cream
Plastic Case. Easily connected to give
Two -Note Chime from Front Door, and
Single Note from Rear. Operated from 6-9
volt Batteries or Transformer (shown
above). 231-, post
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 -volt) Microphone
Amplifiers as used in plane inter -corn..
in self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up a deaf -aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set; complete
with valves and fitting instructions, 201-.
post 2/-. Useful wooden box with partitions
to hold amplifier, 2/- extra. Ditto, Iess
valves. 101-. One -valve amplifier. complete
with valve. 1011 Post 1/6.
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle
and lead, 4/6. Tannoy, 6/-. Similar instru-
ment, moving coil, 716, post 1/-.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers with vest -
rat clip,

Neon
and withgauge,.,3/ft,rprtse

on
mains showing " live " side of switches,
etc.. 3/6, Post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser (pencil type), with vest-
p tc.k,ocet clip.pos indispensable for electricians,
e clip p, 5d.

Soldering
Irons. Our
new stream-
lined iron isfitted with

a Pencil Bit. 200/250 v. 50 watts, 11/6,
post 6d. Standard Iron with adjustable
bit. 200/250 v., 60 watts'. 13/6, Post 6d. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 16/6, Post -8d. All parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. Small
Soldering Irons, for use on gas, 114, Post
4d. Resin -cored solder for easy soldering
6d. packets or large reels 5/ -,post 9d.
Microphones. -Just the thing for im-
promptu concerts, room -to -room communi-
cation, etc. Bakelite table model, 6/9.
Suspension type. 8/6. Post 6d. Mike
Buttons (carbon), 2/-. Moving Coil, 418
Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d. each.
Rotary Transformers, 24 v. input; Output
1,230 v., .2 amp. in ease with suppressors,etc.. easily converted to run as a high -
voltage motor. 25/-.carr. 5/-. Also 12 V.
input; Output 6 v. .5 amp.: 150 v., 10 mA. ;
and 300 v., 20/240 mA., 2218, carriage 5/-.
Morse Keys. -Standard -size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp. 3/-, Post 6d. Slightly
smaller keys, 2/6, post 4d. BUZZERS,
3/9, or heavy duty, 4/6, Post 5d.
Terminals, brass, 2BA, mounted on strip
6d. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6, post 4d..00003 twin gang with
trimmers, 2/6, post 4d. 24 volt, 15 mini..
M.E.S. Bulbs for model railways. etc.,
11- each. 10/- doz., post 4d. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 1/6 doz., post 4d. Fuses. -1 amp.,
1 lin., packet of 10. 2/6, Post 3d. Also 150 mA.
and 250 mA., same price. Hydrometers,
Standard Type. 61-, post 6d.
Bargain Parcels, of really useful equip-
ment, containing Switches. Meters, Con-
densers, Resistances. Phones, etc., 10/-.
or doable assortment, 1711 ; treble 25/-.
All carriage 21-. This country only.
Field Intercommunication Sets, complete
with ringing hand generator, bell, signal
lamp, morse key relay, in strong metal
case with circuit diagram, 30/- each, carr.
2/8 ; 57/8 pair. carr. 3/6. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells. with box, 5/-, post 9d.
Telephone hand generator, with handle, 9/6,
post 1/8 : Bell, 3/6, post 6d.
Meters. 10 v., 21in. Rectifier (A.C.). in
wooden carrying case, 14/8 ; 15 v., 2i in.
m/c.. 9/6 : 150 v.. 2in., m/c, 10/- ; 3.5 amp.,
2 In., T.C.. 6/- : 41 amp. 21in. T.C., in case
with switch, 9/6 : 100 mA., 2in., m/c. 7/6 :
Meter Units containing 2-500 microamp.
movements. 7/-, Post 1!-.

All meters post extra.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

H I GHSTO N E UTILITIES
58, New 1Vanstead, London, E.11.

Letters only.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

lid. stamp and S.A.E.
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NEWNES'

Engineering
Works

Practice
YOURS FOR 7 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
Engineering pays you according to what you put into it. The more
you know the more you will earn -and the brighter your future.
You simply must see this latest Newnes' technical work. It sets
out to equip you with knowledge vitally necessary if you are to
gain promotion.
Thousands of discerning engineers and ambitious apprentices
have examined and purchased it under this helpful Free examination
plan -it will put you, too, on the road to higher pay.
 50 Top-ranking specialists give you the fruits of their lifetime's

experience.
 173 world-famous engineering firms and technical journals have

co-operated to help you.
 Latest developments are fully described and illustrated.

Basic Processes and Machines
Covers all fundamental work-
shop processes, metallurgy,
pattern -making, die-casting;
lathework, drilling, gear produc-
tion, grinding, etc.

Modern Methods and Materials
Includes welding and oxygen
cutting, brazing and soldering.
The use of mechanical and
hydraulic presses, processes used
in treating materials, etc.

Production Engineering
Quality and quantity produc-
tion methods illustrated By
hundreds of specially taken
works photographs. Loco and
aero manufacture. Time and
motion study. Export packing.

Installation, Operation and
Maintenance

Instruments, electronics, fuels,
testing, etc.

* YOU WILL RECEIVE :-

4 Volumes strongly bound in Rich
Maroon Cloth. 9} in. x 61 in.

2022 pageswritten by 50 Top -, ranking Engineers.
2,000 instructive " action " photo-

graphs, diagrams and
drawings, etc.

24 Unique Data Sheets, 11/- in.
x 8). in., containing facts, fig-

ures, drawings, etc.
12 Instructive Wall Charts, 161 in.

x I 1 I in., giving technical de-
tail in convenient form.
I Strong Chart Case 9} in. x 6t

in., for Data Sheets and Wall
Charts. In Binding to match volumes.

FREE 1 Copy of Workshop
Calculations, Tables and

Formula, a time -saving and a work -
saving pocket book for engineers.
192 pages. 124 illustrations. Value
7s. 6d. it is presented free to every
purchaser of ENGINEERING
WORKS PRACTICE.

2Years' Free Technical Advisory
Service on all subjects in Newnes'ENGINEERING WORKS

PRACTICE.

-POST COUPON TO DAY.
To : GEORGE NEWNES, Ltd., 66/69, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.2.
YES, send me ENGINEERING WORKS PRACTICE.
It is understood that I may return the work within eight days. If I keep it I wil I
send a first payment of 15s. eight days after delivery and 15s. monthly thereafter
until £7 17s. 6d. has been paid. Cash price within eight days is £7 10s.

Name

Address

Occupation HOUSEOWNER
OR TENANT ?

Signature (Strike out one.)
(or your Parent's Signature if under 21) EWP 17/3

MUM

Telephone: MUSEUM 9594

H. FRANKS
58-60, New Oxford St., London, W.C.1

One Minute from
Tottenham Court Rd. Station

PREDICTOR UNITS. Fitted four
variable speed gear -boxes, 115 volt
A.C. motor, numerous worm gears,
right-angIe gears, approx. 78 ball -
races, etc. weight 78 lbs., cost 1300
each to make. New in original cases.
£11 each.

SPERRY'S CONSTANT SPEED, 115
volt, 50 cycles motors, 4in. diam.,
8M. long. Ilin. spindle, speed 2,400
r.p.m., 45/- each.

12/24 VOLTS HOOVER BLOWER
MOTORS, Ref. 10KB/115. as recom-
mended for car heaters in a recent
issue. Price 27/6 each.

TUFNOL PULLEYS. Fitted ball races,
external diem.. 21in., internal diam.
3116in., 2/9 each, 30/- per doz.

DITTO. 41in. external, lin. internal,
5/- each, 551- per doz. 2,000 of both
types available.

MINIATURE IMPULSE MOTORS
made by " Gents " size 3 x 2 x 11 in.,
suitable for operating models.
switches, etc.. operates off 4/6v.
a.c./d.c. and is very powerful for its
size. Price 8/6 each, post paid.

SYNCHRONOUS CLOCK UNITS.
Self-starting 200-250 v. a.c. 50 cycle,
fitted Sangamo motors, consumption
21 watts, size 21in. diam.. 2in. deep,
geared 1 rev. 60 mins. friction reset.
Ideal movements for electric clocks.
With gear train and 5in. hands. Price
221 each, post paid.

SANGAMO MODEL S7 SYNCHRON-
OUS MOTORS, 200/250 v. a.c. 50
cycles, final speed 1 r.p.m., 27/8 each.

SANGAMO MOTOR UNITS, MODEL
7, final speed 1 rev. 24 hrs. 200/250 v.
a.c. 50 cycles, 27/8 each.

SANGAMO MOTOR UNITS, MODEL
7, final speed I rev. per 7 days, 200/250
v. a.c. 50 cycles, 30/- each.

Ex -Air Min. GEAR PUMPS. Type
RFPil, made by Rolls-Royce, size
approx. 6 x 51 x 5in. Price 30/- each,
post paid.

CLOCKWORK MOVEMENTS fitted
" VENEER " Escapement, runs 10
hours one full wind, final speed 1 rev.
75 secs. Price 9/- each, post paid.

" STANCOR." U.S.A. 2.5 K.V.A. 50160
cycle auto -transformers. Input, 115/
250 v. Output, 110 v. Completely
shrouded. £11 each.

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMERS, in-
put 180/230 v. A.C., 50 cycles, output
4.2, 4.2 v., 10 amps., ideal for soil heat-
ing, spot welding, etc., 35/- each.

SELECTORS, Type 10K/13045, fitted
cam -operated contacts, 21in. plastic
gear, 12/4 volts D.C. operated. 8/6
each.

FOUR-WAY SELECTOR UNITS,
Ref. 5D/632, manual or electrical.
12/24 volts D.C. operation, fitted
impulse relay working rotary counter
one to four, with cams operating
contacts, 17/6 each.

HAND GENERATOR POWER
UNITS, Type No. 7 ZA 17571, giving an
output of 6 volts D.C. at 30/4 amps..
for charging. These are unused and
housed in metal cabinet 17 x 10 x 7in.,
47/6.

LONDEX RELAYS, Type 220, Ref. No.
10F/494, two heavy break contacts.
24 volts, fitted in metal cases. 4in. x

x 21in. 8/6 each.
6 -VOLT LONDEX RELAYS, with 2

break contacts, fitted 4 -way Jones
socket, 3/- each, 40/- per doz.

HALF -WAVE TRANSFORMERS,
input 230 volts A.C., 50 cycles output,
250 volts, 60 ma., 6.3 volts, 10 amps.,
11/6 each.

HIGH QUALITY ex-A.M.
VACUUM PUMPS, size 61n. x 4in.
x 4in. approx. Flange mounting,
weight 51b., spline shaft 2in. long, (in.
diameter ; needs a 1 h.p. motor to
drive same. Price 37/6 each.

SLIDING RESISTANCES. Enclosed
type 20 OHMS 2.3 amp. Price 2216
each.

SOLENOIDS, Heavy Duty, 12/24 volts,
d.c., 10/8 each.

TR IPLEX GLASS DISCS, 91in. diam.,
3/16in. thick. ideal for Port -holes,
etc. 3/6 each, 40/- per doz.

VARIABLE RHEOSTATS, fitted ver-
nier control. 50 OHMS, 1 amp., all
new unused. Price 151- each, post
paid.

500 - OHM ELECTRO - MAGNET
COILS, 5/6 per doz.

60 - OHM ELECTRO - MAGNET
COILS, 10.000 available of both types,
5/6 per doz.

SLIDING RESISTANCES, 3.4 OHMS
12 amps. Price 22/6 each, post paid.

SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS. 200/250v.
a.c. 50 eyes. with gear -trains. Final
speed I rev. per hour. Ex -Time
Operated Units by well-known
makers, size 31 x 31 x 31n. Price 2L'6
post paid.

DYNAMOTORS. Ideal for car radio,
input 12v. d.c., 1.2 amps, output
125v. d.c. 40 ma.

"KLAXON." 24 Volts d.c. shunt
wound 1/20th h.p. motors, 2,500 r.p.m.
continuous rating. 40/- each.

RECTIFIER UNITS, input 200/250
volts, a.c. 50 cycles. output 24 volts
d.c. 34 amp., £4 each.

FULL MAILING LIST PRICE 60.
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Writing on Lantern Slides
T WISH to prepare some 31in. square
1 lantern slides for a school Christmas
party-mainly popular songs. I find that
Indian ink flows too freely from a
mapping pen ; is this suitable ? Is there
a special ink ? Is the glass surface
treated at all ?-S. G. Moore (Co.
Durham).

THERE are several ways in which writing
(carols and songs) can be got on to

lantern slides. The best is to use a J plate
camera (the dark slide will just take a 31in.
square plate) and photograph the original
type on to the plate ; develop and fix in the
usual way. The result will be a negative giving
white type on black. If this is not considered
satisfactory make a contact print on another
plate and thus produce a positive.

Another way is to use an exactly similar
plate but, without exposing it, fix it in a hypo
solution, wash and dry it, and write the
wording on the emulsion side.

A third method is to stretch a piece of
Cellophane film (from a packet of cereals or a
box of chocolates) down on to a white surface.
Write with Indian ink and mapping pen on
this, cut to 31in. square and mount between
two lantern -slide cover glasses bound around
with black gummed strip paper.

Double Image in Binoculars
PLEASE tell me why I can see a double

image when using my prismatic
binoculars and how I can cure it ? I do
not wear glasses and my eyesight is very
good.-R. Robinson (Surrey).

TF the image yielded by each side of the bin-
ocular, when viewed separately, is perfect,

then the double image is produced by a
mechanical fault ; that is to say, that the
optical axes of the two telescopes are not
parallel. In other words, there is a twist in
the framing of the instrument and it should
be possible to detect the amount of twist
from the outside. It is not a very difficult
matter to put this right by counter -twisting
in the hands, but if the lack of alignment is
very pronounced it may be better to take the
binoculars to an optical instrument maker
and have it put right.

Microscope Illumination
T HAVE a small microscope, but find
1 that I can only view transparent
objects as the light source is reflected
from a mirror through the specimen,
and thence to the lenses.

How can I modify this microscope to
view opaque subjects such as a piece
of steel, etc. ?-J. H. Donohue (Yorks).

WHAT you want to do is to obtain
brilliant top illumination on the

object on the stage and to do this you will
require a small powerful lens to act as a
condenser and concentrate the rays from a
window or a lamp down on to the object.
Turn the mirror so that it throws no light
upwards, black the back of the mirror with
black paper or black velvet. Then arrange
the condenser lens, which must have a stand
to carry it on the table alongside the micro-
scope, so that it is above the level of the stage.
You must bring the light from the window,
or the lamp, to the sharpest possible focus on
the object, moving the microscope or the
condenser or the lamp until the best vision
is obtained. Such a condenser as is referred
to here can be bought ready made from an
optical instrument makers, such as Broadhurst,
Clarkson and Co., Ltd., 63, Farringdon Road,
London, E.C.r. For your instrument you
will not need a large condenser. You will not
have to make any alteration in the microscope ;

. -41 only see that you have a black background to
the object.
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A Simple Dynamometer
T HAVE some b.h.p. tests to carry out
1 on a two-stroke engine, and wish to
construct a simple dynamometer.

Could you give me any information
on building and operating one, please ?
-P. Pottinger (Berks).

E presume that it is your intention to
build a mechanical type of dyna-

mometer in which the output of the engine
is absorbed by friction. For this purpose
you could use a light arm carrying at the
centre two blocks of wood, or of metal lined
with friction material, which are clamped
round the engine pulley by means of two
wing nuts. It is desirable that the engine
pulley should have a hollow rim so that water
can be poured into the rim to keep it cool.
Stops should be arranged to limit the move-
ment of the arm within a few degrees of the
horizontal. A spring balance can be attached
to the arm so that it pulls the arm vertically,
or a weight can be hung vertically from the
arm, at a distance L feet from the centre of the
pulley.

Mechanical type of dynamometer

The engine is started up and the wing
nuts tightened to apply frictional load to the
engine pulley, the spring balance or weight
being adjusted to apply a pull of W lb. to
keep the arm in equilibrium in a horizontal
position between the stops. Under these
conditions the torque developed by the
frictional load will be equal to W x L lb. ft.

The work done per revolution will be
2 x 3.142 xWxL ft. lb.

The work done per minute will be 2 x 3.142
xWxLxN ft. lb., where N is the speed
of the pulley in r.p.m.

The horsepower will be equal to
2 X 3.42 X W X L x Nh.p.

33,000

Projecting Pond Life
ABOUT 20 years ago I had much

pleasure in a " scientific toy " ;
it was in the box form of the magic
lantern with the protruding lens for
magnification. Instead of a space or slot
to insert films there was a specially -
constructed space to hold a slim, rounded
bottle which could be filled with pond
water (the " livelier " the better), and on
being illuminated and magnified on to
a screen a marvellous performance of
pond life was available.-J. West (Salford).

WE have never seen such a lantern for
the projection of images of living

organisms, or pond life, but the best plan
would be to purchase, either new or second-
hand, an ordinary magic lantern and where
the ordinary lantern slides are passed into
place use slides made by yourself. These
can be built up of two square pieces (say,
31in. x Min.) of thin, flat clear glass separated
at their edges (on three edges only) by narrow
strips of thicker glass, say 3/32in. thick.
These strips are cemented to both the square
glasses with Canada Baalsam, Japan Gold
Size or an oil varnish. The top edge is left
open for filling with the pond water and
emptying when the organisms are dead. We
do not think that the bottles which you
recollect were shaped lenses, the flatter the
"slides " are the better. It will be advisable
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to place a piece of plain glass at the front
of the box portion of the lantern to ensure
keeping the slides cool, otherwise the heat
would quickly destroy all life in the slide.

Converting Van to Utility
THAVE purchased a van and intend to

.1. convert it into a utility. Please
advise me on the best method of cutting
the metal body to put windows in ;
the marking, etc., will not be difficult.

Is it practical to fit sliding windows
or would you advise the usual rubber
channel and safety glass ?-J. MacKenzie
(Kent).

WE think the most satisfactory tool to
buy would be a pair of snips. Dressing

is not a formidable problem and although a
grinding wheel may cut and dress simultane-
ously, you can obtain equal results with snips
and a file. If you do not wish to purchase a
pair of snips, a further idea is the time-
honoured chisel and, file method ; it is slow,
we agree, but nevertheless just as effective
and cheap in view of the fact that only one
vehicle is to be converted.

In your second query we are not sure
whether you refer to the usual sliding windows
for the car doors or if the side lights are to be
made in this manner. We do not advise the
latter course as we think it would unnecessarily
complicate matters ; the door windows arc
adequate for normal purposes. If, however,
you deem it essential to install this type of
window, you will undoubtedly find it very
easy to fit the car door type which you could
purchase either new or second-hand from a
" spares " dealer.

Bubble Solution
T PURCHASED some bubble solution
1 with a small wire ring which is
dipped in the liquid and blown through.
I have since tried to make a similar
liquid, using various soaps and detergents
but without success. Could you give me
the composition of such a liquid ?-
G. Benniston (Derby).

THE solution is made by dissolving roz.
of sodium oleate in 1 # pints of boiling

water. When this has cooled off, add four
tablespoonsful of glycerine. Sodium oleate is
obtainable from all chemists quite cheaply.

Information Sought
Readers are invited to supply the required
information to answer the following queries.
The following is an extract from a

letter from J. F. Ford (Newport) : " Please
send me information on pocket type hand
warmers, and any constructional details
available. Can you inform me the name and
address of any firm marketing them ? "

In his letter, R. Buckle (Staffs) says :
" Please tell me details of a water -pipe
heating system, in a shed approximately
7ft. x 5ft. x 6ft. high, and also to an adjoining
shed later on, 8ft. x 7ft. x 7ft. high. It is
necessary to avoid fumes."

M. Hurley, of Wigan, writes : " I have
some blackthorn sticks and would like to be
able to dress them up to give to friends.
Can you tell me how to straighten them,
how to season them, also how to varnish and
finish them ?

GEARS AND GEAR -CUTTING

Edited by F. f. Camm

Price 6s. from all Booksellers or 6s. 6d. by
post from George Newnes, Ltd. (Book
Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,

London, W.C.2.
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